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Summary

In this thesis we aim to develop further understanding of the mechanisms leading to

the nonlocal manipulation of adsorbed aromatic molecules on a Si(111)-7 × 7 surface.

The injection of either electrons or holes into the surface above a bias threshold results

in the manipulation of molecules up to tens of nanometers away from the injection site.

We use the tip of a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) as both a tunable source

of hot charge carriers, as well as an imaging tool with atomic-scale resolution. While

far slower than the timescale of the manipulation process at room temperature, this

allows for observation of the distribution of aromatic molecules on the surface before

and after nonlocal charge injection.

The nonlocal manipulation process can be separated into three distinct steps, each of

which occurs identically and independently for each individual charge carrier; charge

injection, charge transport, and molecular manipulation. In this thesis we focus on the

charge transport step, the link between the nonlocal process and light emission from

the same system, and the manipulation step itself.

To isolate the charge transport process, the radial extent of nonlocal manipulation has

been measured at two injection biases and across a range of charge injection times

from 1 to 500 s (i.e., varying the number of injected charge carriers). For sufficient

injection duration, the manipulated spot-size is described by purely diffusive transport

of the injected charge carriers. This sets a practical limit on the maximum size of the

nonlocal effect, which is constrained by the surface diffusive properties and feasible

injection duration. Conversely, at the lower limit of injection times, the radius of

manipulation is observed to plateau with a radius between 6 and 10 nm, conforming to

an initial non-manipulative ballistic transport regime prior to the diffusive transport.

Secondly, we consider similarities in the onset biases between nonlocal manipulation

and light emission from the same system, alongside constant emission spectra, which

suggest a common origin for the two mechanisms. We demonstrate that the nonlocal

manipulation, and hence photon emission, is not mediated by a localised surface plas-

mon decay process, and instead that light emission occurs after the charge transport

step of nonlocal manipulation. The probability of both outcomes follows a similar ex-

ponential increase with increasing bias above the shared threshold, between +2.0 and

+2.7 V, suggesting that both processes follow an identical pathway prior to manipula-

tive relaxation or light emission.

To observe the final manipulation step, we consider the outcome, rather than only the

distribution, of nonlocal manipulation. Previous investigation into the outcome of local
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manipulation demonstrated a bias invariance of the final manipulation step. Here we

expand this to nonlocal manipulation, thus demonstrating that the molecular manipu-

lation occurs from a common energy state for each injected charge carrier, independent

of the injection bias above or below the nonlocal threshold. For electron injection,

the nonlocal branching ratio is observed to be a similar order of magnitude to the lo-

cal branching ratio. Additionally, we observe a similar probability of manipulation per

charge-molecule interaction across both local and nonlocal manipulation. This suggests

that the manipulation step occurs identically for both local and nonlocal manipulation,

with only the addition of a charge transport step in nonlocal manipulation altering the

outcome.

Finally, we discuss the effect of varying the adsorbate molecule on the manipulation

step. While changing the adsorbate from a lighter (toluene) to a heavier (bromoben-

zene) aromatic molecule has no effect on the manipulation for electron injection, for

hole injection the relative probability of desorption is suppressed. This is in agree-

ment with the differing manipulation processes between the injected charges; surface-

mediated electron injection proceeds mostly independent of the adsorbate molecule,

while molecule-mediated hole injection is dependent on the mass of the adsorbate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Understanding the femtosecond-scale dynamics of high-energy charge carriers across a

surface provides an avenue for greater control over microscale and nanoscale systems.

For example, photogenerated hot charge carriers with energy between 1 and 3 eV,

equivalent to a visible or near-infrared photon, are fundamental to solar cells. The

efficiency of such devices is practically limited by, among other things, the transport

characteristics of the hot charges prior to thermalisation, even for nanostructure devices

[1]. Through direct measurement of the immediate hot electron charge dynamics, from

generation to decay, greater understanding and thereby control of the system could

be developed. This would allow for the engineering of surfaces with expanded carrier

lifetimes, leading to an increase in the maximum capture efficiency, potentially breaking

the Shockley-Queissier limit for solar cells [2]. However, observing or extracting real

time information from a hot charge carrier is difficult due to the extremely short lifetime

and length scale of the particle prior to thermalisation, usually occurring over the order

of a femtosecond.

The scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) is both a source of tunable hot charge

carriers as well as a microscope with atomic resolution. The STM can also, by way of the

hot charge carriers, induce atomic manipulation; for example allowing the desorption

of specific molecules beneath the tip [3], the manual positioning of individual atoms or

molecules on a surface [4], and can induce chemical reactions [5]. It should be noted

that the manipulation in these examples is restricted to the tunnel junction and so

tells little about the underlying hot electron dynamics which are far faster than an

STM can resolve. Additionally, the present methods generally require time-intensive
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Si(111)-7x7

Charge

Injection Local

Dynamics
Hot Charge
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~ 1-10 fs
~ 200 fs ~ 1-10 fs

Figure 1-1: The lifetime of a hot charge carrier injected from an STM tip into the surface
states of a Si(111)-7× 7 surface. The charge will eventually thermalise, inducing local
or nonlocal dynamics including light emission, phonon excitation or manipulation of
adsorped molecules.

atom-by-atom manipulation which means that increasing the scope towards large-scale

manufacturing is, from a practical point of view, out of reach.

Previous work within the atomic manipulation group at the University of Bath has

investigated the nonlocal manipulation of aromatic molecules on the Si(111)-7 × 7

reconstructed surface via the injection of both hot holes and hot electrons from the

tip of an STM [6–9]. It has been shown that the injected charges are not confined to

the tunnel junction directly beneath the tip, and instead each injected charge carrier

may, as a part of the decay process, result in the manipulation of a molecule on the

surface many nanometres away from the injection site [7]. By considering that the

discrete manipulation events occur probabilistically, with a rate determined partially

by the nature of the charge carrier injection and subsequent transport, and injecting a

large number of charge carriers, the dynamics of each individual injected charge can be

inferred. This nonlocal manipulation has been shown to be a hot charge mediated effect,

the dynamics of which can be separated into several categories, shown in figure 1-1;

including the charge injection itself, the transport of the hot charge across the surface,

and the final thermalisation via mechanisms including molecular manipulation and light

emission. Each of these steps has previously been investigated and will be described

in more detail within. This nonlocal mechanism provides a route to expand the serial

one-at-a-time nature of conventional scanning probe microscope (SPM) manufacturing,

albeit losing the atomic scale control.

The main results of this thesis aim to confirm previously derived models, showing that

they are more robust than just the initial reports, whilst further developing them. The

former is primarily achieved by increasing the parameter space tested and showing that
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the results can be sufficiently explained within the scope of nonlocal charge transport.

Additionally we show that explicit values can be extracted from the broader model,

separating it into several key components, most notably relating to the probability

of the final manipulation step for an individual charge carrier. Finally, we attempt

to further demonstrate the link between local and nonlocal manipulation, showing

that the ratio of desorption to diffusion of a manipulated molecule is similar across

both regimes. This will demonstrate that the final manipulation step is common and

thus only the initial injection and any subsequent transport processes vary, suggesting

further routes to deconvolve the hot charge transport into its constituent parts from

this state-of-the-art atomic manipulation experiment.

1.1 Thesis overview

This thesis can be split into 3 main topics; a review of STM and relevant theory leading

to atom-scale resolution imaging and atomic manipulation, details of the experimental

aspects and data analysis required to produce the STM images as well as the nonlocal

manipulation experiments, and the scientific results of the experiments. Additionally,

appendices present the papers published based on the work within; including [10],

which is composed of experimental results and analysis from chapter 8, and [11], which

utilises the analysis of section 8.6.1.

STM and atomic manipulation

The initial chapters aim to provide a detailed overview of the theoretical and practical

background necessary for the experimental work of the later chapters of this thesis.

In chapter 2 a brief overview of SPM is given, with particular attention paid to STM;

including an introduction to the theory of quantum tunnelling. This is then followed

by a theoretical and practical discussion of atomic manipulation, both locally and non-

locally, in chapter 3, and our specific surface and surface-molecule systems in chapter

4; namely benzene derivatives chemisorbed onto the Si(111)-7× 7 surface.

Experimental procedure

A significant advantage of our experimental system is the largely automated experi-

ments and analysis using software developed in-house, which allows the collection of

large sets of data with minimal human oversight or intervention. Several chapters are

dedicated to describing the processes behind achieving high quality STM images at

room temperature, including the production of tips and dosed samples. Chapter 6.5
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describes in detail the automated injection processes for both local and nonlocal pa-

rameter experiments. Chapter 7 provides an explanation of the data analysis process,

both in terms of identifying and differentiating molecules and adatom sites from STM

images of the surface, as well as further data analysis.

Scientific results

Chapter 8 focuses primarily on nonlocal manipulation due to the injection of high

energy holes at biases above the nonlocal threshold. Here, the radial extent of the

nonlocal effect is observed whilst varying the number of injected charge carriers via the

injection duration, from which the charge transport step is further quantified.

Acknowledging the similarities between nonlocal manipulation and STM charge injec-

tion induced light emission, chapter 8 additionally considers an alternative mechanism

for nonlocal manipulation. In this model the decay of localised surface plasmons me-

diate both light emission and the distribution of nonlocal manipulation.

Chapter 9 aims to compare local and nonlocal manipulation with the ultimate goal be-

ing to indicate a common final decay step between both manipulation regimes. Previous

results have suggested the the ratio of desorption to diffusion for local manipulation is

invariant across a range of injection parameters [12]. Here, we attempt to expand this

branching ratio to extract a similar value from nonlocal manipulation experiments.

Finally, chapter 10 provides an overview of the results presented in this work.

1.2 Declaration of work

The majority of this thesis discusses results from experiments performed by myself with

supervision by Dr Peter Sloan at the University of Bath. For this thesis, operation of

the STM itself has been undertaken primarily independently, including daily operation,

tip and sample preparation, as well as troubleshooting issues. A large portion of the

procedures and software used have been developed by Dr Sloan and prior PhD students,

however, especially with regards to the injection and analysis software, these programs

were altered or rewritten as necessary to achieve the intended experiments or analysis.

It should be noted that several sections of this thesis use data provided by Dr Kristina

Rusimova from her previous work as a PhD student with Dr Sloan. Unless otherwise

stated, these data were provided as raw STM images with all further analysis performed

by myself.
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Chapter 2

Scanning probe microscopy and

quantum tunnelling

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques provide a method to image surfaces

with resolution far greater than traditional optical microscopy. Rather than allow for

direct visualisation of the surface, in each of these techniques the structure beneath

a nanoscale tip is inferred from a measured tip-sample interaction. In this chapter

several forms of SPM are briefly introduced with the main focus on scanning tunnelling

microscopy (STM), the primary experimental technique used within this thesis. The

purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the theory behind STM, it aims

to link the measured current across the STM tip-sample junction to the atom-scale

structure of the surface which results in the surface images able to be produced by this

technique.
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Figure 2-1: STM image used for the initial characterisation of the Si(111)-7×7 surface
[14]. The crosses atop bright adatom sites in the STM image indicate the determined
adatom positions in the developed model.

2.1 Scanning probe microscopy

SPM consists of a family of structurally similar surface imaging techniques. By ras-

tering (i.e. moving it line by line up an area) an extremely sharp tip with a radius

of curvature usually of the order of nanometres across a surface and measuring a lo-

calised interaction across the junction between the tip and the sample, it is possible to

construct an overall image of the topography of a surface. The measured interaction

depends on the type of SPM used and whether it is electrostatic forces for atomic force

microscopy (AFM), near-field light for scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM),

tunnel current for scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM), or otherwise, the overall pro-

cess remains the same.

The invention of the STM, the first form of SPM realised, was by Binnig and Rohrer

in the early 1980s [13] and demonstrated real-space images of a surface at atomic

resolution, a feat for which they received (part of) the Nobel prize in physics in 1986.

Over the years, STM has been shown to be a powerful surface characterisation tool, with

pictures of a surface, shown in figure 2-1, immediately proving a great aid in determining

surface structures [14]. This technique can, however, be used for considerably more

than just imaging; for example the STM can be used to measure electronic states

within the surface via scanning tunnelling spectroscopy [15], move atoms around [4],

or even induce chemical reactions [5]. It should be noted that STM is fundamentally

limited by the requirement of a conducting sample, without which no current can flow,

so no tunnel current can be measured and no surface image can be formed.
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Other techniques do not have such a limitation. For example, in AFM the electrostatic

force between nearby atoms is translated into a measured force between a cantilevered

tip and the sample [16]; electron flow is not required. As a result AFM has become an

invaluable tool in the characterisation of biological structures, which are mainly insu-

lators [16], in addition to its use imaging insulating nanoscale structures and surfaces.

In this thesis STM is used as more than an inert imaging device. While AFM can

be used to manipulate molecules on surfaces [17], the forces involved are all extremely

short ranged and manipulation is limited to within the tip-sample junction [18].

The more recent development of qPlus AFM, in which a stiff quartz oscillator is used

as the cantilever arm of an AFM, allows for simultaneous non-contact AFM and STM

with submolecular resolution [19, 20]. Such a system allows for the simultaneous mea-

surement of electrical, using STM, and mechanical, using AFM, properties of a ma-

terial [21, 22], as well as induce manipulation via charge injection [23, 24]. QPlus

AFM/STM provides a useful tool for characterising and manufacturing conductive

structures or molecules, decoupled from the underlying surface layer. It is, however,

the electronic structure of a surface that is of great importance to many areas and so

an understanding of the electronic properties, that can be discerned from STM alone,

is extremely relevant.

2.2 Scanning tunnelling microscopy

The leading principle behind the STM is the measurement of a current between the

tip and the sample surface across a nanoscale gap. In classical mechanics such a bar-

rier inhibits the flow of any current unless the energy of the particles is greater than

the height of the barrier, in which case the particles will be always be transmitted.

Quantum mechanically, however, transmission or reflection occur probabalistically de-

pendent on the relative energy levels of the particle and the barrier. As the height of

the barrier is dependent on the tip-sample separation, changes in the topography of

the surface as the tip is rastered across it will result in corresponding changes in the

measured current. However this assumes a surface with a uniform density of states. A

large part of the apparent physical corrugations in an STM image are, instead, due to

changes in the local charge density, for example due to a change in the local surface

atom. It is much more accurate to describe an STM image as a real space contour map

of the local density of states of a surface.

The total tip-sample tunnelling results in a complex many particle system, in which

a vast number of electrons at numerous energy levels and initial positions in both the
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tip and the sample may or may not transition, and thereby contribute to the tunnel

current. As such a full theoretical approach to the tunnel current is not reasonable.

Instead, through a series of approximations, a number of models have been used to

derive key characteristics of the system. In this section, a brief introduction to quantum

tunnelling theory is developed using a one-dimensional finite potential barrier model to

describe the fundamental operation of an STM, leading to estimate equations describing

both the expected resolution and tunnel current. In addition, Bardeen’s model of

tunnelling, which allows calculation of the tunnel current in a three-dimensional system,

is qualitatively described. Finally, finite temperature effects are considered. Note,

however, this is not a complete overview of model STM theory, and a comprehensive

review can be found elsewhere [15,25]. In each subsequent case elastic tunnelling, such

that electrons do not lose energy in the tunnelling process, is assumed. While this

is a reasonable approximation for passive STM scanning and the inelastic channel is

usually assumed to be minor, inelastic tunnelling is extremely relevant to manipulation

induced by the STM.

2.2.1 One-dimensional finite potential barrier model

In a simple model, the tip-vacuum-surface junction can be described by a one di-

mensional metal-insulator-metal junction, such that the barrier to tunnelling can be

approximated as a rectangular potential. In the simplest form of this approximation

there are only two available states; one in the tip and one in the sample, and only one

electron. For an electron with energy E and mass m described by a wavefunction ψ(z),

with z the distance from the tip towards the sample surface, and assuming a gap of

width a with potential U0 where U0 > E, shown in figure 2-2, the potential across the

junction U is only dependent on whether the electron is within the barrier region,

U(z) =


0, z < 0

U0, 0 < z < a

0, z > a,

(2.1)

As such, the probability of transmission can be calculated using the one-dimensional

time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE),

~2

2m

∂2ψ(z)

∂z2
= [U(z)− E]ψ(z). (2.2)
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Figure 2-2: The one dimensional finite potential barrier model applied to the junction
of an STM. In quantum mechanics, an electron travelling from the left to the right has
a probability of tunnelling through a barrier with potential greater than the energy of
the particle, U0 > E.

We initially assume the solution of a plane wave with wavevector k travelling from the

left side of the junction to the right, ψ =eikz. Thus from equation (2.2),

k =

√
2m

~2
[E − U(z)]. (2.3)

Outside of the vacuum region the potential barrier is zero, so

k =

√
2m

~2
E (2.4)

and the wavefunction has the form of a regular oscillating wave. Within the vacuum

barrier U = U0, and as the energy of the electron is less than the energy of the barrier

the solution to equation (2.2) within the barrier region,

k =

√
2m

~2
[E − U0], (2.5)

is complex. This results in a real, exponentially decaying wavefunction within the

barrier; ψ = eκz where κ = −ik.

In addition to the right-travelling wave, a second solution to the equation results in a

left-travelling wave, ψ =e−ikz. Both inside and outside the barrier region the solutions

to this second wave have the same forms as the right-travelling wave, and the overall

9



solution is a linear superposition of the two waves,

ψ(z) =


Aeikz +Be−ikz, z < 0

Ce−κz +Deκz, 0 < z < a

F eikz +Ge−ikz, z > a,

(2.6)

in which A,B,C,D, F and G are complex eigenvalues for which the solutions remain.

Note that these left-travelling waves can be considered the reflected portion of the

incident right-travelling waves. As there is no barrier to reflect from in the rightmost

region and in this model there is no incoming particle from the right, G = 0.

In all space the wavefunction of a particle is expected to be finite, continuous and

differentiable. As such, we are able to apply boundary conditions between each of

the constituent parts of equation (2.6) and thereby the relative values of the prefactor

constants can be calculated. However, only the relative amplitudes of the incident

(A) and transmitted (F ) waves are relevant in calculating the transmission probability.

Assuming a sufficiently large barrier, such that κa � 1, and the incident amplitude

| A |2= 1, the transmission probability

T =| F |2= 16k2κ2

(k2 + κ2)2
e−2κa =

16E(U0 − E)

U2
0

e−2κa (2.7)

∝ e−2κa. (2.8)

In figure 2-3 the relation between the transmission probability and both a and E are

shown, with constants set to reasonable values for the W-Si(111) junction of an STM. In

this simplified model, the tunnelling current across the tip-sample junction is shown to

be exponentially dependent on the width of the junction. This exponential dependence

results in the atomic resolution of the STM as small, linear changes in the gap size will

result in exponential changes in the measured tunnel current. In addition, the largest

contribution of the tunnel current will occur between the surface and the foremost

atoms on the tip apex which are closest to the surface; assuming a well tapered tip,

further atoms will only slightly contribute to the tunnel current.

In STM the tip and the sample are usually made from metallic or metal-like materials

with different work functions, φ, such that the energy to excite an electron from the

surface to the vacuum differs on either side of the gap. Considering again a purely

classical system, the only electrons able to enter the vacuum region are those emitted

from the surface via excitation with energy sufficient to overcome the work function.

Similarly, in the quantum mechanical system the work function acts as the potential
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Figure 2-3: Transmission probability T of an electron across a one-dimensional finite
potential barrier as a function of (left) the barrier width a and (right) the sample bias
or electron energy E compared to the barrier potential U0, as described by equation
(2.7). Constants have been set to reasonable values for tunnelling between a tungsten
tip and a Si(111) surface in an STM; with U0 = 4.60 eV in both graphs [26], E = 1 eV
in the left graph and a = 0.6 nm in the right graph [12].

barrier. That is, on either side of the junction U0(z = 0) = φt and U0(z = a) = φs.

As the work function of the two materials differ whilst the potential at each point

across the gap is continuous, the potential barrier across the junction must equally

change; U0 = U0(z, φt, φs). This is commonly approximated as resulting in a trapezoidal

potential profile. The square-potential model can be expanded, for example using

the semi-classical Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation in which the total

barrier is considered a series of infinitesimal rectangular barriers [27,28].

In the case of our system with a tungsten tip and a Si(111)-7×7 sample, the work

function at either side of the barrier are extremely similar; 4.60 eV for Si(111) com-

pared to 4.55 eV for polycrystaline tungsten [26]. As such, for situations in which

the injection bias is small compared to the work function, eV � φ, the system can

be somewhat reasonably approximated as a rectangular potential. Note however that

transmission increases exponentially with a linear decrease in the barrier height, and

so a slight overestimate in the barrier height due to the applied voltage will result in

a correspondingly large underestimate in the transmission probability. In figure 2-3,

the transmission probability tends to zero as the injection bias approaches the work

function of the material. This is due to limitations of the model. In reality, electrons

with energy above the work function are able to travel through the potential barrier

region without tunnelling and so the transmission probability will instead increase at

higher biases.
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2.2.2 Quantifying the lateral resolution

Based on this simple model the lateral resolution of an STM can be quantified. Mod-

elling the apex of the tip as a parabola approximating a sphere with a radius R, such

that the radius of the tip is far larger than the tip-sample separation, a, results figure

2-4. In this case, a movement of ∆z laterally across the surface results a change in a of

∆a ≈ ∆z2

2R
. (2.9)

Therefore, assuming the results of the purely planar model at each point on the surface

of the tip,

∆T (∆z) ∝ exp

(
−2κ

∆z2

R

)
. (2.10)

As before assuming that eV � φ and thus

κ ≈
√

2mφ

~2
, (2.11)

using φ = 4.6 eV results κ ≈ 10 nm−1. The manufacture of tips for use with our STM

is to be discussed in chapter 5, here we assume the tips have a radius of approximately

10 nm [29, 30]. When ∆z2 = R/κ, the probability of transmission for each electron

will drop by a factor of e−2, which is roughly an order of magnitude. This result

suggests that the majority of transmission will occur from the tip to the sample within

a circle of radius ≈ 1 nm on the tip, notably far lower than the radius of the tip itself.

Correspondingly, the transmission will be primarily limited to a similar area on the the

surface, thus resulting in an approximate lateral resolution of the order of 1 nm.

In reality, however, STM are observed to have an actual resolution well above the value

calculated with this model and imaging surfaces with atomic resolution is possible. For

example, a line profile from an STM image of a Si(111)-7 × 7 surface is displayed in

figure 2-5. Multiple distinct peaks can be observed, each corresponding to an atom

on the surface. Atoms on the Si(111)-7×7 surface are separated by approximately 0.6

nm [31], hence as each clear peak in figure 2-5 is separated by less than this value,

individual atoms can be discerned in an STM image.

2.2.3 Density of states and the tunnel current

In the previous model, an electron travelling from negative or positive z will experience

the same potential barrier and so the probability of tunnelling in either direction will be

equal. Additionally, no assumption has been made about the relative rates of incident
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Figure 2-4: An estimation of the lateral resolution of an STM by approximating the
tip as a parabola in the one dimensional finite potential barrier model. For a tip with
a radius R of 10 nm, such that R is much greater than the tip-sample separation, the
tunnel current is almost entirely concentrated within a region of approximately 1 nm
diameter.
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Figure 2-5: A single STM line profile, showing the change in height of the tip as it
passes across the surface, from a 10×10 nm image of a Si(111)-7×7 surface with the
tip-sample separation recorded at each marker. Each clear peak can be discerned with
a horizontal resolution of less than 0.5 nm.
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Figure 2-6: Quantum tunnelling across a one dimensional vacuum barrier. A negative
bias, V , is applied to the tip whilst the sample is grounded, which results in an offset in
the Fermi level of the tip, E, by eV . Electrons in the tip in states with energy between
εF and E are able to tunnel across the junction into the empty states of the sample at
a rate proportional to the LDOS of the sample. The height and shape of the potential
barrier is dependent on the work function of the tip, φt, and the sample, φs, relative
to the Fermi level, which is here approximately by a trapezoid.

electron tunnelling attempts (i.e. relating to the | A |2 term removed from equation

(2.7)) from the tip or the sample. An assumption of equal rates of tunnelling attempts

suggests that the flow of charge across the gap will be equivalent in either direction

and the net current will be zero. According to the Pauli exclusion principle, for an

electron to successfully tunnel across the barrier, an unoccupied state at the same

energy level is required on the other side. With no applied potential the Fermi levels

of both the sample and the tip will be equivalent and there will be no available states,

here assuming 0 K temperature. In an STM a bias is applied across the junction. An

applied bias of −V to the tip will raise the maximum occupied state by eV above the

neutral level, raising the Fermi level of the tip, εF , with respect to the sample. In this

case, electrons in the states between εF and εF − eV will be occupied in the tip, but

not in the sample. Hence tunnelling can occur and a nonzero tunnel current will be

measured, as shown in figure 2-6.

In a material, the number of available states is not homogeneously distributed through-

out all possible energy levels. Instead, the number of states can be considered as a

continuous distribution function with a specific density of states at each energy. Thus

the tunnelling current from the tip to the sample with a bias eV across the junction,

noting that the tunnelling current will be proportional to the transition probability for
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each electron,

I ∝
εF∑

En=εF−eV
| ψn(z = 0) |2 e−2κa, (2.12)

in which ψn(z = 0) is the wavefunction of an electron in a state at energy En at the

apex of the tip. While in general the density of states is defined as an average across

a material, an STM is able to image a surface with subatomic resolution and hence

a more localised measure is useful. For a sufficiently small applied bias the density

of states can be considered to be approximately constant between εF and εF − eV ,

resulting in a quantity known as the local density of states (LDOS), ρs, defined as the

number of electrons per unit energy per unit volume at a given point on the surface

and a given injection bias. At position ~r on the surface,

ρs(~r, εF ) ≡ 1

eV

εF∑
En=εF−eV

| ψn(~r) |2 . (2.13)

Hence equation (2.12) can be re-expressed in terms of the LDOS of the sample beneath

the tip,

I ∝ V ρse−2κa. (2.14)

As it is this quantity that the STM effectively measures, images produced by an STM

are not perfect recreations of the topography of a surface which, anyway, is not clearly

defined at the atomic scale.

Equation (2.14) suggests that the tip height should be linearly proportional to the

negative log of the tunnel current. Due to the proportionality, however, it gives no

information about the absolute separation between the tip and the surface beneath.

This relationship can be displayed by measuring the change in the measured tip height

as the tunnel current is varied, which is shown in figure 2-7. At a set current and bias

the tip height, according to equation (2.14), will be constant, however the absolute

tip-sample separation is hard to measure using an STM. Instead, by considering the

change in tip height at different currents at the same position on the surface the value

of κ and hence, using equation (2.11), φ can be determined from the gradient. This

figure shows the change in tip height ∆a between passive scanning parameters (1 V,

100 pA) and injection parameters (here -2.1 V) with varying tunnel current I. While

in each individual measurement in figure 2-7 the tip is stationary, positioned above an

unoccupied adatom site on a Si(111)-7×7 surface, note that the exact position of the

tip with respect to the adatom will vary. Thereby the LDOS of the surface beneath the

tip will vary, resulting in slight variations in the exact tip height at each current. Using
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Figure 2-7: The change in the tip-sample separation ∆a between passive scanning
parameters (1 V, 100 pA) and experimental injection parameters at -2.1 V with varying
tunnel current I between 5 and 900 pA. Error bars show standard error of the mean
across a minimum of 6 measurements at each current. The dashed line shows a weighted
least squares fit, with the gradient ∆a/ ln(I) = −0.045± 0.008 nm.

the gradient of the fit shown in figure 2-7 results φ = 4.7± 1.7 eV, in good agreement

with the 4.60 eV value used above [26]. Note, however, that the injection bias here is

similar in magnitude to φ, so the tunnelling characteristics will diverge from the simple

model discussed here.

That the STM is a measure of the LDOS at a constant Fermi level on a surface can

result in a number of interesting properties when imaging certain systems. Consider

for example the simultaneous AFM and positive bias STM images of a Si(111)-7 × 7

surface dosed with benzene (a system to be discussed in more detail in chapter 4) by

Majzik et al. [32] shown in figure 2-8. In this figure it is observed that the STM and

AFM images show different apparent structures at the sites with chemisorbed benzene

molecules. In the AFM image benzene molecules are observed as protrusions from the

surface, whilst in the STM image they are observed as dark sites, similar to vacant

adatoms.

This can be explained in terms of the LDOS of the surface. In the chemisorption process

the bonds formed between the Si adatom and the benzene molecule have the effect of

saturating the empty dangling bond electron states at the adatom, thus reducing the

LDOS available for tunnelling and thereby reducing the tunnelling current between

the tip and the adatom according to equation (2.14). However, κ will be reduced as

tunnelling through something is easier than tunnelling through vacuum, so the presence

of the adsorbate makes it harder by reducing the LDOS but makes it easier by reducing

the effective barrier. In this case the reduction in the LDOS has the larger effect,
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Figure 2-8: A schematic diagram (Left) of the simultaneous measurement of STM
and non-contact AFM images (right) of a Si(111)-7×7 surface dosed with benzene at
0.05 V. At most points on the surface the AFM and STM images roughly correlate,
however at the position of a chemisorbed benzene molecule the AFM displays a clear
bright spot whereas the STM image shows a dark site similar to a vacancy. The green
triangle represents the same half unit cell in all three images, with a benzene molecule
chemisorbed to a middle adatom. From [32].

and so, to reach the requisite tunnel current, the STM tip must approach the surface

such that tunnelling primarily occurs between the tip and deeper lying states. The

chemisorbed molecule effectively increases the width of the barrier, which is visualised

as an indent on the surface, much like an absent adatom. Chemisorbed molecules

will have a different distribution of density of states than the clean surface, and so

at higher or lower biases adsorbates may instead appear brighter than adatoms. As

such, for surfaces with variable electron density, for example here due to chemisorbed

molecules, an STM image will not directly correlate with the geometric positions of

surface atoms or molecules.

In addition, the quantum mechanical behaviour of electrons can result in interference

effects visible in STM images. For example, the presence of defects including step edges

and vacancies is observed to result in Friedel oscillations [33], such as those visible on

the Cu(111) surface shown in figure 2-9 [34]. In this image standing waves are clearly

visible propagating both radially from vacant sites or linearly from step edges. In

such a system the defects act as scattering sites for surface electrons, resulting in a

perturbation of the electron gas and, thereby, oscillations in the electron wavefunction.

Near the Fermi level such charge density waves affect the LDOS across the surface,
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Figure 2-9: (Left) 50 × 50 nm2 STM image at 0.1 V, 1 nA of the Cu(111) surface.
Step edges and vacancies on the surface result in oscillations in the surrounding LDOS
with a periodicity of approximately 1.5 nm. From [34], edited for clarity. (Right)
The quantum corral. Standing waves in the electron gas due to quantum interference
effects can be observed in the STM image of a ring of Fe atoms on a Cu(111) surface.
From [37].

leading to the observed oscillations in the STM image of figure 2-9. The wavelength of

such oscillations is dependent on the energy of the electron gas and can be measured

by taking the Fourier transform of the STM image. Using this analysis properties of

the electron gas can be indirectly measured, such as the dispersion relation and the

band structure of the surface material [35, 36]. By positioning atoms into a ring on a

surface these quantum mechanical effects can be observed as the quantum corral, for

example that shown for Fe atoms on a Cu(111) surface in figure 2-9 [37]. This pattern

is, essentially, a visualisation of a standing wave in a 2 dimensional infinite square well,

with the Cu surface electrons reflecting from the Fe adatoms, and is well described by

the relevant solution to the Schrödinger equation.

2.2.4 Fermi’s golden rule and finite temperature effects

In the above simplified model only the LDOS of the surface have been considered to

contribute towards the tunnelling current. Whereas, in reality, the rate of tunnelling

will be dependent on the LDOS of both the tip and the sample. Assuming that the

tip is perfectly stable, only the surface LDOS will vary as the tip is rastered across the

surface, however the overlap of the states will still vary dependent on both systems.

Bardeen developed a model of metal-insulator-metal junctions such that either side of

the junction, and each electron, is considered independently whilst assuming a weakly

coupled system [38]. Further assuming weak tunnelling between one electrode and the

other and a small applied bias compared to the work functions of the materials, the
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total wavefunction for an electron in any state of either side can be considered nearly

independently. Thus the tunnelling probability is dependent only on the wavefunction

plus a small perturbation from the wavefunction of the other electrode. A complete

derivation of this result, as well as a discussion of situations in which the model is

reasonable, can be found in [38]. The key result of this model is that the rate of

electron transfer for an electron in any state can be approximated by Fermi’s golden

rule; such that the rate of transition is proportional to the available post-transition

DOS. Hence, in an STM the tunnel current will be proportional to the LDOS of both

the tip and the sample.

As the temperature of the system is reduced towards zero Kelvin, the occupation of

states will tend towards the discrete step-change occupation assumed above. That is, all

states below the Fermi level are completely filled whilst all states above are completely

empty. As a result, tunnelling can only occur in one direction across the junction;

from the more negatively charged surface to the more positively charged surface, and

the total number of states can be considered without mention of occupation. At finite

temperature T , however, the state occupation at energy E will be distributed about

the Fermi level according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution,

f(E − εF ) =
1

1 + exp
(
E−εF
kbT

) , (2.15)

in which kB is the Boltzmann constant. Filled and vacant states will therefore exist,

meaning that tunnelling can occur in either direction as shown in figure 2-10. At

sufficiently low temperature, the Fermi-Dirac distribution can be approximated as a

Heaviside step function and the above equation will return to the zero-temperature

form. At finite temperatures, however, the measured LDOS is effectively the result

of contributions from a range of LDOS surrounding the Fermi energy of both the tip

and the sample, and the ability of the STM to precisely probe specific energy levels is

reduced.

2.3 STM operation

Fundamentally, the imaging process of each SPM technique is the same, primarily con-

sisting of the tip-sample junction and a method of measuring the specific interaction

whilst moving the tip across the surface. The movement process generally uses piezo-

electric motors; these are crystals which expand or contract by a well defined amount

under an applied electric field, such that the tip is rastered across the surface by varying
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Figure 2-10: The Fermi-Dirac distribution about the Fermi level of both the tip and
the sample of an STM at finite temperature, with a negative bias applied to the tip.
Tunnelling can occur between filled (shaded) and empty (unshaded) states in either
the tip or the sample, such that current will flow in both directions.

the field applied to x- and y-axis controlling piezos. A diagram of the system used in

this thesis is shown in figure 2-11.

In the case of STM, the tip is brought close enough to the surface that a tunnel

current can be measured whilst a bias is applied across the tip and the sample. As

the interaction is exponentially dependent on the separation, the tip is required to be

brought extremely close to the sample, usually within 1 nm. It is important, however,

to prevent the tip from making contact with the surface. If the tip ever touches the

surface it is quite likely that the apex of the tip will irreversibly change and high

resolution STM imaging may be lost. Similar to the x-y control, a piezo-motor controls

the z-height of the tip relative to the surface.

Prior to measurement, the tunnel current is passed through a preamplifier to reduce the

effects of electrical noise, discussed in section 5.4, and allow the current to be measured

by the control electronics. In our system, a Nanonis SPM controller is used to measure

the tunnel current as well as to control the position and height of the tip via the piezo-

motors and apply a bias to the sample. The output of the controller, including traces

of the tip height across the surface, is then transferred via a high resolution digital-

analogue-converter (DAC) to a computer, allowing for analysis of the images. Nanonis

software on the computer can additionally be used to manually or programmatically

control the Nanonis controller, allowing for manual or automated experiments such as

those described in chapter 6.5.
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Figure 2-11: The tip-sample junction and control electronics of the STM. A Nanonis
SPM control system controls the position of the tip and the sample, applies a bias and
measures an amplified current across the junction, as well as providing communication
with a computer.

2.3.1 Constant current STM imaging

In an STM scan at any position on the surface, any two of the three primary measurable

parameters can be adjusted by controlling the third; the tip-sample bias, the tip height

(i.e. the piezo-motor extension), and the tunnel current. STM imaging is generally

operated in constant current mode, an outline of which is shown in figure 2-12, such

that a feedback loop acts to maintain a constant current across the tip-sample junction

during scanning. As changing the applied bias will affect the LDOS on the surface and

thereby the STM image, this is achieved by adjusting the tip height to counter any

measured changes in the current. Thus in constant current STM the tip height trace

is approximately a real-space map of the LDOS of the sample.

As the tip is scanned across the surface the LDOS will change, and so the measured

tunnel current will itself change; assuming a simple one-atom basis system the LDOS

will be higher when the tip is positioned above a surface atom and lower elsewhere.

The current is amplified by the preamplifier and measured by the Nanonis controller,

which responds by retracting or expanding the z-height piezo-motor as necessary to

maintain the tunnel current. The magnitude of the response, as well as the time

between adjustments can be controlled using the Nanonis software. If the magnitude

of the response is too high or the time between adjustments too small, the tip will

overcorrect resulting in a sharp, unnatural z-height trace as the tip rapidly bounces

towards and away from the surface. This may additionally result in contact between
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Figure 2-12: The constant current mode of STM operation. By varying the extension of
the z-height piezo-motor, the tip apex follows the contours of the LDOS of the surface
(black) as it is rastered across. With the tip following the dashed blue path, the tunnel
current is maintained.

the tip and the sample. Corrections that are too small or a response that is to slow

will limit the resolution of the STM images, as the tip height will not be adjusted

sufficiently quickly to follow the corrugations of the surface.
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Chapter 3

Atomic manipulation with the

STM

The STM was primarily developed for its use as an atomic-scale resolution microscope,

although it was soon discovered that the technique could be used to move atoms across

the surface with atomic precision. This was disadvantageous for microscopy and ini-

tially limited to extremely weakly interacting systems and individual atoms at low

temperatures. Despite this, STM atomic manipulation allowed the formation of artifi-

cial structures [4] and the visualisation of quantum effects [39] at the nanoscale. More

recently, STM manipulation has resulted in more complex systems, including working

electronic components such as switches [40], transistors [41] and diodes [42] able to op-

erate at room temperature. Utilising the electrical properties of individual molecules,

this route offers the potential for the manufacture of complete bespoke circuits at the

nanoscale, far below that offered by traditional manufacturing techniques. Addition-

ally, of primary interest to this thesis, manipulation of molecules far from the injection

site allows the indirect observation of the manipulation and charge transport dynamics

themselves.

In this section an overview of the mechanisms behind the atomic manipulation processes

are discussed. Initially focusing on local atomic manipulation, where the manipulation

is limited to molecules directly within the junction beneath the tip, additional detail

is included with respect to nonlocal atomic manipulation.
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3.1 Inelastic electron tunnelling induced manipulation

The earliest observed form of atomic manipulation with the STM involved the unin-

tended manipulation of individual particles as the tip was scanned across the surface.

In weakly interacting systems it was realised that the presence of the tip induces suffi-

cient tip-particle forces to either push or pull adsorbates. By manually controlling the

position of the tip, this process could be exploited and the positions of the adsorbates

could be altered almost at will. With the tip at passive scanning parameters, the in-

teraction between the tip and the adsorbate molecules is weak enough to rarely induce

manipulation. To manipulate an adsorbate, the tip is brought towards the surface (i.e.

increasing the tunnel current) when directly above the requisite atom, resulting in the

tip being closer to the particle and thereby a stronger tip-adsorbate interaction occurs.

Assuming an initial attractive interaction (for example Van der Waals forces), as the

tip is then moved laterally across the surface the molecule will experience a force to-

wards the tip and may follow the tip by moving from one adsorption site to the next.

The tip can then be retracted, and the particle should remain in the new position.

It should be noted that this lateral manipulation requires a relatively uniform surface

and extremely weak surface-molecule interactions; examples of lateral manipulation are

mainly restricted to metal surfaces and low temperatures [4, 39].

The STM tip is also a source of hot charge carriers which tunnel across the vacuum

barrier and into the surface-particle system beneath (or alternately the reverse; with

charge carriers tunnelling from the surface-particle to the tip). In section 2 it was

assumed that the tunnelling process is an elastic process such that no energy is lost

by the charge carrier after tunnelling, however this is not always the case. Instead a

small portion of the injected charge can undergo inelastic electron tunnelling (IET),

with a pathway leading to the transfer of energy from the tunnelling charge carrier

to the particle within the junction and resulting in a corresponding excitation. Thus

tunnelling can induce electronic or mechanical (e.g. promoting vibrational modes)

excitation of the underlying particle, potentially leading to the breaking of one or more

surface-adsorbate bonds and thereby manipulation. Assuming each bond between the

surface and the adsorbate is broken, the particle is then able to desorb. However,

depending on the injection parameters and the surface-molecule system, IET can result

in numerous outcomes including diffusion or dissociation of the adsorbate molecule [43].

The processes that result in desorption due to this excitation can be separated into two

main categories; dynamics induced by (single) electronic transition (DIET) and, less

commonly, dynamics induced by multiple electronic transitions (DIMET) [44], potential
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Figure 3-1: (a) DIET and (b) DIMET models of manipulation, showing the potential
energy surface as a function of the z-height of the adsorbate for a system with a repulsive
excited state. In (a) the excited state lifetime is long enough that after relaxation the
adsorbate has sufficient energy to overcome the barrier to desorption. Whereas in (b),
after relaxation the system enters a vibrationally excited state with a long lifetime
compared to the excitation rate. This excitation-relaxation repeats until the system
has sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier.

energy surfaces of which are shown in figure 3-2. Such processes are fundamentally

similar, and both have traditionally been modelled using either the Menzel-Gomer-

Redhead (MGR) [45] or the Antoniewicz [46] models depending on the direction of the

excited state potential; repulsive or attractive respectively [47]. In both models, the

system is treated as one-dimensional with respect to the distance of the centre of mass

of the adsorbate from the underlying substrate with two distinct multilevel states; an

initially occupied ground state and an initially unoccupied excited state. IET here

results in the excitation of the adsorbate from the bottom of the ground state to the

excited state and, depending on the shape of the potential surface, a corresponding

force on the particle towards or away from the substrate. This force leads to a physical

shift in the position of the adsorbate. The adsorbate will eventually transition back

to the ground state, maintaining the altered position and momentum such that the

particle will be in a vibrational excited state within the ground state [48]. With a

sufficient excited state lifetime, the particle can gain enough kinetic energy during

the excitation and relaxation steps to overcome the barrier to desorption. Essentially,

energy is transferred from the tunnelling electron into a surface-adsorbate vibrational

mode.

DIET mechanics, shown in figures 3-1b and 3-2, occur when the kinetic energy trans-

ferred during the excited state is sufficient to independently overcome the energy barrier
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Figure 3-2: Models of DIET. Potential energy surfaces experienced by a particle initially
adsorbed onto a substrate. Inelastic electron tunnelling induces transition from the
ground state to an excited state with a different equilibrium bond length, resulting in
a force applied to the adsorbate. (a) MGR model in which the particle experiences
a repulsive potential upon excitation. (b) Antoniewicz model in which the potential
is attractive. When the particle relaxes to the ground state, it maintains kinetic and
potential energy sufficient to overcome the desorption barrier. From [48].

to manipulation. Clearly, if the energy of the tunnelling charge is below the energy of

the barrier, DIET cannot occur [49]. Additionally, if the excited state lifetime is short,

the system will not gain enough kinetic or potential energy to overcome the barrier

before relaxing back to the ground state. This effect is modelled in figure 3-3 [50],

wherein an increased excited state lifetime results in a greater probability of desorp-

tion. As such, DIET is dependent on both the excited state lifetime in addition to the

energy transferred from the hot charge carrier, which is clearly limited by the energy

of the hot charge itself.

Conversely, in DIMET, shown in figure 3-1b, multiple tunnelling charges provide energy

in succession such that manipulation can occur in situations where the energy transfer

during the excited state is insufficient to induce desorption, even if the energy of each

independent injected charge is below the manipulation threshold [44, 49]. In this case,

IET occurs whilst the system is in the vibrationally excited ground state, wherein

the particle will again transition to the excited state. Upon successive relaxation,
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Figure 3-3: Theoretical model of the STM-induced desorption of benzene from a Si(100)
surface. (Left) Mean surface-particle separation Z after 10 fs (solid line) or 40 fs
(dot-dashed line) residence in the excited state. For short residence time the particle
wave-packet relaxes into a low energy region within the ground state, with only low-
amplitude vibrational motion remaining. Whereas the longer residence results in the
particle relaxing into a highly repulsive region of the ground state. (Right) Probability
of desorption as a function of the excited state residence time. Adapted from [50].

the particle will have gained further kinetic energy and may be in a higher energy

vibrational excited state. This “vibrational ladder climbing” process [51] may repeat

until the particle has sufficient energy to overcome the desorption barrier.

In certain systems both of these pathways to manipulation can occur, however the

relative rates depend on several factors [43]. In situations in which the vibrationally

excited state lifetime is short compared to the rate of injection of charge carriers, the

probability of a charge carrier interacting with the particle in the vibrationally excited

state is small and so the probability of DIMET is similarly small. In this case, any

desorption via IET will only realistically occur due to DIET mechanics. Alternatively,

if the lifetime of the excited state is long, such that the rate of IET is much greater

than the relaxation rate of the particle, the dominant desorption mechanism may be

DIMET [52, 53]. For example, at sufficient bias (0.4 V) the desorption of O2 from a

Pt(111) surface has been observed to occur at a rate per injected electron independent

of the injection current [54], and thereby it is a DIET process with the energy of a

single electron sufficient to induce desorption. Reduced injection biases necessitate

multiple electrons and the vibrational ladder climbing process to induce desorption

(requiring two electrons per desorption at 0.3 V and three at 0.2 V), hence we observe a

transition from DIET to DIMET for injections below the 0.4 V threshold. In this case,
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the vibrational excited state relaxation rate is sufficiently larger than the maximum

injection current (4 × 1012 s−1 compared with 6 × 1011 s−1 respectively) so that the

DIET process is favourable, given sufficient bias. It should be noted, however, that the

rates are comparable, and hence DIMET processes are possible and favoured below the

threshold bias. Conversely, in a system with an excited state lifetime far shorter than

the charge injection rate, a sharp threshold bias below which little manipulation occurs

is observed [9, 55].

The dominant pathway can be determined by measuring the rate of manipulation with

respect to the rate of hot charge injection re, which in STM will be proportional to the

tunnel current during injection I,

re =
I

e
, (3.1)

in which e is the elementary charge. Assuming here a one charge DIET process, each

IET event will be independent and the rate of manipulation will be linear and directly

proportional to the rate of charge injection. Whereas in the multi-charge DIMET

process, the probability of a hot charge interacting with the vibrationally excited state

will depend on both re and the number of excitation-relaxation events n required

to induce desorption. Assuming that the probability of each injection exciting the

adsorbate is itself independent, the total rate of manipulation will depend on a power

law relation with the rate of charge injection, rne [49]. Thus in the case of STM, the

rate of manipulation due to IET

R ∝ In, (3.2)

and the average number of IET events per desorption can be measured. It is important

to note that experimental factors, such as the specific tip structure, as well as the

large inherent statistical variation in desorption yield measurements, have previously

resulted in difficulties accurately estimating the charge dependence [56].

Alongside desorption and other mechanical manipulation pathways, IET may also re-

sult in the dissociation or tautomerisation of an adsorbate molecule, or the formation

of individual bonds between molecular complexes [5,57]. These pathways are similar in

form to the pathway to desorption, however with the vibrational excited state provid-

ing energy to overcome an alternative barrier with an energy threshold less than the

threshold to desorption. For example, using IET from a combined qPlus AFM/STM

to induce the reversible formation of a chemical bond between an Au adatom and

an organic a perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) admolecule [58].

The I-V spectra of the transition, showing a distinct change between the two states,

as well as STM images of the orbital structures of the states of the complex and singly
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Figure 3-4: I-V spectrum of the switching cycle of an electronically isolated Au-PTDCA
complex, initially in the bonded Au-PTCDA(B) state, measured above the centre of
the complex with arrows indicating the direction of the applied voltage cycle. While
the bonded state showed no peak at positive bias prior to switching at ≈ 1.4 V, the
unbonded Au-PTCDA(N) state showed no peak at negative bias. Insets show STM im-
ages of PTCDA (labelled PTCDA− SOMO) and the different states of an Au-PTCDA
complex at the dI/dV peaks, recorded at I = 5 pA and V = +0.8 V for PTCDA,
V = +0.7 V for Au-PTCDA(N), and V = −0.7V for Au-PTCDA(B). From [58].

occupied PTDCA− are shown in figure 3-4. In this case the atom-molecule system is

electronically decoupled from a conductive Cu substrate via a thin, insulating NaCl

film, providing stability for both the excited and neutral complex states. To induce

the bond formation (or dissociation), the tip is initially positioned at a nonspecific

point above the complex, with the Au ion close to the PTCDA, and the applied sample

bias is increased to -1.5 V (1.5 V for dissociation). The bond breaking and formation

were both accompanied by an approximately two orders of magnitude increase in the

tunnel current, providing a clear signal for the transition. The switching process has

been found to be mediated by the long lifetime of the electron or hole attached to the

Au-PTDCA complex, and hence results in a stable and reliable switching bias, varying

by less than 0.1 V [58]. Thereby this mechanism presents a route towards utilising IET

in the construction of individual atomic-scale switches.
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3.2 Nonlocal atomic manipulation via IET

In the previously discussed local manipulation, the surface beneath the adsorbate is

generally only a passive substrate on top of which the manipulation process occurs.

However in many cases, manipulation is not limited to directly within the tunnel junc-

tion. Instead, molecules many nanometres away from the injection site can be ma-

nipulated by a single charge injection event. In this case, prior to manipulation the

charge carrier will be transported across the surface. While the aforementioned local

manipulation can be considered a two step process, charge injection followed by ma-

nipulative decay, nonlocal manipulation adds an additional middle charge transport

step as well as further limiting the available initial injection states. Charge carriers are

only able to exist within available surface transport states in nonlocal manipulation,

and so surface dynamics begin to play an important role in the distribution and requi-

site parameters for the IET induced manipulation. This nonlocal mechanism has been

observed on a number of surfaces, primarily including metals [59–62] and metal-like

surfaces such as graphene [63] and certain reconstructed semiconductors, most notably

silicon and germanium [64–66]. Note that the Si(111)-7× 7 surface, and nonlocal ma-

nipulation therein, is to be discussed in detail in section 4 and as such will only be

briefly mentioned here.

Examples of nonlocal manipulation by charge transport through a metal surface in-

cludes the dissociation of CH3SSCH3 molecules adsorbed onto an Au(111) substrate

into two CH3S fragments observed by Maksymovych et al. [59], clearly visible in figure

3-5a. In this mechanism, the application of an increased bias, with a threshold of 1.4

V, between the tip and the surface whilst the tip position is maintained results in the

dissociation of adsorbates up to 100 nm away from the injection site. This process was

shown to be primarily mediated by the tunnelling charges as injections with the tip

effectively retracted from the surface by greater than 1 nm, with the tip positioned

on an extruding cluster, had little effect on the overall manipulation radius, despite

a much reduced electric field strength. In figure 3-5b, the rate of manipulation as a

function of the injection current shows that this dissociation is a one electron process in

analogy with equation (3.2). However in nonlocal manipulation experiments the direct

number of injected electrons per manipulation cannot be measured, instead here the

overall surface coverage of undissociated CH3SSCH3 molecules both before and after

injection have been considered. The extraction of manipulation rates and probabilities

from static before-and-after injection STM images is used in this thesis, and is dis-

cussed in more detail in chapters 8 and 9. Additionally, accounting for the geometric

increase in the surface area with radius, the rate of manipulation R was shown to decay
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Figure 3-5: Nonlocal dissociation of CH3SSCH3 molecules on an Au(111) surface due
to injection of electrons from an STM [59]. (a) A large STM image of the system after a
2.5 V, 1.0 nA, 200 ms injection showing a dissociated region surrounding the injection
site (blue circle). (b) The rate of manipulation per injected electron as a function
of the injection bias. The total number of injected charges is maintained across the
data by varying the injection duration. The linear scaling suggest that the nonlocal
dissociation is a one electron process at both 1.8 V and 2.0 V. (c) Attenuation as a
function of the distance from the injection site, showing an exponential decay in the
manipulation probability with increasing distance.
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exponentially with distance from the injection site r, R ∝ exp(−r/λ), with a length

scale λ of approximately 6 nm at both an injection bias of 1.8 V and 2.2 V (figure 3-5c).

Maksymovich et al. note that whilst the Au(111) surface has an available unoccupied

surface state at 1.5 eV, the observed threshold voltage of approximately 1.4 V suggests

this is not clearly the nonlocal transport state.

After cleaving, the new surface of crystalline materials contains a number of unsat-

urated dangling bonds into the vacuum. In metals, the strongly delocalised electron

gas usually results in little distortion in the general structure of the surface compared

to the bulk in the majority of cases [67, 68]; that is, the surface relaxes with atoms

displaced from the bulk position but no change in, for example, surface periodicity.

However in certain metals and semiconductors the cleaved surface system is especially

energetically unfavourable, and in many cases, results in a large rearrangement of the

surface into a lower energy state. This process results in a marked difference in the

electronic structure of a number of surfaces compared to the bulk material, even if

compared with the theoretical state of an unreconstructed surface [68], leading to the

presence of clearly defined surface states which decay exponentially perpendicular to

the surface. Depending on the distribution of the dangling bonds of the reconstruction,

certain reconstructed semiconductor surfaces result in surface states with free electron

like properties. These surface states allow for long range transport of the injected hot

charge carriers, and thereby nonlocal manipulation effects.

An example of nonlocal manipulation through a reconstructed semiconductor surface is

the reversible hopping of a bistable hydrogen atom between neighbouring adatom sites

on the Si(100)-2×1:H surface at 5 K induced by nonlocal charge injection [66], visible

in figure 3-6. Desorbing the H atom from a single adatom site results in a clear bright

spot due to the increased LDOS of the unsaturated dangling bond, and allows for the

neighbouring H atom to transition between the two sites in the same dimer. Bellec et

al. demonstrate that this transition can be induced both by local and nonlocal charge

injection. In the former (figures 3-6d-e), the STM tip is positioned on top of the initial

position of the H atom and a negative voltage is applied with the tip height feedback

loop switched off. The H transition between the two available sites (“hopping”) can

then be observed as a discrete step in the tunnel current. In this manner it was shown

that the yield of the hopping process per injected carrier is current independent and

therefore a one electron process with a threshold voltage of approximately -2.4 V; a

value corresponding to the energy of Si-Si bond surface states. This process is shown to

be an extremely localised effect; with the tip positioned 0.3 nm away from the H atom,

at the position of the exposed Si adatom, the hopping yield is reduced by a factor of
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Figure 3-6: Nonlocal charge injection induced hopping of H atoms on the Si(100)-
2×1 surface between neighbouring adatom sites [66]. (a) An STM image of the surface
structure, with a bright unsaturated dangling bond (DB) at one site. (b-c) IET induced
desorption of a single H atom, with a +2.5 V charge injection into the blue dot between
images. (d-e) Local IET induced hopping. -2.5 V injection at the red dot, on top of
the H occupied site of the dimer pair, here results in the movement of the H atom to
the unoccupied site. (f) Positions of nonlocal injections to induce H hopping relative
to the adatom sites. (g-h) Hopping yield per injected charge carrier along or across the
dimer row. (i) Nonlocal hopping yield as a function of injection bias both along and
across the dimer row.

40. This is explained as being due to a decrease in the available DOS between -2 and

-3 eV at the position of the Si dangling bond compared to the Si-H bond.

Conversely, nonlocal manipulation was observed when the tip was initially positioned

at distant Si-H sites (figure 3-6f) with a comparable yield both along and perpendicular

to the dimer rows (figures 3-6g-h). In this case hopping could not be directly measured

as steps in the tunnel current, instead only by imaging a change in the partially dehy-

drogenated dimer before and after injection. At neighbouring dimers the hopping yield

was identified to be increased nearer the H occupied side of the manipulated dimer,

whereas at more distant sites this effect was not seen. As with local injection, the

hopping yield for nonlocal injection was observed to increase for biases more negative

than the threshold bias of approximately -2.4 V (figure 3-6i). This suggests a similar

electronic excitation process in both regimes, with the nonlocal manipulation relating

to the transport of the injected charge carriers through the Si-Si bond surface state

and the final manipulation step being shared.
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Note, however, that in [66] the nonlocal manipulation was only measured over a radius

up to 2.3 nm away from the injection site. This corresponds with an extremely short

carrier lifetime within the surface transport state. In comparison, nonlocal manipula-

tion on the Si(111)-7 × 7 and the Ge(001) surfaces have been observed to occur over

much larger radii. Takagi et al. demonstrate the creation and annihilation of topo-

logical defects on the Ge(001)-c(4×2), figure 3-7a, and Ge(001)-p(2×2), figure 3-7b,

surfaces due to STM injection at distances up to 100 nm from the injection site at 80

K [64, 69]. By scanning either surface at a controlled bias, defect pairs can be formed

on a dimer row beneath the tip with the region between the defects defined by the al-

ternate superstructure conformation [70] (positive sample bias above 0.8 V for -p(2×2)

formation on a -c(4×2) surface and negative sample bias below -0.7 V for -c(4×2) for-

mation on -p(2× 2)). Scanning at biases between the transformational values was not

observed to affect the surface conformation. Charge injection into the surface distant

to the defect region can then induce the one dimensional propagation or annihilation of

the kink perpendicular to the dimer-row axis, depending on the injection bias and the

local superstructure at the injection site, as can be seen in figure 3-7c. Both locally and

nonlocally the defect formation process is suggested to be due to IET of the injected

charge carriers, with the nonlocal manipulation mediated by hot charge transport in

surface electronic states [64,70].

Propagation of the injected charge carriers is additionally shown to vary between holes

and electrons, with electrons undergoing a greater rate of relaxation and thereby a

shorter length scale of the nonlocal effect perpendicular to the dimer-row axis, which

is visible in figure 3-7d [69]. It is suggested that this is due to a large anisotropy

observed in the electron surface transport state, with a strong dispersion in the dimer-

row direction and little dispersion in the dimer-axis direction, resulting in stronger

inelastic scattering perpendicular to the dimer-row axis by a factor of greater than

10 [64]. Conversely the hole transport surface state is nearly isotropic, and only a

factor 2 difference in the manipulation between the two axes is observed, figure 3-7e.

For electron injection at low current (< 2 nA) the rate of motion of the kink (i.e.

here transformation from -c(4 × 2) to -p(2 × 2)) is shown to be linearly dependent on

the current, visible in figure 3-8a, thereby suggesting the transition between the two

conformation states is a one electron process [70]. At these low currents, the rate of

decay of the vibrational excited state at 80 K is much faster than the excitation rate and

so a vibrational ladder climbing effect is not observed [71]. However at greatly increased

currents (> 100 nA) an additional multiple electron pathway is introduced, even at

injection biases below the previous threshold values, with each individual injection
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Figure 3-7: (a-b) A schematic model of the Ge(001) surface structure in the buckled
dimer model [70], with the larger, lighter atom in the figures geometrically above the
darker atom, in the two observed configurations. (c) STM images of the same -p(2×2)
kink on a -c(4 × 2) surface between charge injections with varying bias located at the
white marks on the dashed white line [69]. The right defect-fixed kink was used as a
reference point. (d-e) Distance from the injection site at which the probability of kink
motion is 0.5 at positive (d) and negative (e) surface bias [64].

exciting a vibrational state of the system as in figure 3-1b [72]. At sufficient current

this alternate pathway results in the excitation of a dimer rocking mode between the

two potential superstructures akin to a local temperature increase to above 250 K. After

the bias pulse, the local system rapidly cools to below the rocking mode threshold thus

potentially leaving a kink in the surface, visible in figures 3-8c-d. Unlike the previous

one electron process, this structure transition pathway does not have a preferential

direction of kink expansion which, in figure 3-8, results in a distributed web of -c(4×2)

surface structure. As before these kinks act as scattering sites for electrons in the

surface transport state, and thereby the radius of the nonlocal effect is limited to a

maximum range of approximately 10 nm for both axes in the increased current regime.

Hence the rate and length scale of nonlocal manipulation across these surfaces is shown

to be strongly dependent on the structure of the surface itself, alongside the charac-

teristics of the injected charges. Through measurement of both the distribution (in

chapter 8) and result (in chapter 9) of nonlocal manipulation, in this thesis we aim to

further isolate the charge transport step. By allowing for more direct measurement of

the hot charge dynamics within the surface, we aim to provide a route to the direct

control of nonlocal manipulation through the engineering of surface properties. While

the above local and nonlocal manipulation examples are generally limited to cryogenic
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Figure 3-8: (a) The rate of configuration switching from -c(4× 2) to -p(2× 2), induced
by scanning a pure -c(4 × 2) surface at a surface bias of -0.8 V, as a function of the
tunnel current [70]. (b-d) STM images of a -p(2 × 2) surface after an injection of 1 s
duration at the centre of the image; (b) 0.5 V at 80 nA, (c) 1.6 V at 180 nA, (d) 1.6 V
at 560 nA [72].

temperatures, and the stability and control this affords, in this thesis we use a room

temperature system. Hence we show that through nonlocal manipulation experiments,

surface properties can be determined in the unfavourable conditions more reminiscent

of real-world applications.
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Chapter 4

Benzene derivatives on

Si(111)-7×7

The primary surface of interest within the atomic manipulation group at the University

of Bath is the the 7 × 7 reconstruction of Si cleaved along the (111) plane. This Si

surface has been extensively studied in terms of the spatial and electronic structure,

molecular adsorption and desorption, and, key to this thesis, hot charge transport. In

this section the surface is introduced in more detail, with a focus on the electronic

structure that allows for the nonlocal IET induced manipulation of adsorbed benzene

derivatives, which forms the experimental work of the later sections. Additionally,

the choice of adsorbate molecule is discussed. While previous work within the group

has used benzene, chlorobenzene or toluene, in this thesis experiments are primarily

performed with bromobenzene.
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4.1 The Si(111)-7×7 reconstructed surface

The arrangement and properties of the Si(111)-7× 7 surface are well described by the

Dimer Adatom Stacking fault (DAS) model first proposed by Takayanagi et al. [73] and

developed from, among a large body of other work, the STM images shown in figure

2-1 [13]. In this model, which is visible in figure 4-1, each surface unit cell consists

of 12 adatoms in the top layer, 6 restatoms in the second layer, and 9 dimers and an

unoccupied corner hole site at each corner in the third layer. The system can be further

differentiated into two triangular half unit cells separated by dimers, one unfaulted and

one faulted, with the adatom and restatom sites evenly and symmetrically distributed

between the two halves. In the faulted half a stacking fault exists between the sec-

ond and third layers which results in a misalignment between the faulted surface and

the bulk structure. This reconstruction reduces the number of dangling bonds post-

cleaving, with each adatom saturating three atoms in the restatom layer. In the top

three layers of the supercell there are 102 atoms (12 adatoms, 42 atoms in the restatom

layer and 48 atoms in the third layer), yet only 19 dangling bonds (12 at adatoms, 6

at restatoms and one at the corner hole) compared to the one-per-surface-atom in the

unreconstructed 1× 1 surface. Note, however, that the 7× 7 reconstruction alters the

position of atoms many layers into the surface and not merely the top few layers [74].

Despite the semiconducting nature of bulk silicon, the Si(111)-7×7 surface has metallic

conductive properties [75]. During the reconstruction, charge transfer occurs between

the adatoms and underlying surface atoms, with the 12 adatoms donating 7 electrons

and saturating the otherwise half-filled orbitals of the 6 restatoms and the corner hole

site of each unit cell [76,77]. This results in 5 valence electrons remaining in the adatom

orbitals, which are responsible for a metal-like adatom band. In figure 4-2 the metallic

adatom surface state, U1/S1, can be observed to straddle the Fermi level. The partial

occupation of this surface state leads to the Fermi level of the surface being pinned at

0.65 eV above the valence band maximum for both p- and n- type Si, for all but extreme

doping [78,79]. The 0.65 eV value is within the 1.1 eV bandgap of the underlying bulk

silicon, which means the surface states are well decoupled from the substrate [80, 81].

Both the physical position and the metallic nature of the adatoms lead to the well

defined and bright signal observed when imaging the 7 × 7 reconstruction with the

STM at low positive bias (i.e. tunnelling of electrons from the tip into the unoccupied

surface state near the Fermi level).

In figure 4-2, three surface resonances are displayed in addition to the metallic state

U1/S1 localised to the adatom dangling bonds. It should be noted that whilst sur-
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Figure 4-1: Atom arrangement in the Dimer-Adatom-Stacking fault (DAS) model of
the Si(111)-7× 7 reconstructed surface. In both images the central highlighted section
contains a single unit cell, surrounded by (red) dimer bonds between atoms in the
third layer. (Top) A top down view of the surface, with the decreasing height of each
atom indicated by decreasing circle size. (Bottom) A cross-sectional view through
the longest diagonal of the unit cell. Unsaturated dangling bonds are located at the
adatoms (orange circles), whilst saturated dangling bonds are located at restatom sites
(light blue) and corner holes. In the faulted half of the unit cell, the (black) bulk atoms
are misaligned with the higher (blue) surface atoms and can be seen in the top-down
view.
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Figure 4-2: The electronic structure of the Si(111)-7× 7 reconstruction, in comparison
to the projected bulk bands (shaded areas). Sx and Ux refer to occupied and unoccupied
surface states respectively. The dashed line EF labels the energy at which the Fermi
level of the surface is pinned due to the presence of the metallic adatom surface state
U1/S1 with respect to the bulk valence band maximum. The Brillouin zone (top left
inset) refers to the unit cell of an unreconstructed Si(111) surface. From [81].
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face states formally refer exclusively to electron states located entirely within the bulk

band gap, in this thesis the term is additionally used to refer to the metastable surface

resonances that overlap with underlying bulk states [48]. The fully occupied S2 state

at approximately -0.8 eV from the Fermi level relates to the saturated dangling bonds

of the surface restatoms [82,83]. Additional states, namely the occupied S3 and unoc-

cupied U2 states in the figure, originate from Si-Si back-bonds between the adatoms

and atoms in the restatom layer. By scanning at sufficient positive (or negative) bias,

electrons (or holes) are able to tunnel from the tip into the higher energy unoccupied

(occupied) states, thereby increasing the available LDOS. In STM images, however,

due to the exponential dependence of the tip-sample separation on the tunnel current,

the physically closer and electrically more prominent adatoms generally dominate the

tunnelling signal [84]. Alternate surface states can however be directly observed using

scanning tunnelling spectroscopy, in which each state can be discerned at the relevant

energy level from the dI/dV spectra at a point on the surface [85].

At low positive biases the adatoms on both halves of the unit cell appear almost

identically; this can be seen in figure 4-3a. In negative bias scans, however, the two half

unit cells can be clearly discerned; with the faulted half brighter than the unfaulted half,

figure 4-3b. Additionally, adatoms on each half unit cell can be further differentiated

into two categories depending on their position within the cell [86]. Those nearest the

corner holes are deemed corner sites and those between corner sites are middle sites,

as labelled in figure 4-3c , with the corner hole sites appearing brighter in negative

bias STM images. Therefore, in the analysis of this thesis, we consider a total of 4

distinct adatom sites within each unit cell; unfaulted corner (UC), unfaulted middle

(UM), faulted corner (FC) and faulted middle (FM), along with the corner hole site.

4.2 Adsorption of small benzene derivatives

The adsorption of benzene and certain benzene derivatives, for example chlorobenzene

and toluene, to the Si(111)-7×7 surface results in a stable chemisorbed structure which

has been the focus of a large number of experimental and theoretical studies [87–98]. In

the chemisorption process, which, other that a slight change in the binding energy [99],

is almost identical across a range of aromatic molecules [100–102], the cyclical ring is

broken with the adsorbing molecule forming Si-C covalent bonds between either side of

the phenyl ring and an adjacent adatom-restatom pair on the surface. This results in

a 2,5-cyclohexadiene-like, di-σ bonded bridge structure, with the bridging molecule in

a “butterfly-like” configuration with 2 carbon atoms in each “wing” [90] as visible in

figure 4-4b-c . For toluene and chlorobenzene, the molecule chemisorbs preferentially
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Figure 4-3: Si(111)-7× 7 surface images at 100 pA and (a,c) 1 V or (b) -1 V bias. The
white outline in (a,b) indicates a single unit cell, with the two halves separated by the
dashed line. In (b) the two halves of the unit cell are differentiable; at negative bias
the faulted half of the unit cell (F) appears brighter than the unfaulted half (U). In (c)
the middle (M) and corner (C) adatom sites are labelled.

with the additional functional group (i.e. CH3 and Cl respectively) positioned at the

adatom-side of the surface.

During the chemisorption process the dangling bond of the involved surface adatom

is saturated while the overall structure of the surface is not affected. Additionally,

the bridging molecule does not have an electronic state near the Fermi energy of the

system [104]. Hence, when imaging a dosed surface using an STM, the overall -7 × 7

structure remains, however individual adatom sites appear to be missing with the dark

sites indicating the presence of an adsorbate molecule, as in figure 4-4d. At higher

positive biases, depending on the tip-apex state, electronic states of the adsorbates

may be imaged as bright regions along the axis of the molecule. This technique allows

for further characterisation of the adsorbate species [103,105], as demonstrated in figure

4-4e. The chemisorbed state has a long lifetime, with benzene molecules retaining a

fixed position on the surface for upwards of 2000 s at room temperature [89], which

allows for the tracking of individual molecules on the surface across multiple STM

images.

After exposure of the surface to adsorbate molecules, the probability of a site becoming

occupied is not homogeneous. Instead, faulted sites are preferentially occupied, and

within each half of the unit cell the middle sites are somewhat preferred over the

corner sites [89]. Chemisorption is a local mechanism, with molecules binding directly

to the surface beneath, such that chemisorption immediately after the initial surface-

adsorbate interaction results in a relatively random distribution [88]. Here, however,

each adsorbate molecule initially enters a weakly bound physisorbed precursor state
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Figure 4-4: (a) A diagram of the chemical structure of toluene, consisting of a benzene
ring with an additional CH3 group, and the undosed Si(111)-7× 7 surface as in figure
4-1. (b-c) Side and top view of the di-σ bonding configuration of chemisorbed toluene.
(d) A 25×25 nm STM image (1 V, 100 pA) of the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface dosed with
toluene, such that the adatoms at adsorbate sites (e.g., the bright orange adatom
in (b-c)) appear dark. (e) From [103]. An increased bias (2 V, 50 pA) 6×4 nm STM
image of chlorobenzene dosed Si(111)-7×7, such that the orientation of the chemisorbed
chlorobenzene molecules (with α bonded to a middle adatom and β to a corner adatom)
can be observed.
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Figure 4-5: A sketch of the potential energy surface E as a function of the distance
z from the surface for the bound states of an aromatic molecule on Si(111)-7 × 7.
The molecule is able to transition, for example, from the chemisorbed state to the
physisorbed state by overcoming an energy barrier Eα.

[88,106]. The potential energy surface of a molecule across the available states is shown

in figure 4-5. While the chemisorbed state is stable and immobile, the physisorbed state

is not, and molecules are able to translate across the surface. Prior to chemisorption

the adsorbates will randomly explore the potential landscape of the surface, with a

lower barrier to transition corresponding to a greater probability of chemisorption and

the observed difference in the site-specific coverage.

In the physisorbed state the molecule is attracted to the surface merely by a weak van

der Waals attraction [68]. The lifetime of the precursor state at room temperature is

extremely short, of the order of 100 ps [107], however at low temperatures molecules

within the physisorbed state are much less likely to overcome the energy barrier to either

chemisorption or desorption and can be observed in STM images [106]. At higher sur-

face coverage, the distribution of chemisorption is additionally limited by the number of

restatom binding sites available within each half unit cell; with a maximum occupancy

primarily constrained by the three restatom sites. As a result heavily dosed surfaces

will have a more even distribution across the available sites; in fact, the unfaulted half

unit cell is rarely observed to be occupied at low surface concentration [89].

Chemisorbed molecules may also transition from the chemisorbed state to the ph-

ysisorbed state upon achieving sufficient energy to overcome the transition barrier.

This energy may be provided by a variety of mechanisms; including thermally, in

which case the rate is temperature dependent [108], by electronic excitation via the

inelastic decay of a hot charge carrier, photoexciation [109], or through a combination

of excitation mechanisms [110, 111]. Upon excitation and subsequent breaking of the
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two covalent Si-C bonds via a DIET process [7,102] the molecules will, as in the initial

adsorption process, exist in the physisorbed state with a short, temperature-dependent

lifetime. Again, in this state the molecules are free to move laterally across the surface,

and will eventually either desorb from the surface entirely, entering the gas phase, or

re-chemisorb at a new adatom-restatom site. Molecules diffusing via the physisorbed

state have been measured to have an average diffusion length of 2.3 nm prior to re-

chemisorption, however in 24 % of occasions the diffusing molecule transitions only to

a neighbouring site [89].

4.3 Local and nonlocal manipulation on Si(111)-7× 7

IET induced desorption of benzene derivatives may be induced, as discussed in section

3.1, via charge injection from the STM, a process which has been extensively stud-

ied within the atomic manipulation group at the University of Bath. In this case,

the inelastic tunnelling of a charge carrier from the STM tip or the decay of a hot

charge carrier after transport through a surface state, results in manipulation of surface

molecules. While the former mechanism results in the manipulation being constrained

to molecules directly within the tunnel junction, the latter mechanism allows molecules

many nanometers from the tip to be manipulated, the results of which are shown in

figure 4-6. The final manipulation process for both local and nonlocal manipulation

are identical [9], which is discussed in more detail in section 9.4, such that the only ob-

servable distinctions between the two mechanisms are the distribution of manipulation

and the requisite injection parameters for manipulation to occur.

Local manipulation experiments allow for the direct measurement of manipulation char-

acteristics. By injecting from directly above a molecule, the charge carrier can interact

with the target adsorbate without needing to access a surface state within which it

can travel. The injected carrier is therefore not required to be at a sufficient energy to

enter such a state, only that it has sufficient energy to induce manipulation. In this

case, the manipulation thresholds are expected to depend primarily on the final ma-

nipulation step itself. While electron injection induced local manipulation of toluene

on this surface occurs above a threshold bias of +1.4 V [9], nonlocal manipulation is

measured to occur only above approximately +2.0 V for either chlorobenzene [7, 102]

or toluene [11]. Only local manipulation is observed for injections between +1.4 V and

+2.0 V. Charge carriers with energy below the local threshold do not have sufficient

energy to induce manipulation upon interaction with an adsorbate.
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Figure 4-6: Manipulation of bromobenzene on Si(111)-7× 7 via STM charge injection
into the position of the star in (b) and (e). (a-c) 5×5 nm STM images before (a),
during (b) and after (c) local manipulation with injection at -1.3 V, 5 pA. (d-e) 10×10
nm STM images surrounding nonlocal manipulation at -1.6 V, 900 pA. Images from
results presented in chapter 8
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Within each surface state the length scale of nonlocal manipulation is voltage invariant,

with charge carriers undergoing an ultrafast decay to the bottom of the state prior to

diffusion [8, 95]. For electron injection, the nonlocal manipulation threshold is greater

than the unoccupied back-bond surface state U2 at +1.6 V above the Fermi level

in figure 4-2; the lowest lying surface state above the local manipulation threshold.

The measured threshold instead corresponds to charge transport through an adatom

back-bond surface resonance primarily located at the corner holes and restatom sites

at approximately +2.0 V [7] (labelled for consistency as U3 in, e.g., reference [11]).

The energy level of this resonance has been identified using both scanning tunnelling

spectroscopy [9] and two-photon photoemission spectroscopy [112]. Above a second

threshold at +2.7 V the length scale and probability of nonlocal manipulation increases,

which has been linked to the onset of (U4 [11]) bands within the bulk structure [95].

Similarly, hole injection mediated nonlocal manipulation occurs above a threshold bias

of -1.2 V, although the length scale and probability of manipulation dramatically in-

crease above -1.6 V. These values correspond to the onset of the S3 back-bond surface

state with a peak at -1.6 V, and the onset of the S4 state with a peak at -2.2 V respec-

tively [8, 96, 102]. Regardless of the injected charge carrier or injection bias, nonlocal

manipulation is isotropic and neither grain boundaries nor steps affect the distribution

of manipulation [7].

For electron injection, both local and nonlocal desorption have been shown to be one-

electron DIET processes, such that the injection current is independent of the manipu-

lation probability per injected charge carrier, as described by equation (3.2) [6,12,52].

For hole injection, however, the rate of manipulation of a local molecule is only ob-

served to linearly depend on the injection current at low current. Instead, for increased

current (e.g. in [12] above approximately 10 pA for a -1.3 V injection) the rate of

manipulation appears to plateau [12]. The presence of the tip near the molecule pro-

vides an additional pathway for the excited state of the molecule to decay through,

reducing the excited state lifetime and, thereby, the manipulation probability [12]. As

the injection current is increased, the tip will approach the surface according to the

principles of quantum tunnelling, and the magnitude of the tip-molecule overlap state

will increase accordingly. This additional pathway does not affect the DIET or DIMET

characteristics of the interaction, and the manipulation process itself is expected to re-

main a one-election DIET process, as observed for low-current injections, despite the

change in manipulation probability with varying injection current.

In 2PPE, an initial pump laser excites electrons from the valence band of the surface,

before incidence of a second, delayed probe laser results in the emission of photoelec-
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trons. By measuring the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons, alongside knowledge

of the work function of the surface and the energy of the lasers, the exact energy of

the electron in the excited surface state can be measured. In energy-resolved 2PPE the

energy of the pump laser is varied such that the excited electron will occupy different

surface states, whereas in time-resolved 2PPE the separation between the pump and

probe is altered, from which the lifetime of excited states can be determined. Within

a range of pump energies (+3.60 to +3.80 eV), on Si(111)-7× 7 there is an immediate

(∼ 40 fs [81, 113]) relaxation of the excited charge to the bottom of the surface state

(identified as U2 in reference [112]) measured at 1.94 ± 0.15 eV [112]. The similar-

ity between this energy level and the +2.0 V threshold for nonlocal electron-injection

mediated manipulation suggests that this is the same charge transport state for such

manipulation [95]. The lifetime of the hot charge prior to relaxation towards the bottom

of the surface transport state has also been inferred from STM manipulation experi-

ments [8], which are discussed in more detail in section 8.4. Here, manipulation due to

the injection of holes between -1.2 and -2.3 V into the S3 (above -1.6 V) or S4 (-1.6 V

and below) surface states were determined to occur following an initial 10 fs ballistic

transport period. Using 2PPE the lifetime of a hot charge carrier within the transport

state, prior to the excited charge relaxing into a lower energy state, can also be mea-

sured. Ichibayashi et al. show the transition to occur with a timescale of 180 fs for

hot electrons, before diffusely scattering into the conduction band minimum at +0.5

eV [113]. This state is well below the +1.4 eV threshold to manipulation, and hence

after relaxation charge carriers are unable to induce manipulation.

While the chemisorption process occurs without dissociation of the adsorbate for small

benzene derivatives at the aforementioned biases, upon excitation with higher energy

charge carriers the molecule has been observed to dissociate, leaving clear, bright adsor-

bate species neighbouring dark, occupied adatoms in subsequent STM images [52,92].

Unlike the desorption processes, this has a nonlinear dependence on the injection cur-

rent suggesting a DIMET process. For example, dissociation of chlorobenzene at +3 V

results in a two electron process (n = 1.8± 0.3) [52].
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Chapter 5

Achieving atomic-resolution

STM images

STM imaging is extremely sensitive to the tip-sample junction. Both the macroscopic

and microscopic structure of the tip will greatly affect the resultant images; atomic-

resolution is only achievable with a high quality tip. Even when atoms can be discerned,

unstable or otherwise improper tips can prevent reliable experimentation or correct

analysis of results. Samples must form the correct reconstructed surface, whilst being

free of defects and other contaminants which may prevent imaging, damage the tip,

or result in incorrect statistics. Production and transfer into vacuum can take up

to several days, which means that trial and error testing of new components is an

extremely inefficient process. Hence it is important to be able to reliably manufacture

high quality components.

In this chapter, experimental techniques necessary for the production of components

used in our STM are described. This includes the preparation and transfer of Si(111)-

7×7 surfaces into vacuum, as well as the daily cleaning, adsorbate dosing procedure, and

a brief discussion of surface quality. Additionally, the in-house STM tip manufacturing

process is described, including the initial ex-vacuo electrochemical etching as well as

further tip cleaning and techniques to improve the quality of the STM images. The

general process for sample and tip production as well as dosing is identical to that used

previously [7], however here it is described in detail.
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Figure 5-1: (Top) A deconstructed sample holder. The Si sample is mounted such that
one side (left in images) is electrically connected to the Ta base plate, whilst the right
side is disconnected from the plate via ceramic washers. (Bottom) Assembled sample
holder inside the STM chamber. The Si(111)-7×7 crystal bridges the gap between the
two sides, such that a current can flow across the crystal by applying a voltage between
the base plate and the conductive plate on the right-hand side.

5.1 Sample preparation

In this thesis Si(111)-7×7 samples (n-type, phosphorous doped, 0.001-0.002 Ωcm from

Pi-KEM) were used as the surface of interest. Prior to use, the samples were cleaned,

mounted and degassed in order to ensure a clean surface able to be imaged in the STM.

Initially outside of the vacuum chamber, individual pre-cut Si(111)-7 × 7 crystals are

cleaned with isopropanol before being mounted on a sample holder, shown in figure

5-1.

It is important to note that tools or components coming into contact with the sample

cannot be steel, instead tantalum sample holders and molybdenum or plastic tools,
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cleaned via sonication for several minutes in an isopropanol bath, are used. The reason

for this is that small quantities of nickel can result in an extreme restructuring of the

surface due to long range bonding between subsurface Ni atoms and first-, second-, or

third-nearest neighbour Si adatoms [114]. This results in a transition from the 7 × 7

reconstruction to an altered
√

19 ×
√

19 nickel silicide surface at the high annealing

temperatures required for a clean 7 × 7 surface [115]. Additionally, due to the high

diffusion coefficient of Ni in bulk Si, further attempts to thermally clean the crystal

will only promote diffusion of surface Ni into the bulk, resulting in nanoscale islands of

nickel silicide [116].

The sample holder is structured to allow a current to be passed through the sample,

allowing direct, resistive heating of the sample within the vacuum chamber. This

is achieved by isolating the sample from the holder-base via ceramic washers, only

presenting a bridge between two metallic contacts through the sample as shown in

figure 5-1. To ensure electrical connection with the contacts and isolation from the

base-plate, the resistance across the sample is tested prior to being placed in vacuum,

with an expected value of approximately 4 Ω.

The sample is introduced to the ultra-high vacuum in two stages. Initially it is placed

into the load-lock at atmospheric pressure, where it is pumped by a roughing pump

backed turbomolecular pump to a pressure of approximately 1 × 10−6 mbar. Then it

is transferred, via the transfer arm, to the ultra-high vacuum prep chamber where it is

positioned in the sample heating stage. This stage is connected to an external power

supply and sample heating is controlled via an automated LabVIEW program.

As a result of being out of vacuum, both the sample and the sample plate will con-

tain contaminants that must be degassed prior to scanning. This is achieved by an

initial long duration, (relatively) low temperature heating, to a maximum temperature

of approximately 660°C, sufficient to enhance the Arrhenius rate of desorption of con-

taminants from the surface (primarily water vapour), whilst below the melting point

of the passivating SiO2 layer [117]. To limit the increase in the pressure of the system,

this initial baking is performed in several stages with the current through the sample

increased periodically as the pressure of the prep chamber reduces towards approxi-

mately 10−9 mbar. The maximum current during baking is determined by measuring

the temperature of the sample during the bake with an optical pyrometer, which is

calibrated to the emissivity of Si (≈0.65 at 600°C [118]). Once the temperature is

calibrated the sample is left to bake for several hours until the pressure plateaus.
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To obtain an imageable surface, the sample must then be heated briefly (“flashed”) from

room temperature to temperatures sufficient to remove surface contaminants (N2, He,

H, etc.) but for a duration short enough to prevent the surface from melting. Flashes to

a surface temperature of approximately 1200°C, as measured on an optical pyrometer,

for 10 s are used here. Once this higher current is calibrated, a new sample is then

flashed approximately 20 times to remove the contaminants, waiting for the sample to

cool between each flash. Finally, to promote the formation of large areas of the 7 × 7

reconstruction, the sample is annealed from 960°C. During the flashing process the valve

between the STM chamber and the prep chamber is shut to prevent contamination of

the STM by material released from the sample.

In ultra-high vacuum the formation of the oxide layer occurs very slowly, however

over time it will form. As such, a shortened version of the flashing-annealing routine is

repeated daily, with fewer flashes used to prevent undue strain on the crystal which can

result in the formation of defects [119]. The same sample heating LabVIEW program

is used to control this process and an example is shown in figure 5-2. Occasionally

during this process the pressure in the chamber will increase dramatically due to the

release of gasses from the sample. If the pressure increases above a set level, usually

set to 1× 10−9 mbar, the heating current is immediately switched off and that specific

flash is discounted and is repeated once the sample has cooled. After the daily flashing,

the surface is transferred from the heating stage in the prep chamber to the STM head

using the wobble stick.

Assuming the sample is not visibly melted, for example as shown in figure 5-3d, the

quality of the surface and the flashing and reconstruction currents must then be verified

by imaging the surface. A sufficiently usable sample should have large areas of clean

Si(111)-7×7, with few dark sites or defects. Several examples of good and bad surfaces

are shown in figure 5-3. There are, in essence, three courses of action for a poor

surface. If, for example, the undosed surface is covered in a large number of dark

sites, roughly more than 0.1 per unit cell (figure 5-3b), this is likely to be the result of

an insufficient flashing temperature leading to contaminants remaining on the surface

after flashing. In this case the sample flashing currents should be recalibrated using

the optical pyrometer, and the flashing process repeated. If, however, there are an

unusable number of steps on the surface (figure 5-3c), no amount of additional flashing

will reduce the issue and the sample must be replaced. Finally, if the surface scan does

not result in a clear Si(111)-7× 7 surface, this could either be a serious issue with the

surface or the tip. Due to the nature of STM it is usually unclear which is the issue,

and it is possible either or both could be the cause.
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Figure 5-2: (Top) The current applied through the Si crystal during the flashing and
annealing processes. Each flash here (black) consists of a 5.9 A 10 s pulse, heating
the crystal to approximately 1200°C. In the final annealing pulse (red in top figure),
after the flash the current is slowly stepped down from 3.4 A. (Middle) The pressure
in the prep chamber during the same flashing process. If the pressure during a flash
increases above a set value, here 1×10−9 mbar, the flash will be aborted and repeated.
In this case, this has occurred for the first flash pulse. (Bottom) The temperature
of the heating stage directly adjacent to the crystal. After each flash the LabVIEW
program waits for the measured temperature to drop below 40°C before beginning the
subsequent flash.
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Figure 5-3: (a-c) Examples of 25×25 nm STM images of a Si(111)-7×7 surface after
the calibration process. (a) A correctly calibrated sample, such that the underlying
Si(111)-7×7 reconstruction is visible with only a small portion of sites occupied by
contaminants. (b) An incorrectly calibrated surface, such that after the flashing process
an increased proportion of sites are occupied. (c) A sample with a high step density.
(d) A photograph of a partially melted sample.
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5.2 Tip preparation

The resolution of an STM is ultimately limited by the tip [120]. A “good” tip allows for

reproducible STM imaging at a variety of biases without discrete changes in the tunnel

current, whereas imaging with a “bad” tip varies between instability and complete lack

of tunnelling. The quality of the tip is defined by both the macroscale structure and

the microscale apex. At the microscale, a theoretically perfect STM tip consists of a

radially symmetrical taper leading to a single-atom point which acts as the dominant

source of the tunnel current. An overly blunt apex (low aspect ratio) results in the

contribution of multiple atoms on the tunnel current, and so corrugations on the STM

image appear indistinct. In comparison an overly long apex (high aspect ratio) results in

macroscopic issues, such as increased vibrations of the apex offsetting any improvement

in scan quality.

A rudimentary STM tip can be quickly and easily manufactured from a wire using

nothing more than wire cutters and brute force, however tips from this approach vary

dramatically in quality. Transferring anything from atmosphere to vacuum is not a

quick process and repeatedly opening the UHV chamber to higher pressures negatively

affects the quality of the vacuum. Rather than attempting scanning with a large number

of simple tips, instead a more reliable manufacturing process is used; this is described

below.

The probes used in this thesis are produced from 99.95% pure tungsten wire with a

diameter of 0.25 mm. While several different conductive materials can be used, W is an

extremely hard and mechanically stiff material and as such is a perfect candidate. W,

however, forms a surface oxide layer and so W tips cannot be used outside of a vacuum

chamber. This layer must be removed before scanning by an additional annealing

process otherwise the insulating layer effectively blunts the tip to the tunnel current,

preventing good quality STM images and possibly resulting in crashing the tip.

5.2.1 Electrochemical etching

The initial production of atomically sharp apex tips from the W rods here consists of

an electrochemical etching process described by Ibe et al. [29], an outline of which is

shown in figure 5-4. A cut section of wire is lowered into 2 M NaOH solution in the

centre of an Au ring and a 9 V bias is applied between the wire anode and the Au ring
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Figure 5-4: An overview of the etching process used in the formation of W tips for
STM. The Au cathode consists of an unbroken ring suspended in the NaOH solution
surrounding the W anode, submerged by several millimetres.

cathode. This results in a series of chemical reactions,

6 H2O + 6 e− −−→ 3 H2(g) + 6 OH− (cathode) (5.1)

W(s) + 8 OH− −−→WO 2−
4 + 4 H2O + 6 e− (anode) (5.2)

W(s) + 2 H2O + 2 OH− −−→WO 2−
4 + 3 H2(g) (overall), (5.3)

in which the reduction of water molecules results in H2 gas visible as bubbles in the

solution from the Au ring. The primary outcome of these reactions is the oxidation

of the solid W rod to tungstate ions, resulting in the rod beneath the surface of the

NaOH being etched away.

The surface tension of the NaOH solution results in the formation of a meniscus around

the W rod. It is the shape of the meniscus that controls the resultant shape of the

etched tip. Within the meniscus the concentration of hydroxide ions is lower as the

ions are attracted towards the anode, and so the rate of etching is increasingly reduced

higher up the meniscus. In figure 5-5a it can be observed that the rate of etching is

also reduced further beneath the surface. This is both due to a similar concentration

gradient of hydroxide ions, W nearer the cathode will be etched faster, but also to

a protective layer of sinking, denser tungstate ions shielding the bottom end of the

rod [29]. After sufficient etching, the weight of the lower section will overcome the
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Figure 5-5: (a) A diagram of the W rod during the etching process, prior to the drop
off of the lower section. The tungstate ions produced during the etching reaction sink,
insulating the lower W and reducing the rate of the etching reaction beneath the Au
ring. (b) The overall etching process consists of two individual etching steps, the first
of which removes a damaged section of the rod, while the second results in the tip.

tensile strength of the rod at the thinnest point of the neck and the lower section will

drop off, leaving the tip above. Here we repeat the etching step as shown in figure 5-5b,

the first etch removing the mechanically damaged portion of the wire due to being cut

with wire cutters and the second etch producing the tip.

The etching process will not automatically stop after the drop of the lower section,

and further etching will only serve to blunt the tip. However, the drop-off results in

the reduction of the effective size of the anode and, correspondingly, a reduction in the

current through the circuit. The current through the circuit is measured and when a

step change to below a threshold value, initially set to 4 mA, is observed the bias is

stopped. An example of the measured current during etching is shown in figure 5-6.

This cut off time strongly relates to the quality of the tip [29], and so this process is

automated using a LabVIEW program connected to a nanosecond-response solid state

transistor switch. Correctly setting this cut off threshold is important to producing

high quality STM tips.

The complete etching process is described here. To reduce contamination, prior to

etching the W rods as well as all tools are cleaned via sonication in an isopropanol

bath for several minutes. A W rod is cut to length, including the additional length

that will be lost due to drop-offs, and is attached to a tip holder allowing for manual

height adjustment. The rod is then lowered towards the centre of the Au ring submerged

by several millimetres in 2 M NaOH solution. Using the position at which a meniscus

first forms as the zero point, the tip is then lowered into the solution. On the first
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Figure 5-6: An example of the current through the tip during etching. The black
dashed line corresponds to the cutoff current, indicating the current (here 4 mA) at
which the etching process is automatically stopped.

etch it is lowered by 5 mm, whilst on the second etch it is lowered by 3 mm. Using a

LabVIEW program control system, a bias of 9 V is then applied between the W rod

and the Au ring, beginning the etching process. The current through the circuit is

monitored and when it falls below a set threshold, initially 4 mA, the bias is turned

off causing the etch to stop. If the drop-off did not occur, or occurred and the bias

did not stop, the threshold current can be altered. After the first etch is complete,

the tip is raised, rinsed in isopropanol, and re-submerged to the requisite depth and

the second etch begins. After etching the aspect ratio of the tip is inspected using an

optical microscope and visually-sharp tips are then stored tip-up in foam.

The resulting shape and quality of the tip is controlled by a number of factors; the

rate of etching, the amount of submerged W, as well as the general conditions of the

process will each affect the produced tips and so must be controlled. The rate of

etching is clearly visible by the rate of H2 bubbles released from the cathode, and can

be controlled by adjusting the bias to the circuit. An etch that is too slow results

in overly long tips, whilst a fast etch leads to short or irregularly shaped tips. The

depth of the wire essentially controls the mass of the section beneath the resultant tip.

The more wire submerged, the greater the mass and the earlier the neck will break.

In this case break that is too slow will again lead to long tips, whilst a break that is

too quick results in blunt tips as well as a large force on the apex during the drop-off,

potentially damaging the apex. Finally, vibrations during etching can cause changes
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Figure 5-7: Scanning electron microscope images of a W tip manufactured using the
drop-off method. In (left) the taper of the apex is clearly visible, showing a good aspect
ratio. Images produced by Dr Rusimova.

in the position of the meniscus on the wire, which can result in stepped or otherwise

uneven tips. This vibration is reduced by encasing the etching station in foam which

acts to damp external mechanical vibrations.

Tips produced using this method have previously been imaged using a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) in order to measure the aspect ratio of the apex as well as to check

for any microscale faults. Examples of these images for one tip with a good macroscopic

aspect ratio are shown in figure 5-7 . Additionally, by imaging the tip using transmission

electron microscopy it has been shown that these tips usually have a tip-apex radius

of the order of 10 nm [30], sufficient to achieve atomic scale resolution STM imaging.

While the above method produces high quality tips, several novel alterations have

been documented. These novel techniques trade the relative speed and simplicity of

the above method, either providing increased reliability or more control over the result.

For example, Chang et al. [121] replace the constant etching bias with a pulsed DC

bias. Between pulses the tungstate ions disperse, and so do not accumulate along

the wire and the the protection of the lower section of the rod from etching is not

observed. Beneath the meniscus etching occurs uniformly, and instead of the drop-off

of the lower section the entire lower section is etched away. As a result the aspect

ratio of the tip can be entirely controlled by the etching parameters. Alternatively,

multi-step etching procedures have been suggested to offer unprecedented control over

both the macroscopic and microscopic structure of the tips. Qin and Deng [122] use

a method similar to the above drop-off process to produce tips to macroscopic aspect

ratio specifications, however an additional lamellae drop-off etching process, in which

the NaOH electrolyte is only a membrane within the cathode ring, provides additional

control over the microscopic apex. In this second step, the length and therefore weight
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of the lower section is minimal and so the drop off force is small. Additionally after

drop-off the remaining tip will be electrically disconnected from the loop, and so etching

will be automatically stopped. However, lamellae etching is an extremely challenging

and previous in-house attempts were not successful.

5.2.2 Annealing

Immediately after etching, exposure of the bare W to air results in the formation of an

insulating tungsten trioxide surface. This layer insulates the tip, inhibiting tunnelling

and thereby STM images of the surface. Instead, prior to use, the oxide layer must

be removed via sublimation of the surface layer. At high temperatures (approximately

1075°C), the WO3 layer will react with the underlying W and sublimate as tungsten

dioxide,

2 WO3(s) + W(s) −−→ 3 WO2(g), (5.4)

leaving a clean W surface. Additionally, heating the tip degasses it in addition to

removing other surface contaminants.

To heat the tip and catalyse the above reaction the tip is connected to an electrical

feedthrough as shown in figure 5-8. This feedthrough provides electrical connection to

both the tip and a second pin, connected to a tungsten crossbar, which is in contact

with the tip near the apex. This crossbar is much thicker than the tip, and so the

resistance across it is lower. Upon passing a current across the feedthrough, the tip

will be resistively heated. Prior to heating, the feedthrough is connected to the load-

lock which is then pumped down to approximately < 10−5 mbar. While the flashing

process is automated using a LabVIEW program connected to the power supply, the

exact temperatures reached are optically calibrated manually. To prevent overheating,

the tip is initially heated in short (3 s) flashes at increasing currents and the temperature

of the tip is estimated by observing the colour of the resulting incandescence. Once a

moderately bright orange (at approximately 1200°C) is reached, the tip is flashed at

that current 3 or 4 times to complete the sublimation of the oxide layer. The tip is

then baked at a lower current, such that a dull red glow is observed (approximately

600°C), for 10 minutes to degas the tip and remove other contaminants.

At this point the load-lock is vented with N2 to minimise oxidation and the tip is

removed from the load-lock. With the tip once again exposed to the air, oxidation will

begin anew, however the oxide layer forms slowly and so brief exposure will only result

in an incomplete layer. The tip is then placed into a tip holder, the tube of which is

crushed to hold the tip in place and provide a strong electrical contact with the STM
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Figure 5-8: An STM tip in the load-lock flashing stage. The tip is in electrical contact
with a thicker W crossbar, and connected via an electrical feedthrough to a power
supply allowing a current to be passed through the tip. Prior to annealing, this stage is
mounted in the load-lock, which can be pumped down to 1×10−6 mbar. (a) Diagram
of the electrical circuit during flashing. (b) Photo of the flashing stage outside of the
load-lock.
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electronics. Finally, the tip holder is placed on a tip holder plate and transferred to the

prep chamber of the STM in two stages, in the same manner as the Si sample discussed

above.

To remove the small amount of oxide on the tip after the brief exposure, the tip is heated

using the sample heating stage in the prep chamber. Unlike with sample heating or tip

heating in the load-lock, the current is not passed directly through the tip. Instead,

the plate behind the tip is resistively heated. The tip is heated only indirectly, and

so cannot reach sufficiently high temperatures to chemically sublimate the oxide layer.

This method can, however, act to degas the tip and plate, and reduces the quantity of

contaminants dropped by the tip during scanning.

5.2.3 In vacuo tip fixing

While the initial etching stage is relatively quick, transferring tips into vacuum and

the annealing processes are very time consuming. Tips are very fragile, which means

that manually moving tips frequently results in a ruined apex. Additionally, achieving

atomic-resolution can be difficult with new tips, as not all tips will have sufficient

apex structure. For this reason, an important part of STM imaging involves in situ

modifications of the tip structure via altering scan parameters to induce changes. A

number of examples of STM images produced by bad tips are shown in figure 5-9.

The main fixable categories of poor quality tips include unstable tips, tips with poor

resolution, and “doubled” tips. Although tips with which no STM imaging is observed

can potentially be fixed, it is unlikely, therefore more extreme measures will potentially

be required.

Small changes to the tip apex structure can be induced to occur using short dura-

tion pulses at increased bias compared to the normal passive scan parameters of 1

V. Positive bias pulses, usually 3 to 4 V, are used in an attempt to remove W, Si or

contaminants from the tip, dropping them on the surface or otherwise emitting them

into the vacuum chamber. The presence of contaminants on the tip can either act as

insulation, effectively blunting the tip and resulting in reduced resolution or otherwise

incorrect imaging, or may drop off during scanning, resulting in an unstable tip as

well as possibly imaged contaminants on the surface. In comparison, a negative bias

pulse above the work function of Si, -3 to -4 V, attempts to rebuild the tip apex using

surface Si atoms emitted from the surface due to the pulse. This can change the tun-

nelling site to a new apex, resulting in a new, potentially high resolution and stable

tip. These small duration, low bias pulses generally only result in small changes in the

apex structure. Longer duration pulses or pulses at increased bias can induce larger
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e f

Figure 5-9: STM surface images (images a-d and f are 25 nm2, e is 10 nm2) taken with
variable quality tips. (a) A good quality tip. (b) A doubled tip such that the tunnel
current includes major contributions from multiple separate points on the tip apex.
(c-d) An unstable tip. In (c) the tip state changes infrequently throughout the scan,
whilst in (d) the tip state is changing rapidly resulting in a “scratchy” image. (e) A
blunt tip resulting insufficient lateral resolution to clearly image individual atoms. (f)
A poor tip such that the structure of the surface cannot be discerned.
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changes, however these larger changes are more likely to lead to the loss of any previous

resolution.

If a tip refuses to improve after some time spent pulsing, a final, extreme tip reconstruc-

tion attempt can be made by crashing the tip into the surface. This can be achieved

either by changing the STM feedback loop to enter a “tapping” regime in which the tip

will repeatedly contact the surface, reducing the STM bias through 0 V such that the

tip will contact the surface in an attempt to achieve the requisite tunnel current, or by

manually moving the tip towards the surface using the stepper motor. Each of these

methods essentially culminates in the same result, albeit with increasing magnitude.

In a successful tip-crash, upon retraction, surface atoms will be attached to the tip

forming a new apex and thereby STM imaging. However, a crash will often result in

a complete loss of the previous apex, and there is a good chance that the tip will be

destroyed and must be replaced. Crashing the tip can also destroy a large area of the

surface, which means that the scan area should be moved prior to further scanning to

prevent contamination of the tip from the damaged area.

Tip fixing is not a deterministic process. Sometimes small changes in bias results in a

complete change in the imaging characteristics of the tip, whereas on other occasions,

long duration, high bias scans result in no change. Usually, it is best to start with

small modifications and to slowly increase the intensity of the attempts. After each

such attempt the tip quality is assessed by scanning at passive scanning parameters,

and tip-fixing is repeated or escalated as deemed necessary. It is important to accept,

however, when a tip is beyond fixing and must be replaced. In general, a good-quality

STM tip is able to last for a long time. The majority of the data in this report was

collected with a single tip, and previous tips on the same machine have lasted for several

years. Anecdotally, the most common reason for the loss of a tip is human error, either

via missetting scanning parameters or misjudging approach. In addition, high bias or

otherwise more “extreme” experiments may also lead to the loss of the tip.

5.3 Tip-sample Approach

STM scanning requires a nanometre scale gap between the tip and the sample surface

before a tunnel current can reasonably be measured. A mechanism by which the tunnel

current can be established is therefore required prior to scanning. Initially, as in figure

5-10a, the tip and the sample are separated by approximately half a centimetre and

a manual approach is performed where, using a coarse motor, the sample is moved

towards the tip. This process is aided by a camera focused on the apex of the tip,
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Figure 5-10: The tip-sample junction during the initial approach. (a) An image of the
STM junction with the sample maximally retracted. At the bottom of the image the
three piezo-motors are visible. (b) An image of the junction from the camera with the
sample close to the tip. In the surface of the sample a reflection of the tip is visible.
The separation of the tip and the surface can be estimated by the separation of the
real tip and the reflected tip.

resulting in figure 5-10b. When the sample is close to the tip a reflection of the tip is

visible on the surface of the sample, and this can be used to aid in estimating the tip-

sample separation and when to cease the manual approach. However, the tip-sample

separation will still be far greater than the required distance and so a further automated

approach process is performed using the tip-positioning piezo-motors.

Piezo-motors only have a limited range of motion (in our case, ≈ 1µm) due to the max-

imum expansion or contraction of the material. As a result, the automated approach

process is separated into a fine approach using the piezo-motors and a coarse approach

using the previous coarse motor. In the fine step, the piezo-motors are expanded from

the fully contracted state, during which the tunnel current is measured and the ap-

proach is automatically stopped if a reasonable user-defined current is observed (≈100

pA at a 3 V applied bias is generally used). Once the piezo is maximally expanded it

is again fully retracted and the coarse motor completes one step towards the surface.

The coarse motor has a step-size less than the range of the piezo-motor such that con-
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tact with the surface will not occur. This process is then repeated until the set tunnel

current is measured.

5.4 Noise

Both mechanical and electrical noise can influence the quality of STM imaging, either

causing effects that are similar to an unstable tip shown in figure 5-9d, reducing resolu-

tion sufficiently to prevent imaging atoms at all, or even resulting in the tip contacting

the surface. Mechanical noise results from the coupling of external vibrations to the

Omicron STM1 STM head, leading to real oscillations in the displacement of the tip

relative to the surface and thereby altering the tunnel current. Whereas for electrical

noise, similar oscillations in the observed images are caused by capacitive coupling from

electronics to the recorded signal prior to the preamplifier.

Mechanical noise is attenuated primarily by ensuring the isolation of the tip from

external vibration sources. This is achieved in three different stages; isolation of the

STM head itself, isolation of the whole STM body from the ground, and isolation of

the ground from external effects. However each of these components interact to result

in an improvement of the overall damping characteristics of the STM.

Our STM sits on a solid concrete surface on the lowest floor of the building, reducing any

vibrations caused by building sway. Additionally, efforts are taken to prevent vibrations

due to, for example, nearby water cooling systems or the movement of large items in

the room whilst the STM is in operation. Isolation of the STM table from the ground is

primarily achieved by supporting the six legs with elastomeric pads. The material used

in these pads has a high damping coefficient, reducing mechanical vibrations via the

dissipation of the energy to heat [123]. Finally, the isolation of the STM head whilst

scanning is achieved primarily by suspending it on four springs, labelled in figure 5-

11. Unlike the high resonant frequencies of the elastomeric pads under the STM and

the metal components of the STM body, these springs have a low resonant frequency;

which limits the efficiency of vibrational coupling between the body and the head. It

should be noted that the metal springs have a low damping coefficient, acting only as

a high-pass filter, and elastomeric damping cannot be used as the material is unable

to withstand the increased temperatures during baking. For this reason a secondary

eddy current damping system is used. This system consists of a ring of copper fins

around the floating STM head, and a separate ring of permanent magnets attached to

the STM body. When the head is suspended, the magnets and fins alternate such that

the fins are themselves suspended within the resultant electric field. Movement of the
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Damping spring

Copper fins

Magnets

STM junction

Figure 5-11: The Omicron STM 1 head during scanning, such that it is supported
only by springs connected to the STM body. Copper fins attached to the head and
permanent magnets attached to the frame provide additional eddy current damping.

head relative to the body results in the movement of the conducting fins relative to the

magnetic field, and as a consequence the induction of a current in the fins. According

to Lenz’s law, this induction is associated with an electromotive force in the opposite

direction to the initial motion, thereby counteracting the motion as a damping element.

As an important part of the mechanical vibration isolation occurs externally to the

STM head, it is important that vibrations of the STM body itself are minimised.

This essentially means that all efforts should be taken to ensure that the STM is not

touched during operation. Even light taps of the frame can result in large movements

of the STM head and can potentially result in crashing the tip. Additionally, it is

important to ensure that any connected pumps are switched off, namely the roughing

and turbomolecular pumps used to pump the load-lock, and the turbomolecular pump’s

water cooling is disconnected from the circulation.

The primary source of electrical noise is capacitive coupling from the standard 50 Hz

mains supply. Even after reasonable attempts to reduce the magnitude of the electrical

noise, characteristic peaks at multiples of 50 Hz can be observed in the spectrum in
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Figure 5-12: Noise spectral density of the grounded STM, with the tip retracted from
the sample. Spectral peaks at multiples of 50 Hz indicate that the mains supply is the
primary source of noise.

figure 5-12 whilst no other clear peaks are observed. As it is unlikely that mechanical

vibrations result in peaks at exactly the same frequencies, this demonstrates that the

dominant source of residual noise is electrical.

Electronic noise is reduced by ensuring that the system is fully grounded, with an

isolated ground loop to prevent interference from other devices connected to the same

ground. Prior to the preamplifier, the signal from the STM is extremely vulnerable

to noise, with small noise signals equally being amplified. Care is, therefore, taken to

minimise the opportunity for electrical signals to couple to the STM signal prior to the

preamplifier by ensuring that the preamplifier is as close to the base of the STM as

possible. After being amplified the signal is much less vulnerable to noise, however the

cable from the preamplifier to the Nanonis SPM controller is shielded to reduce any

interference. Finally, all electrical devices near or connected to the STM are turned off

when not required during scanning.

5.5 Dosing

Experiments in this report study the distribution of toluene and bromobenzene (BrPh)

molecules adsorped on the Si(111)-7×7 surface, however over time and during the daily

flashing process these will be removed. For this reason, each day prior to scanning a
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new layer of molecules must be produced. Furthermore, the surface density of these

molecules must be relatively consistent and somewhat controlled. While small varia-

tion in the coverage is inevitable, too high coverage may result in the failure of the

molecule-finding analysis software and too low coverage leads to insufficient statistics.

Additionally, the effects of surface coverage on manipulation dynamics has not been

fully investigated, and so should be controlled for.

To dose the surface, a valve between the prep chamber of the STM and a test tube

containing liquid (e.g.) BrPh is opened. BrPh gas then flows down the connecting gas

line into the prep chamber, where it is able to chemisorb onto the Si sample, dosing the

surface. This process has been automated using a LabVIEW program, which controls

the opening and shutting of a valve between the prep chamber and the gas line using a

connected stepper motor, whilst measuring the pressure in the chamber. An example

of the partial pressures of gases in the prep chamber during dosing, measured using

a Hiden quadrupole mass spectrometer, is shown in figure 5-13. It should be noted,

however, that during usual dosing, the total pressure within the prep chamber measured

with an ion gauge is used as the relevant parameter. After the initial pressure spike

caused by a release in gases from turning on the mass spectrometer, the pressures are

initially constant until the motor opens the valve between the prep chamber and the gas

line. Increases in the pressure then correspond to the BrPh gas entering the chamber,

alongside other contaminant gases, and hence the exposure of the Si sample to the

dosing gas can be estimated. Note that the log scale of the y-axis shows that the net

increase in the pressure of BrPh in the chamber is much lower than the increase of the

other gases.

The LabVIEW program minimises contamination of the chamber by limiting the max-

imum pressure in the chamber during the dosing process. When the pressure in the

prep chamber increases above a set value (here set to 1×10−9 mbar) the stepper motor

will begin to shut until the pressure decreases to below the threshold value at which

point the valve is reopened. This feedback loop results in the oscillatory behaviour

observed in figure 5-13. A relative measure of the total exposure can be measured and

represented in Langmuirs, the product of the increase in total pressure within the prep

chamber during dosing and the total exposure duration. For the nonlocal manipula-

tion of chemisorbed bromobenzene experiments presented in this thesis, a dose of 2 L

is used; this corresponds to a surface coverage of approximately 4 molecules per unit

cell. Once the total measured exposure is greater than this value the valve will be shut,

stopping further dosing.
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Figure 5-13: The Partial pressures of the characteristic mass to charge ratios of the
main constituents of the gases in the prep chamber during a 3 L dose of BrPh, with a
maximum set pressure of 1×10−9 mbar. The peak visible at the start of the trace is due
to the emission of gases from the mass spectrometer upon the start of measurement.
While the valve begins to open at 0 s, there is an initial period before gas from the test
tube is able to enter the chamber, and hence the pressure does not begin increasing until
some time afterwards. Similarly, while the requisite dose is achieved slightly before 1.2
ks, some time is required for the valve to fully shut.

5.5.1 Freeze-pump-thaw purification

In order to reduce the number of contaminants on the surface, the purity of the dosing

gas is optimised prior to use. This is achieved by using a freeze-pump-thaw process

shown in figure 5-14. High purity BrPh (≥ 99.5% purity from Sigma Aldrich) in a test

tube is connected to the gas line leading to the stepper motor-controlled value via a

second valve, which is initially closed. The gas line is pumped down from atmospheric

pressure using the same roughing pump backed turbomolecular pump used to pump the

load-lock. This is able to reduce the pressure in the gas line to approximately 1×10−6

mbar. The freeze-pump-thaw method consists of the following procedure which is

repeated until the requisite purity is achieved. Firstly, the test tube is submerged in

liquid nitrogen to the level of the liquid BrPh, which causes it to freeze. Secondly,

the valve between the test tube and the evacuated gas line is opened. The gas above

the BrPh will be pumped out, whilst the frozen BrPh will not. However contaminants

dissolved in the liquid will still be present after the liquid freezes, and as such will

similarly not be pumped. Finally, the valve is closed and the frozen BrPh is melted by

submerging it in lukewarm water.

Henry’s law states that the amount of dissolved gas in a liquid is proportional to the

partial pressure of that substance in the gas phase [124]. Initially the partial pressure

of each contaminant in the test tube is the same as that in air at atmospheric pressure,
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Figure 5-14: The freeze-pump-thaw process for purifying the dosing gas.

which means that the amount dissolved in the BrPh is relatively high. When the liquid

is frozen, the quantity of each contaminant within does not change. However, during

pumping the partial pressure of each contaminant in the gas of the test tube is lowered,

and so when thawed, the amount dissolved in the BrPh will be proportionally reduced

according to Henry’s law. The contaminants will be released from the now-liquid BrPh

as gas bubbles, increasing the pressure of the gas in the test tube whilst increasing

the purity of the liquid BrPh. In the next freeze-pump-thaw cycle the newly released

gas will be pumped off, and thus the partial pressures will be further reduced. The

purity of the liquid can be roughly approximated by the amount of bubbles released

during thawing, with a more pure liquid resulting in fewer bubbles as there are fewer

contaminants.

The maximum purity of the liquid will be limited by the system’s pumping speed for

each contaminant. The partial pressures in the test tube will only be reduced so far

during pumping, meaning that the quantity dissolved will reach a minimum plateau.

With each freeze-pump-thaw cycle an amount of BrPh will be pumped, resulting in

an additional limiting factor; this process can only be repeated so many times whilst

maintaining a reasonable volume of BrPh. The amount of gaseous BrPh is defined

by its vapour pressure, which is the pressure exerted by a vapour in contact with its

liquid or solid phase. This value also determines the partial pressure of the gas above

the liquid in the evacuated test tube after completion of the freeze-pump-thaw process,

and therefore the theoretical maximum pressure during dosing.
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Figure 5-15: The Partial pressures of the characteristic mass to charge ratios of the
main constituents of the gases in the prep chamber during dosing of 3 L through a
second gas line open to the atmosphere.

5.5.2 Verifying the dosing gas

The purity of the BrPh in the test tube cannot be directly measured, instead it can be

inferred by the change in the partial pressure of gases within the prep chamber upon

opening the connected valve. A Hiden quadrupole mass spectrometer attached to the

prep chamber allows the measurement of these partial pressures, and by comparing

them before and during dosing, the make-up of the dosing gas can be estimated. While

a complete mass sweep can be used to identify the main constituent components of

the gas in the prep chamber, during the automated dosing procedure the pressure

within the prep chamber fluctuates more quickly than the mass spectrometer is able

to measure. Instead, by scanning only the characteristic mass to charge ratios of each

of the main contaminants, reasonable time resolution during dosing can be achieved.

The main components of the dosing gas are essentially air plus the BrPh; H2O (m/z

of 20), N2 (28), CO2 (44), and BrPh (77).

While figure 5-13 shows the change in partial pressures of the main constituent gases in

the prep chamber during dosing, figure 5-15 shows the partial pressures of the dosing

gases when not connected to the BrPh test tube. Instead, here the stepper motor

opens a valve connected through the gas line to atmosphere. Additionally, the set max

pressure in figure 5-15 is increased to 5× 10−9 mbar compared to the 1×10−9 mbar for

figure 5-13, and so a greater partial pressure of all constituent gases is expected. In

this case no BrPh is measured without the connected test tube, with the increase in

the pressure in the chamber entirely supplied by air.
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Figure 5-16: The mass-to-charge ratio of the prep chamber during dosing with bro-
mobenzene (red) and prior to dosing (blue). The numbered peaks refer to characteristic
m/z values for bromobenzene from NIST [125]. Due to the limited range of sensitivity
of the mass spectrometer used, the peaks at m/z of 156 and 158 appear smaller than
expected for BrPh.

Figure 5-16 shows a spectrum measured in the prep chamber during dosing across the

m/z range of the mass spectrometer compared to a background scan of the chamber

prior to dosing. As the partial pressure of BrPh will vary during measurement, the

measured pressures across the m/z range should not be directly compared. Instead,

only the presence or absence of peaks should be considered. As can be expected, strong

peaks characteristic of H2O (at m/z 20), N2 (at 28) and CO2 (at 44) are visible in both

the before and during traces. However, in the during dosing trace, each additional peak

can be correlated with an expected BrPh emission spectrum [125]. This suggests that

there is only trace presence of other gases exposed to the sample during dosing.
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Chapter 6

Automation of local and nonlocal

injection procedures

One of the main advantages of the STM is the ability to directly and controllably inject

hot carriers from the tip into the surface. As can be observed from the range of examples

discussed previously, this greatly broadens the scope of available experimentation. The

main results of this thesis use the STM tip as a local source of hot charge carriers with

specific and controlled injection parameters, including injection bias, current, duration,

and position on the surface.

The outcome of each STM charge injection experiment is probabilistic, so large volumes

of data are required to reduce the experimental uncertainty and allow fine sweeps

through the parameter space. See, for example, the desorption of H from a Si(100)

surface due to STM charge injection by Soukiassian et al., in which the collection and

analysis of a statistically large data set over a range of injection currents showed the

desorption rate to be an order of magnitude lower than previous reports [56]. To achieve

this we minimise the standard error of the experiment, σ/
√
n, via either reduction of

the standard deviation σ or increase of the experimental sample size n.

Whilst each part of this process could be performed manually, the overall injection

procedure has been automated to allow for the collection of large sets of data with min-

imal oversight, whilst limiting human error. As an example, over 34, 000 manipulation

events were recorded during a part of the work comprising chapter 8 and published in

reference [10]. This automation consists of a combination of LabVIEW and MATLAB

programs, allowing for control over the Nanonis SPM controller as well as sufficient in

situ image analysis for automated site-specific injection. In this chapter, the overall
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injection process is described, with a focus on achieving high quality experiments with

an automated system.
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a b

Figure 6-1: An example of the drift observed between successive 25 nm2 STM scans,
without compensation of thermal drift. The white circle in both (a) and (b) labels the
same corner hole site, it is, however, observed at different positions within the image.
The white arrow in (b) shows the apparent distance travelled during and between these
images.

6.1 Drift correction

Drift during STM imaging refers to the relative movement of the imaged surface com-

pared to the position of the scan window, an example of which can be seen in figure

6-1. Reducing the drift increases the ease of automated site-by-site analysis, lowering

the probability of computational error (and thereby reducing σ), and maximises the

amount of area common between the before injection and after injection images (in-

creasing n). At its worst, this drift can result in an apparent movement rate sufficient

to completely change the imaged area in consecutive scans; a reasonable drift, prior to

correction, of 100 pm s−1 results in a movement of the tip relative to the surface of

approximately 50 nm between consecutive 50×50 nm scans. However, even a relatively

small drift rate will result in the position of the tip changing substantially whilst sup-

posedly held still during an injection, thereby preventing site-specific or long-duration

injections. As such, this must be ameliorated prior to any injection.

During room temperature experiments, as all experiments in this thesis are, the tem-

perature of the STM head is not actively controlled. Fluctuations in the temperature

of the STM result in the expansion or contraction of the various components of the

STM head by differing amounts depending on the material [126,127]. These small size

changes lead to a movement in the position of the tip relative to the surface, causing

the imaged movement of the surface between, and during, scan images. Whilst these
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natural changes cannot be controlled entirely, several factors limit the rate and mag-

nitude of thermal fluctuations. The microscope is held in a vacuum chamber, which

is only connected to the external chamber by thin springs and wires. In addition, the

room has some degree of thermal stability, with only one user at any time. Finally,

although the sample is flashed to a high temperature each morning, it is left for at

least 2 hours prior to transfer to the STM head. Thus any temperature changes, and

hence the rate of thermal expansion, should be small and gradual. This is observed as

a near-constant drift rate.

To counteract the effects of this drift, LabVIEW software has previously been written.

This program correlates the central sections of two consecutive STM images taken

at the same supposed location. By locating the maximally correlated position of the

second image-section with respect to the first image, the displacement between the two

images can be measured and the drift rate and direction calculated. Via Nanonis, a

linear, time-varying voltage is then superimposed onto the piezo tip position voltages.

The STM tip therefore “follows” the surface drift, such that when two consecutive

images are taken they image the same surface area. This program is run repeatedly

until the drift between consecutive scans is less than 0.5 pm s−1. It should be noted,

however, that the thermal fluctuations and therefore drift will change over time, and so

the drift compensation must be periodically refreshed. We perform this prior to each

series of injection experiments.

6.2 Piezo creep

In addition to thermal drift, piezo creep results in the translation of the scanned area

over time after moving the tip. Examples of this are shown in figure 6-2. This is

due to the well known nonlinear response of the piezo motors positioning the tip with

respect to the applied electric field. That is, in positioning the tip an electric field

is applied across the piezo motors resulting in the almost-instantaneous expansion (or

contraction) of the piezo linearly with the applied field. However, after reaching the

requisite position the piezo will continue to expand or contract. The length of the

piezo, L, varying as

∆L(t) = ∆L(t0)

[
1 + β ln

(
t

t0

)]
, (6.1)

where t is the time since the field was applied, β is a variable dependent on several

parameters including the temperature and the specific material and design of the piezo-

motors, and ∆L0(t0) is the nominal displacement of the piezo at time t0 shortly after the

field is applied, subsequent to the supposed linear response [128]. For low temperature
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Figure 6-2: 40×40 nm STM images of the Si(111)-7×7 surface with visible creep, such
that the top of each image appears distorted due to the continuation of movement of
the tip between surface scans.

STM (e.g. 4 K) β ≈ 0 and the nonlinear piezo creep response is minimal [129]. At

room temperature, however, there is enough thermal energy for the dipole domains

within the piezoelectric material to change orientation under the influence of the static

electric field, increasing the polarisation [130,131]. This changes the magnitude of the

piezo response and, therefore, changes the position of the STM tip beyond the initial

expansion or contraction.

From both figure 6-2 and the logarithmic term in the above equation, it is clear that

the effects of creep decay over time, with the rate of change in the length of the piezo

reducing ∝ 1/t. As such, the effect of creep on the scanned area can be reduced by

waiting after moving the tip but prior to scanning. Additionally, the value of β varies

with the applied field, generally being greater for larger field. As such, moving the tip

further (i.e. a greater contraction or expansion) will result in a larger observed creep

movement. This means that creep can be further reduced by limiting the distance

moved by the tip and performing any large movements across the surface by retracting

the tip and using the coarse motors.

6.3 Injection overview

In this thesis, charge-injection experiments are separated into two categories, local and

nonlocal. In local experiments, only manipulation of a molecule directly beneath the

tip within the tunnel junction is generally considered, whereas nonlocal manipulation

can occur many nanometres from the injection site. Whilst these different manipulation

regimes have slightly different experimental procedures, the actual injection processes

differ only slightly.
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Single injection experiments, local or nonlocal, consist of three necessary parts from

which data can be extracted; a scan of the surface prior to injection (figure 6-3a), the

injection itself (figure 6-3c), and a scan after the injection has completed (figure 6-3e).

Automation during injection relies on a combination of a LabVIEW control program

directly interacting with Nanonis and a MATLAB program used for real-time data anal-

ysis necessary for automatically determining the position of molecules on the surface

from previous images. Interaction between LabVIEW and MATLAB occurs indirectly,

via scan files being saved into a folder, with analysis occurring when MATLAB detects

a correctly named file in the folder. The output of the analysis, usually containing

the determined injection sites, is again saved in the folder, where it is detected by

LabVIEW and tip positions for each of the injection sites are then used to control the

injection. This process typically takes 5-10 seconds, during which the STM is paused

at the end of the scan. In experiments where the injection positions are not at spe-

cific surface sites, however, the MATLAB program is not used and all positioning is

performed by the LabVIEW program.

To minimise the required human oversight and maximise the amount of data collected,

an additional LabVIEW program is used to repeat the injection procedure at different

areas on the surface, shown in figure 6-4a. After moving to a new location this program

waits for a user defined length of time prior to starting the large-before scan, which

reduces the effects of creep when moving the tip large distances. For each new complete

injection process, the injection parameters are randomly selected from a set list. This

allows a range of parameters to be trialled, whilst minimising the opportunity for local

effects to influence the same parameters multiple times. For example, the tip-state

may change after several sets of injections, which may alter the desorption probability

independently of the injection parameters.

6.4 Automated molecule finder

If the experiment requires site-specific injection, the large before-injection image, for

example in figure 6-3a, is used with a “molecule-finder” program. The automated

molecule finding program described here is the same as that used for the analysis of

the images to extract experimental results, which is discussed in more detail in section

7.2.1. This software has been used in previous experiments [7,8,95,110]. The MATLAB

program automatically identifies the positions of corner holes in the image by cross-

correlating it with an array of template corner hole images. This results in a “best-fit”

image with correlated maxima at each corner hole site, from which the orientation of the
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Figure 6-3: The main STM scans taken as a part of the injection process. The slow
scan direction of each scan is indicated by the white arrow. (a) A large, here 50 nm2,
scan of the surface is taken prior to injection. This is used to identify an injection site,
as well as locate the positions of molecules and clean sites prior to injection. (b) A
small scan, here 5 nm2 and located within the white square in (a), is taken of the area
centred on the injection site. (c) A scan of the same area as in (b) is started, then
paused at the injection site (labelled by the star) and injection parameters are applied
for the requisite injection duration. To minimise unnecessary movement of the tip,
and consequently piezo creep, in this scan the slow scan direction is reversed. After
the injection, passive scan parameters are reapplied and the scan recommences, hence
the clear change in molecular coverage at the middle of the scan image in (c). (d) A
downwards scan around the tip site post-injection. (b) and (d) are used to identify the
position of the injection site in the large scans. (e) Finally, a large 50 nm2 post-injection
scan is taken, which is used to identify the positions of molecules and clean sites after
the injection. The white square in (e) indicates the scan area of (d).
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Figure 6-4: A LabVIEW program automates the position of the scan window for each
series of injections and the position within the scan for each individual injection. (a)
Between each injection scan, the scan window is moved by a user defined amount
to the positions labelled by the black squares. The dashed lines indicate the size
of the scan at each position. (b) For each injection position, after the initial pre-
injection scan a MATLAB program determines the location of the injection sites. After
each individual injection, the LabVIEW program determines whether the injection was
successful (marked with a square), or unsuccessful (marked with a circle).
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Figure 6-5: Output of the automated molecule finding MATLAB program for 25×25
nm STM images of a BrPh dosed Si(111)-7×7 surface. In (a) the adatom sites were
correctly located, with occupied sites labelled red and unoccupied sites labelled yellow.
From this injection locations were selected from potential sites, here labelled with a blue
outline. In (b) adatom sites were not determined correctly and as such no reasonable
injection sites could be located.

surface and the lattice vectors are estimated. The cross-correlation step allows for some

flexibility in the structure of the imaged lattice, reducing the effects of, for example,

residual creep or thermal drift. From the corner hole positions the positions of all of

the adatoms within the scan are predicted. The sites are then labelled as molecules

or clean adatoms, depending on the z-height of each, and numbered depending on the

position within the unit cell (e.g. faulted middle, unfaulted corner, etc.). MATLAB

then randomly selects injection sites from the occupied sites fulfilling the set criteria,

including the number of injections per scan and specific position within the cell. The

output of this is shown in figure 6-5a. The selected molecules are then converted

to coordinates within the scan image, and the injection positions are fed back into

LabVIEW, shown in figure 6-4b. For local injection, this is usually several injection

sites per scan image (5-10 are commonly used here) however for nonlocal injections this

is usually just one site.

Depending on the surface within the scan area and the tip state, the entirely automated

molecule finding routine may either incorrectly locate adatoms, shown in figure 6-5b,

or fail entirely, which may result in the program freezing. This can be, for example,

due to the presence of a step in the scan image resulting in a large z-height discrepancy,

a change in tip state during the scan, or the sample being too heavily dosed to identify
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a corner hole. If the injection process continues with incorrect injection sites, this must

be manually identified from the position of the injections in the pre- and post-injection

scans and the data removed prior to analysis. If the program freezes, however, it must

be restarted.

6.5 Injection

For each individual local or nonlocal injection, a small scan is taken, here usually 3×3

nm for local experiments and 5×5 nm for nonlocal to aid in tip location, centred on

the injection site, as in figure 6-3b. However due to thermal drift, in the time between

the large scan and this small scan, the small scan is likely to be not quite at the

correct location and so the injection site is not centred. To ensure the specific location

of the injection, a further cross-correlation is performed between this small scan and

the expected injection location, cropped from the previous large scan. From this, an

estimate of the drift between these scans is calculated and an additional small scan

occurs in a newly estimated injection site-centred position. Further small scans are

repeated until either the image is sufficiently similar to that cropped from the large

scan, or 7 scans are completed at which point that injection is aborted. This may occur

due to excessive thermal drift between images such that the correct site is never found,

or surfaces changes for example contaminant adsorption or a large amount of diffusion

or desorption of adsorped molecules between the pre-injection large and small scans.

Once the injection site is set, a final passive scan is taken (figure 6-3b) before the

scan direction is reversed and a half-scan is performed until the tip reaches the centred

injection site and the scan is paused (figure 6-3c). The scan direction is reversed here

to minimise unnecessary movement of the tip and reduce the effects of piezo creep; the

tip does not have to return to the top of the scan window prior to the upwards scan.

The tip-height feedback loop is then turned off and the tip is retracted from passive

scanning parameters (+1 V, 100 pA) by a set amount (1 nm for nonlocal injections, 0.4

nm for local injections). Next, the injection parameters are applied and the feedback

loop is restarted, causing the tip to approach the surface. In nonlocal manipulation

the approach is performed in two steps to minimise any spikes in current; a primary

approach until the tunnel current = 20pA, followed by a secondary approach to the

requisite parameters. For local manipulation experiments the feedback loop is slowed,

such that the tip approaches the surface more slowly and a current spike is not observed.

During injection, the tip height, bias and tunnel current are recorded giving further

insight into the tunnel junction during injection. After the injection is complete, either

upon manipulation or reaching the specific injection duration, the tip is retracted from
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the surface and passive scanning parameters are reapplied. The tip retraction step is

critical to erase all sudden current pulses due to a change in the voltage, it also means

that the current changes smoothly and therefore that we can accurately measure all

the injection charge during an experiment.

Finally, after the injection itself is complete, the tip will finish the second half of the

reversed-direction “during” scan (figure 6-3c), before a final scan of the post-injection

region (figure 6-3d). For each identified injection site, this process is then repeated.

Note that for nonlocal parameter injections, only one injection site per large scan is

used to maintain a relatively constant adsorbed molecule distribution for each injection.

6.5.1 Local

The manipulation of a molecule in the tunnel junction results in the exposure of a clean

adatom with a corresponding increase in the LDOS of the surface at the injection bias.

Thereby, upon manipulation of the local molecule the tip will be automatically retracted

by the feedback loop to reduce the current to the requisite parameters, resulting a

clear step in the tip height trace. In local injections only manipulation of the local

molecule is considered, and so this step can be taken as the time of manipulation.

Further manipulation is suppressed by retracting the tip immediately after this point

and reducing the tunnelling current to zero. There is a slight variation in the height

of this step after manipulation due to the exact position of the tip on the surface and

the LDOS of the tip state during injection. The vast majority of manipulation events

result in a tip height change of greater than 30 pm away from the surface. As such, the

tip is automatically retracted if a height change greater than 30 pm is observed during

injection. Otherwise, if manipulation is not observed, the tip will be retracted after 8 s

(an arbitrary upper limit on injection duration). An example of the tip height, current,

and bias during a local injection is shown in figure 6-6.

6.5.2 Nonlocal

In a nonlocal manipulation injection, we observe the manipulation of many more

molecules than the one within the tunnel junction. Furthermore, the majority of non-

local manipulation experiments are performed with sufficiently high current and bias

that the manipulation of a molecule within the tunnel junction has only a small affect

on the tip height during the injection. Hence we continue an injection until a requisite

duration has been completed, at which point the tip will again be retracted and pas-

sive scanning parameters reapplied. An example of the tip height during a nonlocal

injection is shown in figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-6: The bias, current and relative tip-sample separation during a local injection.
At t = 0 s the STM is in passive scanning parameters (+1 V 100 pA). (A) The
feedback loop is stopped and the tip is retracted from the surface by 0.4 nm. (B)
The feedback loop is initiated with the injection parameters, here +1.8 V 750 pA. (C)
The molecule beneath the tip is manipulated by the injected charge carriers, resulting
in an increase in the available LDOS and the tip retracting to maintain the tunnel
current. (D) This height change overcomes the 30 pm threshold for manipulation and
the tip is automatically retracted by the LabVIEW program with the injection process
concluded.
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Figure 6-7: The bias, currant and relative tip-sample separation during a 2 s injection at
nonlocal injection parameters (-2.1 V 900 pA). At t = 0 s the STM is in passive scanning
parameters (+1 V 100 pA). (a) The feedback loop is stopped and the tip is retracted by
1 nm. (b) The injection bias is set and the feedback loop is reactivated, causing the tip
to approach the surface. To prevent overshooting the injection current, the approach
is paused at 20 pA. (c) The approach continues until the injection current is (here) 900
pA. (d) The tip then remains at the same position with the same parameters for the
specified duration, here 2 s. (e) At the end of the injection time the bias is returned to
+1 V and the tip is retracted. (f) Finally, passive scanning parameters are reapplied
and scanning recommences.
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6.5.3 Drift during injection

For site-specific injections, the stability of the tip over the injection site is paramount.

If the tip moves by more than a fraction of a nanometre then the tip will essentially

be injecting into multiple positions during the one experiment, which means that the

injection will not be site-specific. The main source of tip movement is expected to be

thermal drift, which is corrected prior to injection experiments as described in section

6.1. The rate of drift will change both in magnitude and direction over time, however,

and so without repeated correction, injections cannot necessarily be assumed to be

site-specific.

The amount of drift during an injection can be estimated by comparing the position

of the surface scans immediately before (figure 6-3b) and after injection (figure 6-

3d). In each of these images the injection site should be centred, and so any change

in the position of the centre of the image will be due to drift. Each of these small

images takes approximately 30 s (at 48 pixels per line and with 15 nms−1 scan speed),

and so for sufficient injection duration (i.e. ≈ 100 s and greater) the majority of

the time for the drift will be during the injection itself. To measure the drift during

injection, the same site in the successive pre- and post- scan images has been manually

located. While an automated molecule finding or image correlation process could be

used, the often large changes in the surface coverage during scanning frequently results

in incorrect estimates, whereas a manual process allows for straightforward removal

of unclear results. An example of the drift during an injection is shown in figure 6-8,

in which the surface has moved 0.6 nm between the before and after injection images.

Whilst the occupancy of many sites on the surface has changed here, the local structure

around the labelled sites has not, allowing for the same sites to be located in both the

before and after injection images.

In the short term, thermal drift is expected to occur at a roughly linear rate. The

total amount of time between these consecutive images will be two complete small

scans (≈ 30 s each), plus the injection time itself. For the shorter injections, such

that the time for each injection is negligible compared to the constant scan duration,

and assuming the majority of the drift is due to a linear thermal drift, the total drift

between the two images should be approximately consistent. However, as can be seen

in figure 6-9, this is not observed. Within the scope of large uncertainty, instead the

magnitude of the drift appears to increase roughly logarithmically with the injection

duration across the range. While this figure contains data for 78 injections, note that

for a longer duration injection the probability of identifying any one site is reduced

as the overall probability of manipulation in the scan image surrounding the injection
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Figure 6-8: 10×10 nm STM images of a BrPh dosed Si(111)-7×7 surface before (left)
and after (right) an injection (-2.1 V, 900 pA) for 100 s at the centre of the left image.
The labelled circles show identifiable points common between the two images, such that
the drift during the injection can be determined. Here these points, and thereby the
surface, move by approximately 0.6 nm between these two scan images.

site is increased. This effect likely results in the anomalous data point at 500 s, as it

comprises data from only 3 injections.

The logarithmic relationship of the position of the tip is similar to that for creep in

equation (6.1), with displacement reducing over time during the injection. It is possible

that instead of thermal drift, creep is the major source of movement of the tip during

injection. However, in addition to the injection duration, there is approximately 30

s between the before and after injection images; one complete scan (figure 6-3c) and

two partial scans (figures 6-3b and d). Hence for this effect to be creep driven, there

should be a large initial drift observed that is independent of the injection duration

and this is not observed here. It is possible, however, that this displacement is due

to a small amount of creep accumulated due to the movement of the tip during the

scanning process, which means that after the tip stops scanning across the surface it

continues to drift slightly during the injection.

Across the Si(111)-7× 7 reconstruction, each surface site covers an area of roughly 0.5

nm2. Assuming perfect tip positioning, with the tip initially directly atop the requisite

site, site-specific injections require the tip to drift by less than one site position. Hence,

from figure 6-9 it is likely that the tip will drift over multiple sites during the longer

duration experiments. This limits the reliability of site-specific injections at increased

injection durations. As such, while local injection experiments are performed into
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Figure 6-9: The average displacement of a specific site on the surface between the scan
immediately before and immediately after an injection with duration between 1 and
500 s. Uncertainty is given by the standard deviation on the mean for each injection
duration from 78 total individual injections.

specific surface sites, nonlocal injection experiments will be performed with the tip

positioned above a specific position relative to the scan, say the centre of the scan

window. This removes the requirement of the in situ MATLAB analysis, which for the

large surfaces used in nonlocal experiments can take several seconds and often results

in the experiments freezing.
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Chapter 7

Data analysis

For local experiments, the small before and small after injection scans can be man-

ually compared to identify whether the local molecule was manipulated and whether

neighbouring sites become occupied; a process which takes several seconds. For nonlo-

cal experiments every atom in a large radius must also be considered. The output of

these manipulative-injection experiments is simply a set of images of the silicon surface

before and after injection, examples are shown in figures 6-3a and 6-3e. Whilst these

images clearly hold information about the state of the system, namely the position of

clean and occupied adatom sites, this needs to be extracted. In the large scale nonlocal

experiments the number of adatoms within each image is especially large; a 50×50 nm

images will have well over 1000 individual sites. Whilst it would be possible to manual

identify and characterise each individual site, as my supervisor Dr Peter Sloan did dur-

ing his PhD, this would result in a significant time investment as well as the potential

of substantial human error. As such this process has been previously automated using

a combination of LabVIEW and MATLAB programs. In this chapter the data analysis

processes for both local and nonlocal experiments will be presented.
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Figure 7-1: 5×5 nm STM images before (a), during (b) and after (c) local manipulation
(-1.3 V, 5 pA) of a BrPh molecule within the black circle chemisorbed on a Si(111)-
7 × 7 surface. (d) The relative height of the STM tip during the injection. At (A)
the feedback loop is initiated with the injection parameters, which results in the tip
approaching the surface to achieve the requisite tunnel current. This process is not
instantaneous, resulting a finite approach time between (A) and approximately (B).
At (C) the molecule beneath the tip is manipulated, and the injection is subsequently
concluded with the tip retracted from the surface.

7.1 Local injection analysis

In local parameter injection experiments, only the molecule directly beneath the tip

is expected to be manipulated. Determining whether the molecule beneath the tip

was manipulated is simple, assuming manipulation only occurs once and no additional

molecules chemisorb to the surface after injection. In this case, it can be determined

by comparing the occupancy of the site in the centre of the before and after injection

images, for example the clear change in occupancy between figures 7-1a and c, as well

as the appearance of the newly unoccupied adatom site above the injection in figure

7-1b. Note that the small drift between images allows for site-specific local injection.
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As the manipulation occurs directly within the tunnel junction, additional information

about the manipulation can be extracted by considering the tip height trace during the

injection. At the lower biases resulting in local manipulation, compared to the nonlocal

bias resulting in figure 6-7, the tip will be closer to the surface and so any change in the

tunnel junction, for example from the molecule leaving the junction, will result in an

extremely fast increase in the tunnel current immediately after manipulation, followed

by an automatic change in the tip-height due to the feedback loop. An example of the

tip-height-step due to manipulation can be observed in figure 7-1d at point (C).

By considering the time to manipulation, a more precise measure of the number of

injected carriers resulting in manipulation can be extracted. To achieve this, in addition

to the time of the manipulation step, the time of the start of the injection must also be

considered. After the initiation of the feedback loop at injection parameters (figure 7-1d

point (A)), the tip will approach the surface at a finite rate determined by the feedback

loop until the requisite tunnel current is reached. This results in a differing injection

tip height and therefore approach time depending on the injection current and bias. At

nonlocal parameters, for example -2.1 V 900 pA as shown in figure 6-7, the approach

duration is short compared to the injection duration and the start of the injection is

relatively well defined. However at local injection parameters, for example -1.3 V 5 pA

in figure 7-1, this is not necessarily true. During the approach the tunnel current will

steadily increase, and therefore the injection will not reach the set injection parameters

until some time after the supposed initiation time. MATLAB code has been written to

allow identification of the time taken to reach injection parameters, via the location of

the start of the injection ((A) in figure 7-1) and the point at which injection parameters

are actually reached ((B) in figure 7-1). Due to the nature of an exponential decay,

and as each charge injection event is independent, starting the exponential counting

from after the tip approach and looking at only those molecules who survive we will still

recover the same exponential decay constant. From this, the total time to manipulation

at injection parameters can be determined as the difference between the times of points

(B) and (C) in figure 7-1.

7.2 Nonlocal injection analysis

7.2.1 Manual molecule Finder

To characterise the surface, the positions of molecules in consecutive STM images are

compared. The positions within each image are found using a MATLAB program. This
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program is similar in function to the entirely automated version discussed in section

6.4, although user interaction reduces the probability of missed or mislabelled sites.

In this program, the user identifies several adjacent corner holes around a single half

unit cell (faulted or unfaulted) near the centre of the image, which are then used to

calculate the lattice vectors of the reconstruction. By extrapolating these vectors across

the image, the locations of each unit cell can be estimated. A cross-correlation routine

is used to precisely locate each unit cell in order to reduce the effects of thermal drift

or creep. The positions of adatoms within each unit cell can then be calculated from

the known positions of adatoms relative to the corner holes. The MATLAB program

then identifies whether there is a “light” adatom or a “dark” chemisorbed molecule on

each of these sites by comparing the recorded z-height of the tip at that position with a

boundary value relative to the image average. The user then identifies the faulted half

of a unit cell known from previous negative bias images of the surface. The twelve sites

in each unit cell are then numbered corresponding to the adatom location within the

cell, along with the number of basis vectors from an arbitrary centre point such that

each adatom has a unique coordinate set. Finally the locations of both the adatom and

molecule sites on the surface are recorded. The result of this is shown in figure 7-2.

Areas in scan images in which the structure of the surface is irregular, for example due

to step edges, grain boundaries or contaminants, can be excluded from the recorded

data by manually deselecting these areas. The program can also be used to change

or remove identified sites where the automatically calculated position or brightness of

the site is deemed incorrect, for example a chemisorbed molecule is identified where

there is a visible adatom or no expected site. This system works well in identifying

sites near the user-selected corner holes, however further away, any irregularities in the

surface or human error in the corner hole positions will be exaggerated, resulting in

incorrectly estimated adatom locations and thereby incorrect molecule or adatom site

identification. The effects of this can be limited by manually comparing the calculated

positions and the image and either removing the incorrect sites, re-doing this analysis

with newly selected corner hole positions or adjusting the z-height boundary. While

these errors cannot be entirely removed without manual selection of each adatom and

molecule location, the increase in error probability for sites far from the centre of the

image is an accepted trade off for the increase in analysis speed; this step takes several

minutes compared to the hours it would take to manually identify each site otherwise.
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Figure 7-2: The output of the automated molecule finder MATLAB program after
manual correction. Adatom sites across the surface are predicted and labelled as a
molecule (red) or a clean adatom (yellow). Manual adjustments have been made to
incorrect sites, by either changing the occupancy or removing automatically identified
sites from the analysis entirely.
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Figure 7-3: The tip position finding LabVIEW program. The position of the tip (green
circle) in the 50×50 nm pre-injection image (left) is manually located by comparing
the adatom sites with the small 5×5 nm scan surrounding the injection (centre). From
this, the position of the tip (yellow circle) is automatically located in the 50×50 nm
after injection scan (right).

7.2.2 Tip Position

Knowing the positions of adatoms and molecules within an STM image is not sufficient,

however, to obtain information about the occupancy of specific sites in two separate

images of the same surface area. A relative point on both images is additionally required

to compare them. Here we use the tip site as the common point, such that the position

of each site is calculated relative to the injection site. This site also needs to be identified

because the manipulation will be centred around the injection site. Using a LabVIEW

program, the output of which shown in figure 7-3, the tip site is manually located in

the large before-injection image, figure 6-3a, by visually comparing the positions of

molecules within the image to those in the small during-injection image, figure 6-3c, of

which the injection site is in the centre. Note that random movement of chemisorbed

molecules can occur between the large and small scans, which means that the surface

around the tip location is not necessarily identical. This can result in difficulty locating

the tip position, however due to the stability of chemisorbed aromatic molecules on the

Si(111)-7 × 7 surface they are usually not too dissimilar, assuming no adsorption of

contaminant molecules near the injection site.

Once the injection site in the before-injection image is located, the LabVIEW program

uses an automated cross-correlation routine, similar to that discussed in section 6.1,

comparing the area around the manually selected tip site with the after injection image

to estimate the maximally correlated region. From this the injection site in the after-

injection image is located and marked. Note, however, that if the drift between the two

images is large or the surface contains a large number of dark sites, this cross correlation
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Figure 7-4: The position and occupancy of adatom sites relative to the injection site
(black circle at the origin) from the arrangement of a perfect Si(111)-7×7 lattice, de-
termined from STM images. (a) The surface prior to injection, with a yellow circle
labelling an occupied site and a blue circle a clean adatom. (b) The change in occu-
pancy of sites between (a) and the same area after a -2.1 V, 50 s, 900 pA injection at
the black circle. The colour of the label at each adatom indicates the occupancy before
and after injection; yellow, occupied in both images; red, from occupied to unoccupied;
green, unoccupied to occupied; blue, unoccupied in both images. Only sites in both the
before and after injection are included, with contaminated and unclear sites excluded.

routine may incorrectly estimate the tip position, in which case small changes in the

selected before-injection tip site may result in a large change in the given after-injection

tip position.

7.2.3 Radial analysis

The position of the tip in each image is then used as a relative zero point in the location

of adatoms, such that both the before and after images have the same origin and, as

the surface does not rotate, therefore the same adatom sites at each location. Due

to image aberrations such as thermal drift, the position of each adatom site within

the STM images is not necessarily identical to that expected for a perfect lattice.

This means a “true” array is formed from the expected vector coordinates for the Si

reconstruction, with each site occupied or unoccupied depending on the output of the

molecule finding program. An example of this is shown in figure 7-4a. The before and

after injection state of each individual site can then be compared and separated into

four categories depending on whether it was or was not initially occupied, and whether

the occupancy changes between the images. These can be seen in figure 7-4b.
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After injection of charge carriers with energy above the nonlocal manipulation thresh-

old, the distribution of molecules around the tip is expected to vary with radial distance

from the injection site. To characterise this distribution, surface sites are separated

into annular bins during analysis. It is assumed that each manipulated site (previously

occupied site that became unoccupied) observed results in a molecule entering the ph-

ysisorbed state, which have then either diffused to a neighbouring site or desorbed from

the surface. While desorption results in fewer dark sites in the scan area, diffusion oc-

curs when a molecule reabsorbs onto a nearby site and so the total number remains

constant. Therefore as a simple approximation, within each radial bin the number of

desorbed molecules is the overall change in the number of occupied sites, the number of

diffused molecules is the number of previously unoccupied sites that become occupied,

and the number of molecules that weren’t manipulated is the number of occupied sites

that remain occupied in the post-injection image. While here we assume that molecules

will only diffuse to neighbouring sites, it is acknowledged that molecules will be able to

diffuse between annuli, such that a molecule diffusing to a neighbouring annulus will

cause an underestimate in the number of diffused molecules in the initial annulus, and

an overestimate in the final annulus. This effect limits the minimum width of each

annulus.

7.3 Thermal manipulation of benzene derivatives

The injection process in this report is the main method by which molecules on the sur-

face are manipulated, however, even without the presence of hot carriers, the molecules

are not entirely immobile at room temperature. Instead, the chemisorbed molecules

have temperature dependent thermal energy, which results in a finite probability of

transition from the chemisorbed to the physisorbed state and thereby undergoing des-

orption or diffusion and changing the specific positions as well as the total number of

occupied sites on the surface. Additionally, molecules or other contaminants in the gas

phase are able to adsorb to surface, increasing the number of occupied sites. The rate

of desorption on the surface has been observed to be equivalent whether the STM is

scanning with passive parameters or not scanning, so the process is independent of the

position of the tip and is dominated by thermal manipulation effects [89].

Using a similar adsorbate-location system to that discussed here, Lock et al. tracked

the location of chemisorbed molecules on an area of the surface between consecutive

STM scans, counting the number of molecules that retain their initial site (i.e. do

not desorb or diffuse) [108]. For each of the tested molecules, benzene, toluene and

chlorobenzene, the site-specific (i.e. x = FC, FM, UC, or UM) rate of change was
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Table 7.1: The site-specific rate of thermal manipulation, αx, for chlorobenzene, ben-
zene and toluene on a Si(111)-7×7 surface. Data from [108].

αx (10−4)

Site, x Chlorobenzene Benzene Toluene

FC 1.64± 0.07 10.32± 0.25 5.55± 0.37
FM 3.49± 0.19 8.98± 0.20 8.41± 0.50
UC 0.29± 0.12 2.09± 0.15 1.39± 0.08
UM 0.41± 0.02 1.53± 0.12 0.75± 0.04

observed to follow a first order rate equation,

dNx
c

dt
= −αxNx

c , (7.1)

which can be integrated to show that the number of chemisorbed molecules Nc at a

surface site x (e.g. UM, FC, etc.) decays exponentially over time t with a rate constant

α,

Nx
c (t) = Nx

c (0) exp(−αxt). (7.2)

Values of the site-specific rate constant αx from reference [108] are displayed in table 7.1.

Within the range of these molecules, it was observed that the benzene has the highest

rate of thermal desorption, followed by toluene then chlorobenzene. This decreasing

rate follows the increasing molecular mass of the molecules (benzene = 78 Da, toluene

= 92 Da, chlorobenzene = 113 Da), which suggests that the total thermal manipulation

rate of bromobenzene (157 Da) should be further reduced.

7.3.1 Correction for the thermal manipulation of toluene

The population of each site on the imaged surface is known at two points during the

injection process; in the large before and large after injection images, separated by the

injection itself. In the time between the injection and the before injection image as

well as the injection and the after injection image, thermal manipulation will affect the

surface coverage. Assuming a negligible duration injection, the number of molecules

retaining the same position as the original image will vary as shown in figure 7-5.

Prior to injection, for each specific site within a unit cell the surface coverage can

be assumed to be homogeneous, with an even distribution of molecules at all points

on the surface. Whereas after injection, the distribution will vary radially from the

injection site. Hence all thermal corrections are applied to each annulus independently

based on the number of molecules at each site within. Note however, that observed
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Figure 7-5: The probability of a toluene molecule initially chemisorbed at a faulted
corner (FC) site of retaining its original position throughout the injection process, as-
suming the duration of the injection and small scans are negligible compared to the
large scans of, here, duration 200 s. In this case, the overall manipulation proba-
bility is 0.50, however using equation (7.10) the probability of the injection inducing
manipulation can be calculated as 0.52.

contaminants may affect the local population and such sites are removed from the

analysis where possible. Assuming that the duration of the small images and the

injection are negligible compared to the large scans, the average time between the

initial scan and the injection, and the injection and the final scan are each equal to

half of the large scan duration. This is approximately half of the difference between

the time of the injection tI and the time of the onset of the before injection scan t0,

∆t ≈ (tI − t0) /2. (7.3)

By using the time of the onset of the scan as opposed to the duration of the scan,

the duration of the small scans before, during and after the injection are implicitly

included in the correction. This will result, however, in the midpoint of the images not

quite aligning with the actual time of the midpoint. With this approximation, in the

period before the injection the expected site-specific number of thermally manipulated

molecules ∆Nx
c can be estimated using equation (7.2),

∆Nx
cB = Nx

c (t0)−Nx
c (t0 + ∆t) (7.4)

= Nx
c (t0) (1− exp (−αx∆t)) . (7.5)
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Similarly, the expected number of thermally manipulated molecules between the injec-

tion at t0 + ∆t and the post-injection STM image at t0 + 2∆t

∆Nx
cA = Nx

c (t0 + ∆t)−Nx
c (t0 + 2∆t) (7.6)

= Nx
c (t0 + 2∆t) (exp (αx∆t)− 1) . (7.7)

An estimate of the total number of thermally manipulated molecules is then simply

the sum of equations (7.5) and (7.7). Assuming thermal manipulation is negligible,

the probability of manipulation P due to the charge injection is simply one minus the

proportion of molecules retaining their original position within an annulus,

P = 1− Nx
c (t0 + 2∆t)

Nx
c (t0)

. (7.8)

From this, an estimate of the “true” probability of a molecule being manipulated during

the charge injection pulse can be calculated by considering the population immediately

before and after the injection. This results in the site-specific thermally corrected

probability of manipulation

P ′ = 1−
Nx
c (t0 + 2∆t) + ∆Nx

cA

Nx
c (t0)−∆Nx

cB

(7.9)

= 1− exp (2αx∆t)
Nx
c (t0 + 2∆t)

Nx
c (t0)

. (7.10)

In the following chapters we primarily consider the total probability of a molecule being

manipulated across all surface sites within an annulus between radius r and r + ∆r,

with ∆r defined in the analysis with a usual value of 1 nm. In this case, the thermal

correction is applied independently to each surface site within each annulus before

averaging,

P ′(r) = 1− 1

Nc(r, t0)

∑
x

exp (2αx∆t)Nx
c (r, t0 + 2∆t), (7.11)

resulting the annulus-wide thermally corrected probability of manipulation due to

charge injection. Examples of this are shown in figure 7-6

There are, however, two situations when the above equation will erroneously estimate

the probability of thermal correction. Firstly, at distances far from the injection site

or for low bias, duration or current injections, the probability of manipulation due to

charge injection approaches zero, and so any manipulation must be due to thermal

effects. As the rate coefficients are averages, in annuli or situations where little to

no manipulation is observed, the thermal correction may estimate a negative number
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Figure 7-6: The radial distribution of the probability of manipulation of toluene
chemisorbed on Si(111)-7×7 due to STM charge injection at (a) below (-0.7 V, 250 pA,
20 s) and (b) above (-1.6 V, 250 pA, 20 s) the nonlocal manipulation threshold. Blue
circles show data prior to thermal corrections, while red crosses indicate the adjusted
manipulation probability after applying thermal corrections. In (a), a number of the
thermally corrected probabilities are calculated as negative but within uncertainty of
zero due to the small probability of movement between the scans.

of manipulation events, for example the points below the axis in figure 7-6a. This is

clearly unphysical, and, as such, is removed and replaced with zero manipulation due

to the injection in later analysis. To prevent this affecting the shape of any overall fit,

all points with a probability of manipulation below 0.05 are removed from the analysis

prior to fitting. Secondly, in opposite situations, where all or nearly all remaining

molecules are manipulated during the charge injection, the thermal correction will still

have been applied between the injection and the after injection image. In this case we

expect the “true” manipulation probability to approach unity, limited by contaminants

on the surface, however, the thermal correction will calculate a greater theoretical

unmanipulated population by overrepresenting the contaminant population. When

averaging across a sufficient number of individual injections we expect a homogeneous

distribution of contaminants, and so while this effect reduces the maximum calculated

probability of manipulation it does not affect the overall shape of the distribution.

7.3.2 Thermal manipulation of bromobenzene

To measure the thermal manipulation rate of bromobenzene dosed Si(111)-7 × 7, the

site-specific surface coverage has been measured. By comparing consecutive scans, the

rate of non-injection related manipulation can be estimated. Figure 7-7 shows the sites

that changed in occupancy between a pair of consecutive scans. Across eight pairs of

25 × 25 nm images, the probability of any occupied site becoming unoccupied during

scanning was found to be (0.6 ± 0.1)%, whilst the probability of an unoccupied site
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a b

Figure 7-7: An example of the change in adatom occupancy for two consecutive 25×25
nm STM images of a BrPh dosed Si(111)-7 × 7 surface. Blue circles indicate sites
that became occupied (i.e. light to dark in STM images) between the first (a) and the
second (b) image, whilst the red circle indicates the one site that became unoccupied
in the same period (dark to light).

becoming occupied was (0.9 ± 0.2)%. With uncertainty here from the standard error

on the mean of a normal approximation with a 95% (2σ) binomial confidence interval.

Note, however, that the manual molecule finding process is not 100% accurate, which

means the number of changed sites is likely to be somewhat overestimated. Instead of

the expected first order decay in the total number of occupied sites, here more sites

become occupied than unoccupied. This difference cannot be explained by diffusion

and desorption alone, instead, an additional source of adsorbates must contribute to

the newly occupied sites.

Over a longer time period and averaged across a range of different surface positions,

the total change in BrPh surface coverage at specific surface sites is shown in figure

7-8. Here, instead of following the same surface area over a number of STM scans,

each image has been taken at a different location on the surface to reduce the effects

of tip-influenced manipulation. In this figure, the occupancy of each site within each

STM image is normalised compared to the surface coverage shortly after initial dosing,

with uncertainty again given by a 2σ standard error. Hence while long term occupancy

trends can be clearly observed for the total population, the specific change of individual

sites is not tracked. The most important observation is that the overall surface coverage

(figure 7-8a) does not dramatically change over the course of 7 hours, remaining within

uncertainty of the initial coverage. Other trends appear to be in line with that observed
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Figure 7-8: The change in surface coverage of BrPh dosed Si(111)-7× 7 over 7 hours,
relative to the coverage of an image shortly after initial dosing. Each data point is the
average over all sites of the specified type across several individual surface images each
taken at a new surface site, and uncertainty given by the standard error on the mean.
In (d) points have been horizontally offset for clarity.
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for the smaller benzene derivatives [108], with an increase in the occupancy of the

unfaulted half of the unit cell compared to the faulted half (figure 7-8b) and a greater

reduction (or lesser increase for faulted corner sites in figure 7-8d) in the number of

occupied middle sites than corner sites (figure 7-8c).

In previous nonlocal analysis, a correction has been applied to the calculated prob-

abilities of manipulation to control for the effects of thermal manipulation based on

the rates calculated in reference [95]. However, in the case of bromobenzene dosed

Si(111)-7 × 7, we do not observe a clear decay in the surface coverage due to ther-

mally induced desorption and so a decay rate cannot be calculated. Instead, due to the

nearly invariant coverage observed in figure 7-8a, we assume that the rate of thermal

manipulation is negligible compared to the change in surface occupancy due to IET

induced manipulation during the injection, and so thermal corrections are not applied

in bromobenzene dosed experiments.
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Chapter 8

Models of nonlocal manipulation

This chapter aims to provide more support for the nonlocal charge mediated manipu-

lation and the associated hot charge transport models developed previously within the

atomic manipulation group at the University of Bath in, for example, references [95]

and [8]. Here we expand the measured parameter space beyond the experiments de-

tailed in those references to show that instead of merely explaining the previously

observed results, the model can be used to predict additional information from the

system. This is primarily achieved by measuring the radius of nonlocal manipulation

whilst varying the number of injected charge carriers and the injection bias, comparing

the observed results with those predicted by the charge transport models. Although

such an analysis is implicit in the prior reports, here I will make it explicit and show

that the model fits the data well, thereby giving extra confidence in the model.

This work also explains more simply the shape and size of the nonlocal effect and

therefore how it could be controlled. We attempt to mathematically separate the

overall charge injection mediated nonlocal manipulation into the constituent parts of

the process;

� the molecules manipulation properties,

� the experiment specific conditions including the injection parameters,

� the surface mediated hot charge transport dynamics,

in order to demonstrate the ability of nonlocal manipulation experiments to directly

measure properties of the system and lead to a greater understanding of the hot charge

transport that drives the observed manipulation.
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We also consider the possibility of a different process driving the nonlocal manipulation,

localised surface plasmons (LSP). In this case, charge injection results in the excitation

of plasmons centred at the tip site, the decay of which may induce manipulation along-

side light emission. LSPs are known to drive light emission from an STM junction in

certain systems, and experimental work within the atomic manipulation group at the

University of Bath demonstrates identical bias thresholds for both light emission and

nonlocal manipulation in our system [11]. While this model shows strong agreement

with the manipulation distribution for an individual injection, the determined constant

prefactor term is not observed over varying injection times and the plasmon distribu-

tion requires a tip radius or tip-sample separation several orders of magnitude greater

than experimentally used. Additionally, an LSP model fails to predict the observed

nonlocal manipulation close to the tip injection site.

Hence, we instead propose that light emission is, here, mediated by the same charge

transport as nonlocal manipulation; in which the final relaxation step may result in

either manipulation of a molecule or photon emission. This is supported by both the

identical bias thresholds for the onset of nonlocal manipulation or light emission, as well

as an invariance of the ratio between these two outcomes per injected charge carrier

with varying injection bias for injection into a single surface state.

This chapter contains experimental work mainly performed by the author using the

injection process described in chapter 6.5 with nonlocal manipulation of bromobenzene

dosed Si(111)-7× 7. However in addition data has been provided by Dr Kristina Rusi-

mova, comprising nonlocal manipulation data for toluene dosed Si(111)-7× 7 gathered

during her time as a PhD with Dr Peter Sloan. Where not otherwise credited, the

additional data was provided as before-and-after injection STM images of the surface

and all further analysis was performed by myself as described in chapter 7 and within

this chapter.

The experimental results and analysis presented in parts of this chapter have been

published in “The nanometer limits of ballistic and diffusive hot-hole mediated nonlocal

molecular manipulation”, by H.G. Etheridge, K. R. Rusimova and P. A. Sloan [10].

This publication primarily consists of the bromobenzene dosed Si(111)-7 × 7 nonlocal

manipulation experimental work in section 8.2.5, and the analysis of sections 8.3 and

8.4. This paper is presented in full in appendix A.

Additionally, the conversion in section 8.6.1 between the probability of manipulation

per charge-molecule interaction and the probability of manipulation per injected charge

carrier has been published as a part of “Common source of light emission and nonlocal
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molecular manipulation on the Si(111)-7×7 surface” by R. M. Purkiss, H. G. Etheridge,

P. A. Sloan and K. R. Rusimova. This paper is presented in full in appendix B.
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8.1 Introduction and experimental methodology

Nonlocal manipulation experiments of benzene derivatives on Si(111)-7× 7 have previ-

ously suggested that the final manipulation step is a one electron or one hole process [8],

identical to that observed in local manipulation [6]. By varying the injection current

I, the time between charge injection can be controlled with δt = e/I. However within

the attainable range of injection currents (no greater than 1 nA is used in this the-

sis) the lifetime of a charge carrier in the excited state, ∼ 200 fs [95, 113], is far less

than the time between charge injection, >∼ 100 ps. Thereby we expect only one hot

charge carrier to be within the transport state at any one time during injection, and

that each individual charge injection event occurs independently and statistically iden-

tically throughout the injection pulse. As such the distribution of the manipulation, for

example those given in figure 8-1b [7], is consistent across experiments with different

injection biases but constant total number of injected charge carriers.

In previous manipulation experiments within the atomic manipulation group at the

University of Bath, the injection current I and injection duration t have generally been

inversely varied to maintain the total number of injected charge carriers as ne = It/e.

This method was chosen to maximise the useful nonlocal effect; not so small that few

manipulation events were observed, not so large that all molecules in the image were

driven to desorp. Here, instead we maintain a constant injection bias and injection

current whilst varying the total injection duration, and thereby the number of injected

charge carriers, in order to directly observe the effect on the distribution and absolute

extent of the manipulation region itself.

In this section, both the bromobenzene and toluene dosed experiments are performed as

discussed in section 6.5; with the large before and large after injection images used for

the data analysis process from section 7. The real-time electron dynamics can only be

inferred, not directly observed, however the discrete manipulation events occur proba-

bilistically with a rate determined partially by the nature of the charge carrier injection

and subsequent transport. That is, all that can be observed is the locations of occu-

pied and unoccupied sites and thereby the change in both the total occupation and, by

comparing the sites directly, the change in the occupation of individual sites. Thereby

we can determine the radial probability of manipulation P (r) = N(r)/N0(r), which is

the ratio of the number of manipulated molecules N(r) to the number of molecules in

the original image N0(r) within an annulus at radius r. While in chapter 9 we consider

the specific outcome of manipulation, here we only consider whether an occupied site

becomes unoccupied during the current pulse. That is, both diffusion and desorption
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Figure 8-1: (a) Nonlocal desorption probability of ClPh dosed Si(111)-7×7 as a function
of the radial distance from the injection site, here expressed as Kef(r), at an injection
bias of + 2.7 V. Error bars reflect the 10 Å width of the annulus used in the analysis and
the standard deviation on the mean assuming a Poisson distribution for the number
of molecules before and after injection. The fit shows a single exponential decay, with
points closer than 50 Å from the injection site omitted. (b) As for (a) but for six
different tunnelling currents and an injection bias of + 3.6 V. The total charge dose
was kept approximately constant by varying the duration of the injection pulse: 50 pA
= 37.8 s, 100 pA = 18.9 s, 150 pA = 12.8 s, 200 pA = 10 s, 250 pA = 7.5 s, 300 pA =
6.3 s. Figure from [7].
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events are considered and counted towards the overall number of manipulation events,

while initially unoccupied sites becoming occupied are ignored.

While the bromobenzene data collected by myself and the toluene data collected by

Dr Rusimova follow the same overall process, specific experimental parameters differ.

More detailed description of the methodology behind the toluene-dosed data is provided

by Dr Rusimova in reference [132], however critical differences are discussed here. In

the collection of toluene data, the surfaces were dosed with near-saturation coverage

corresponding to over 1000 molecules per 50 × 50 nm image and a dosing amount of

∼ 4 L. The bromobenzene surface was instead dosed with a lower amount, ∼ 2 L,

which results in a somewhat lower surface coverage with an approximate occupancy of

4 molecules per unit cell. The reduction in the amount of dosing was used to aid in the

manual location of the injection site within the large scale images. However note that

the applied dose to surface coverage relationship is not linear, and despite the different

molecules having different vapour pressure (which will affect the dosing as discussed

in section 5.5) and dosing exposure the pre-injection surfaces are similarly covered.

Additionally, previous measurement of the length scale of nonlocal manipulation of

benzene dosed Si(111)-7×7 found it to be invariant for surfaces with coverage between

2 and 5 molecules per unit cell [133].

More importantly, injection on the toluene dosed surfaces is deliberately positioned into

specific surface sites, generally undosed unfaulted middle (UM) sites near the centre

of the large before injection scan for the data presented here, whereas this was not

controlled for the bromobenzene data in which injections were performed at an arbitrary

location towards the top left corner of the large scan. There are several reasons for

this alteration in the methodology. Firstly, while it is known that the probability of

manipulation per injected charge carrier for electron injection is strongly affected by

the injection site [7], with the rate enhanced by injections into the faulted half of the

unit cell and at corner holes into which electrons couple more efficiently, this effect has

not been observed for hole injections [132]. Secondly, as shown in section 6.5.3, at room

temperature the position of the tip relative to the surface is not entirely stationary.

Hence, especially for longer duration injections, the position of the injection itself is

limited by the apparatus and site-specific long duration injections are not possible here.

While we go to great lengths to maximise the stability of the injection experiments,

this additionally results in an upper limit on the duration of the injections; injections

in this thesis are performed up to a maximum of 500 s at room temperature. Thirdly,

by positioning the injection towards the top left of the image we maximise the observed

radial distance from the injection site.
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8.2 Radial distribution of desorption

The structure of the analysis in this section is based on prior work within the atomic

manipulation group at the University of Bath performed by Dr Lock et al. [95], however

note that in comparison to the earlier work here we introduce an additional τs term

relating to the lifetime of a hot charge carrier within the surface transport state. This

addition allows the probability of manipulation to be expressed per injected charge,

removing the time dependence.

It is initially considered that charge carriers are injected from a point source, at a rate

determined by the injection current I. Assuming that the injected charge carriers will

then disperse radially symmetrically, the normalised “total interaction probability” ξ

across all space for a single hot charge injection can be described as

ξ = 1 = ξ0

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

2πrρd
(
r, t′
)
dt′dr, (8.1)

where ξ0 is a normalisation constant, r is the radial distance from the injection site,

t′ is the time since the injection of the charge carrier, and ρd(r, t
′) is, essentially, the

probability of finding the charge carrier at a given position at a particular time relating

to the hot charge transport mechanism. This time dependence additionally includes

the decay of the injected charge carrier via any molecule-charge interaction that leads

to the decay of the charge without leading to manipulation of the molecule, be it

via phonon scattering, photon emission or non-manipulative excitation, which is here

described as a first order decay process with time constant τs defined by the lifetime

of the transport state such that

ρd
(
r, t′
)

= ρ
(
r, t′
)

exp

(
−t′

τs

)
, (8.2)

with ρ purely describing the dynamics of a charge carrier in the surface transport state.

The total interaction can therefore be expressed

ξ = ξ0

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
−t′

τs

)∫ ∞
0

2πrρ
(
r, t′
)
drdt′, (8.3)

and so, as ρ(r, t′) must itself be normalised across all space,∫ ∞
0

2πrρ
(
r, t′
)
dr = 1, (8.4)

ξ0 =
1

τs
. (8.5)
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Consider however that the manipulation events occur not at infinitesimal points, but

at molecules with cross-sectional area σ which is taken here to be (1.5 Å)2 [50]. Then,

assuming a constant interaction probability across the molecule, the proportion of the

total interaction that interacts with a specific molecule at radius r, ξm(r), will be

ξm(r) =
1

τs

∫ ∞
0

σρ
(
r, t′
)

exp

(
−t′

τs

)
dt′. (8.6)

This interaction probability can be considered as a number of manipulation “attempts”,

with each ”attempt” resulting in a probability κe of manipulation. The previous nor-

malisation results in each electron having a single total “attempt” across all space, and

so this probability results in being per injected charge carrier. For each molecule, a first

order rate equation can be used to calculate the probability Pnm of (for mathematical

simplicity) not resulting in manipulation per injected hot charge carrier,

dPnm
dne

= −κeξm(r)Pnm (8.7)

Pnm(ne, r) = exp
(
−κeneξm(r)

)
. (8.8)

This can then be related to the outcome of our nonlocal manipulation experiments

in which the change in the number of molecules in an annulus centred at radius r is

measured,

Pnm =
N(r, ne)

N0(r, ne)
, (8.9)

where N(r) molecules remain of the initial N0(r) within the annulus after injection of

ne charge carriers. Thus the probability of manipulation

P (ne, r) = 1− exp
(
−κeneξm(r)

)
(8.10)

= 1− N(r, ne)

N0(r, ne)
. (8.11)

This equation can be reframed to expose key parameters of the injection process. The

number of charge carriers injected into the transport state is dependent on the injection

current and pulse duration as

ne =
sIt

e
, (8.12)
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with the additional factor s describing the fraction of the injected charge captured by

the surface-resonance that mediates the nonlocal spread of the injected charge carrier;

the value of s has previously been taken as unity [95]. Furthermore, the interaction

probability can be further separated into the charge transport and surface-molecule

manipulation dependent components, resulting

ξm(r) =
σ

τs
C(r), (8.13)

such that C(r) is the time-integrated charge density for a single carrier across all space.

This allows the overall manipulation probability to be expressed

P (r) = 1− exp

[
−
(
σκe
τs

)
×
(
sIt

e

)
× C(r)

]
. (8.14)

The above expression highlights the three factors that control the measured distribution

of the nonlocal manipulation;

� the fixed molecular manipulation properties through κe, σ, and τs,

� the experimental parameters that determine the number of hot charge carriers

entering the surface transport state during the injection,

� the hot charge carrier dynamics themselves that drive the distribution of the

nonlocal manipulation.

8.2.1 Dealing with contamination

This above analysis assumes that for each injection the probability of manipulation

for a site directly beneath the injection site can be driven to unity, however this is

not observed in actual experiments. Figure 8-2 shows that for sufficient injections

(i.e. bias above the manipulation threshold, large number of injected charge carriers,

etc.) the maximum probability of manipulation is instead observed to plateau at an

approximately consistent value of roughly 0.75 for the apparatus and parameters used

here. This upper boundary is due to the presence of contaminants on the surface

which will not be manipulated by the injection, but are however imaged by the STM as

immovable dark sites identical to chemisorbed benzene derivatives. As such, individual

contaminant sites cannot be removed from the analysis and instead can only reasonably

be observed statistically. Additionally for short duration injections the probability of

manipulation is below one even for sites near the injection site, with not all molecules

driven to desorb. The probability of manipulation for a site near the injection location

over the range of injection durations used within this section are shown in figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2: The probability of manipulation of chemisorbed bromobenzene for a site
within a region of radius 2 nm surrounding the injection site averaged across a minimum
of 5 injections at -2.1 V, 900 pA for each injection duration. Error bars show binomial
uncertainty due to the finite number of observed sites.

To correct for these effects, a simple additional multiplicative term C is used within

the fitting process such that the corrected probability of manipulation Pc(r) = CP (r).

From here on, all manipulation probabilities, P (r), refers to a corrected manipulation

probability.

8.2.2 Nonlocal manipulation half radius

We assume that the rate of charge decay due to interaction between hot charges within

the surface transport state and chemisorbed molecules is negligible compared to other

decay pathways, and hence that the charge lifetime is independent of the surface cov-

erage. Thus for each individual injected charge carrier, the transport dynamics are

independent of the injection duration. As such, the distribution of the manipulation

should not be affected by varying the injection duration. Instead by varying the in-

jection duration the footprint of the manipulation can be observed and extracted from

the other parameters.

In this section the effective radius of manipulation is characterised by the half radius

r1/2; the radius at which the probability of manipulation due to the nonlocal charge
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injection is one half of the probability of manipulation in the annulus closest to the

injection site. Using this measure has several advantages. Primarily, it is a robust

measure that is simple to extract from data, with changes in the fitting model generally

only slightly affecting the value. In the following section we extract r1/2 by fitting a 2

dimensional diffusive transport model to the probability distribution curves, however

when fitting a Gaussian charge transport model as in section 8.5 the extracted half

radii differ only slightly from the full coherent expansion-diffusion model. Secondly, it

is a measure that combines several individual parameters that describe the distribution

into a single measure, allowing for a simple comparison across a data set and thereby

proves apt for further analysis.

An example of the manipulation probability distribution is shown in figure 8-3a for a 50

s injection on bromobenzene dosed Si(111)-7×7. This includes an example of the fit as

well as the half radius and associated uncertainty. The uncertainty of the probability

of manipulation within each individual annulus is given by 95 % standard error using

a normal approximation such that the uncertainty

σP = 1.96

√
P (1− P )

N
, (8.15)

where P is the probability of manipulation and N is the total number of observed

molecules within the annulus prior to the injection. Hence we calculate far greater

uncertainty at radii at which few manipulation events or chemisorbed molecules are

observed. Due to the radial dependence on the number of sites within an annulus (i.e.

for infinitesimal width the number of sites N ∝ 2πr), few sites are observed close to the

injection site. Hence at short radii we observe an approximately linear increase of the

number of sites within each annulus close to the injection site in figure 8-3b. However

few sites are also observed at the greatest distances from the injection, which can also

be seen in figure 8-3b, both due to the fact that little surface is imaged far away as well

as the increased probability of these sites being removed during the molecule finding

process. This uncertainty is used as a weighting on the fit, with the weight w = 1/σ2,

hence points with larger uncertainty will have a reduced impact on the fit and therefore

other measured quantities such as the half radius.

8.2.3 Tunnelling current dependence

Figure 8-4 shows the radial distribution of the probability of manipulation of chemisorbed

toluene for several injections at (a) -1.6 V and (b) -2.0 V with fixed total charge, but

varying current and time. For each injection the injection duration was varied inversely
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Figure 8-3: (a) The radial distribution of the probability of manipulation after a 50
s injection of -2.1 V, 900 pA at the origin for bromobenzene on Si(111)-7 × 7, with
uncertainty given by the 95 % standard error. The black curve shows a fit based on
the 2D diffusive transport model, with the marker at the half maximum probability
displaying the half radius with uncertainty given by the 95 % uncertainty from the fit.
Note that the blue crosses marks points with manipulation probability less than 0.05
which have not been included in the fit. (b) The total number of sites, occupied or
unoccupied, found in both the before- and the after-injection molecule finding routines
within an annulus of width 1 nm at a given radius from the injection, sum across three
individual injections at different surface locations. For each injection, a surface area of
50×50 nm is scanned and the injection is performed towards the top left corner of the
image.
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with the current, such that the total number of injected charge carriers is constant at

each bias, with ne = It/e = 3.12 × 1010; resulting in injections with a duration of

7.14 s at 700 pA, 9.09 s at 550 pA, 12.50 s at 400 pA, 20.00 s at 250 pA and 50.00 s

at 100 pA. This number of charge carriers was selected such that approximately half

of the initially occupied sites were manipulated within the central half of the image,

surrounding the injection site, for each injection. This is, in essence, a reproduction

with new data and updated analysis, theory, and programs of the original report on

nonlocal manipulation presented in figure 8-1b [7].

From this figure, fits to the data at each current were estimated and values of the

half radius at each current were found. Figure 8-4c shows the relationship between

the injection current and the half radius for the two series of injections, figure 8-4a at

-1.6 V and figure 8-4b at -2.0 V, with all injections into clean UM sites. These biases

are both above the nonlocal manipulation threshold, and were selected to be at the

peak (-1.6 V) of the nonlocal transport surface state (i.e. S3 in figure 4-2) and well

above the manipulation onset (-2.0 V) attempting to maximise the observed range of

ballistic transport as measured in reference [8] and discussed in section 8.4 below. The

total number of injected charge carriers, and hence the duration of each injection, is

the same at each injection current for either bias. Each data point in this figure is the

weighted mean across a minimum of five individual injections, with the error bars here

displaying the 95 % standard error on the half radius fit. As can be expected from the

similarity of the probability distributions displayed in figure 8-4a, the measured half

radii are approximately consistent across the range of injection currents. This results

in mean half radii of 10.7± 0.3 nm at -1.6 V and 13.9± 0.3 nm at -2.1 V.

Discussion

Prior work, such as that discussed in section 4.3 [6, 12, 52], has shown that the final

manipulation step is a one charge carrier DIET process when injecting either holes or

electrons such that the rate of charge carrier injection is expected to have no effect

on the overall manipulation dynamics or characteristics. Furthermore, as the rate of

charge injection is several orders of magnitude below the lifetime of the charge carrier

within the surface transport state even at the highest currents here, only one charge

carrier will exist within the transport state at any one time. Hence multiple injected

charge carriers will not interact, and the dynamics should again be charge injection

rate independent. Figure 8-4 shows no clear variation in the half radii with respect to

the injection current, suggesting that we again observe a one hole process.
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Figure 8-4: (a-b) The radial distribution of the probability of manipulation of
chemisorbed toluene after an injection of (a) -1.6 V or (b) -2.0 V with a constant num-
ber of injected charge carriers, but varying current; for each injection ne = 3.12× 1010.
Each data set is averaged across a minimum of five individual injections. Error bars
are excluded to aid visual clarity, however the magnitude and distribution of the uncer-
tainty is similar to that observed in figure 8-3a at all currents and biases. (b) The half
manipulation radius as a function of the injection current at both -1.6 V (filled blue,
data from (a)) and -2.0 V (unfilled red, data from (b)). The average half desorption
radii are calculated to be 10.7± 0.3 nm for -1.6 V and 13.9± 0.3 nm for -2.0 V across
the range of injection currents.
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This relationship can be more clearly displayed by considering the total number of

manipulated molecules across the surface as a function of the injection current, similar

to that performed by Maksymovych et al. in reference [59]. Considering briefly that

the order of the reaction n is unknown, such that the local rate of manipulation will

vary as r ∝ (I/e)n, then the probability of manipulation at any one point on the surface

will vary not only with the injection current, but also the local charge density at that

point. Therefore in nonlocal manipulation the overall manipulation rate will scale as

R ∝
[
I

e
C(r)

]n
, (8.16)

in which C(r) is the time-integrated charge density for a single injected carrier from

equation (8.13). From this, the distribution of the probability of manipulation in

equation (8.14) can be re-expressed, showing that

P (r) = 1− exp

(
−σκes

τs
t

[
I

e
C(r)

]n)
. (8.17)

Considering all manipulation events across the surface by summing across each annulus,

−
∑
r

ln (1− P (r)) =
σκes

τsen
tIn
∑
r

C(r)n. (8.18)

Therefore the total (contaminant corrected) rate of change of the surface coverage

−1

t

∑
r

ln

(
N(r)

N0(r)

)
=
σκes

τsen
In
∑
r

C(r)n (8.19)

∝ In. (8.20)

While the radial summation could be expressed in integral form, to aid comparison with

the data analysis we consider each radius as a discrete value over which the probability

of manipulation is summed. The result of this analysis applied to the data of figure 8-4c

is shown in figure 8-5. At both biases the order of the manipulation process is shown

to be within uncertainty of unity, with n = 1.1± 0.3 for -1.6 V holes and n = 1.0± 0.4

for -2.0 V holes. This result further implies a one hole DIET process in agreement with

the half radius analysis within this range of injection biases and currents.

8.2.4 Bias dependence

In figure 8-6, the half radius for a toluene dosed surface is shown for the injection of

both holes between -1.2 V and -2.2 V at 900 pA and electrons between +2.0 V and
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Figure 8-5: Current dependence of the rate of nonlocal manipulation of toluene for the
injection of holes at -1.6 V (blue, filled) and -2.0 V (red, unfilled). At each current,
the total injection duration is varied to maintain a constant total number of injected
charge carriers, with ne = 3.12 × 1010. At either bias a weighted linear least squares
fit to equation (8.20) is shown, with the slope n indicating the order of the underlying
manipulation process. Data points have been horizontally offset to aid clarity.

+3.6 V at 750 pA. The negative bias hole injections were all performed for 20 s, and

hence have a constant number of injected charge carriers. Conversely, the positive

bias electron injections occurred with varying injection durations; 30 s for +2.0 V and

+2.2 V, 15 s for +2.4 V and +2.6 V, 10 s for +2.8 V, 5 s for +3.0 V, 2 s for +3.2

V, and 1 s for +3.4 V and +3.6 V. For both positive and negative bias injections,

the bias range begins slightly above the onset of nonlocal manipulation; which is -

1.2 V for hole mediated and +2 V for electron mediated. While additional data was

collected at lower negative biases, between -0.7 V and -1.1 V, too little manipulation

was observed to extract a value for the half radius and it has therefore been removed

from this analysis. Even so, any manipulation occurring at biases below the nonlocal

manipulation threshold is likely due to effects other than the nonlocal charge injection

induced manipulation. The upper bounds of the biases selected correspond to the onset

of higher lying bands within the surface or bulk structure. For the positive electron

injection, the +3.6 V limit corresponds with an unoccupied band within the underlying

bulk Si at +3.5 V [112]. Whereas the -2.2 V bias lies slightly below the -2.4 V onset of

the S4 surface state [8].

Within reasonable uncertainty, for negative bias hole injection above the nonlocal

threshold, the radius of manipulation appears to have an approximately linear de-
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Figure 8-6: The half manipulation radius as a function of the injection bias for both
hole at 900 pA (left, negative) and electron at 750 pA (right, positive) injection. While
hole injections were performed for 20 s, the electron injections have a varying injection
duration; 30 s for +2.0 V and +2.2 V, 15 s for +2.4 V and +2.6 V, 10 s for +2.8 V,
5 s for +3.0 V, 2 s for +3.2 V, and 1 s for +3.4 V and +3.6 V. Each data point is
calculated from a minimum of four individual injections. Error bars show the 95 %
standard error from the half radius fit to the manipulation probability distributions.

pendence on the injection bias. As the varying injection duration will affect the half

radius, only broad trends can be considered from the bias-varying electron injection

data. In section 8.2.5, dependence of the injection duration on the half radius is con-

sidered with the injection bias held constant. However, several trends can be identified

from this data. Between +2.0 V and +3.0 V the half radius monotonically increases,

which is similar to that observed for hole injection, with reductions in the number of

injected charge carriers only reducing the rate of increase. This trend is not observed at

higher biases; the half radius decreases between +3.0 V and +3.2 V (injection duration

5 s and 2 s respectively), then sharply increases between the two highest biases (+3.4

V to +3.6 V) despite the unchanging (1 s) injection duration.

Discussion

Within a specific transport state, the charge transport process should not be dependent

on the injection bias. After injection into the surface transport state, charge carriers

undergo an ultrafast decay process (∼ 10 fs) relaxing into a common energy level at

the bottom of the surface state [113]. Hence further transport will occur identically for

all charge carriers injected into a specific band, regardless of the initial injection bias.

This is in agreement with the characteristic and voltage invariant wavelength of light

emitted during STM charge tunnelling above the nonlocal manipulation threshold [11].

However, here we observe that the radius of the manipulation is strongly affected by
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Figure 8-7: (a-b) Injection bias dependence for injection into UM adatoms site on the
nonlocal manipulation of UM toluene molecules for negative bias hole injection on; (a)
the probability of manipulation per injected hole β, and (b) the diffusion length scale λ.
Note that in comparison to the λ used elsewhere in this thesis, λ here does not follow
the standard form for 2D diffusion and is instead greater by a factor 2. Figures from [8].
(c) Injection bias dependence on the length scale of nonlocal manipulation of benzene,
toluene and chlorobenzene for positive bias electron injection. Figure from [95].

the injection bias both for positive and negative injection biases. The hole injection

results are in agreement with previous observations shown in figure 8-7a-b [8], where,

while the length scale of the nonlocal effect plateaus between -1.6 V and -2.2 V, the

probability of manipulation per injected charge carrier increases relatively linearly with

increasing bias across the range. The increase in the probability of manipulation leads

to an increase in the total amount of manipulation at distances far from the injection

site as the injection bias is increased, and hence we observe an increase in the half

manipulation radius.

For electron injection, threshold biases have previously been observed at approximately

+2.0 V and +2.8 V, for example characterised by the plateau region of the diffusion

length scale in figure 8-7c [8, 95]. These biases correspond with the onset of nonlocal

manipulation within the antibonding state of the Si-Si bond beneath the adatom, and

a higher energy surface resonance through the opening of a new diffusive pathway into

the underlying +3.4 V bulk state respectively [95]. In STM the total tunnelling current

is formed of contributions by charge carriers tunnelling into any available surface state.

In this case, the LDOS of the surface can be considered as multiple distinct states each

with different distributions. Depending on the various LDOS and the factors discussed

in chapter 2, at certain injection biases transition from the tip into one specific state
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may dominate the tunnelling current. As the bias is varied, tunnelling into other surface

states may effectively reduce the number of charge carriers tunnelling into the former

state even if the LDOS is increased at the new bias. Here for example, manipulation can

only occur for charge carriers tunnelling into the manipulative surface transport state,

however the onset of tunnelling into the higher lying bulk state reduces the number

of charge carriers able to induce manipulation. Hence, this latter pathway may itself

reduce the radius of the nonlocal manipulation in concert with the previously observed

increase in the diffusive length scale by suppressing the probability s of an injected

charge carrier entering the surface transport state. While previously s has been set

to unity, the value is clearly affected by the injection bias and results in the observed

change in the half radius across the range of injection biases for both hole and electron

injection in figure 8-6.

Exact measurement or calculation of the voltage dependence of s is beyond the scope of

this thesis, however here we consider a simple model in which all injected charge enters

a single surface state. In this model, a charge carrier in the tip at a specific bias may

tunnel from the tip to the surface with a probability dependent on the LDOS of the

surface state at that bias. The tunnelling current, through s, is proportional to the total

probability of a charge carrier tunnelling from the tip to the surface at biases between

the onset of the surface state and the injection bias. Hence, by integrating across all

biases between these two points, we obtain a value proportional to s at that injection

bias. Using scanning tunnelling spectroscopy, the peak position and distribution of

surface states in Si(111)-7×7 have been observed to be well approximated by Gaussian

distributions [8]. At a specific injection bias Vtip and with the onset of the surface state

at 0 V,

s = A

∫ Vtip

0
exp

(
−(V − V0)2

σ2

)
dV, (8.21)

in which V0 and σ are, respectively, the peak position and the FWHM of the Gaussian

surface state, and A is an unknown constant of proportionality. The LDOS is site-

specific, with both the width and peak bias varying slightly across surface sites [8].

Considering a single available surface state into which charge carriers are injected, say

the S4 surface state measured at an FC site at which V0 = −2.4 eV and σ = 0.5 eV [8]

shown in figure 8-8a, s can be plot as a function of the injection bias, as in figure 8-8b.

s cannot be directly related to the half manipulation radii presented in figure 8-6,

instead we compare the general trends. Increasing the injection bias results in both

an increase in r1/2 as well as an increase in s. Qualitatively, in the hole injection bias

range of figure 8-6 (-1.2 to -2.2 V), the form of both s(V ) and r1/2(V ) are similar;
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Figure 8-8: (a) A normalised Gaussian approximation of the LDOS of the S4 surface
state of Si(111)-7× 7 above FC adatoms, with the peak position (-2.3 V) and FWHM
(0.5 V) from STS measurements [8]. (b) The integral of (a) between 0 V and the
tip bias as a proportional estimate of the probability s of a tunnelling charge carrier
entering the transport state. The dashed line and shaded region denote the available
LDOS and corresponding value of s for a -2.0 V injection.
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in either case monotonically increasing and relatively linear with increasingly negative

biases. Hence this model, in a simple approximation with only injection into a single

surface state at a specific surface site, can explain the voltage dependence of s. A

more detailed analysis of the injection bias dependence of s is to be the focus of future

work. Here, for consistency with prior work, the value of s is taken as unity within the

remainder of this chapter.

Electric field

The radial extent of the depopulated region after nonlocal manipulation has been shown

to be invariant to the presence of up to four steps within the region [102]. Assuming a

tunnel gap of ∼ 10 Å and a step height of 3.14 Å, there would be significant variation in

the strength of the tip-surface electric field at the top of a step or the bottom of multiple

steps. Yet no change in the nonlocal manipulation spot-size was observed. Similarly,

within the range of injection biases in figure 8-6 the tip-sample separation has been

measured to only vary by ∼ 2 Å [132]. This is far less than the change observed over

several steps, and results in a nonlinear variation of the electric field across the surface

with varying bias. Therefore we can rule out any active role for the tip-sample electric

field in the manipulation process.

8.2.5 Charge carrier dependence

Toluene

Previously, the total number of charge carriers has been maintained throughout each

injection series by inversely varying the injection current and duration such that the

number of charge carriers is constant in equation (8.12). Here however, the number

of injected charge carriers is effectively varied by sequentially injecting into the same

site. In this case, the injection procedure occurs identically to that used for the data

presented above and discussed in chapter 6.5. However after each injection, rather than

moving to a new site and repeating the process, after the large after injection image the

injection process is repeated at the same location. Each individual injection consists of

a 15 s injection at -1.6 V and 900 pA. An image of the surface prior to any injection,

as well as after each injection in the series, is displayed in figure 8-9.

From the radial distribution after each injection we compare the distribution of molecules

not before and after each injection individually, instead considering the total change

across every injection by comparing the surface coverage between the initial pre-injection

scan (figure 8-9 0 s, top left) to each after-injection image individually. From this, the

half radius for each total injection duration is calculated across a minimum of three
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Figure 8-9: 50 × 50 nm STM images of the same toluene dosed Si(111)-7 × 7 surface
area at passive scanning parameters over a series of 5 consecutive 15 s injections (-1.6
V, 900 pA) into the same site, centred at the star. The first image (top left) precedes
the first injection, the second image (middle left) displays the surface after a single 15
s injection, and the third image (bottom left) displays the same surface after a second
15 s injection. This pattern continues for a total of 5 injections. Each image is labelled
with the total injection duration prior to that image, as well as a circle indicating the
half manipulation radius compared to the surface prior to any injection.
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Figure 8-10: The half manipulation radius as a function of the total injection duration
for a series of injections at -1.6 V and 900 pA averaged over several injections for
toluene dosed Si(111)-7 × 7. Each individual injection has a duration of 15 s, after
which subsequent injections are repeated at the same site. For more detail, see main
text.

injections, which is displayed in figure 8-10. Here we observe a strong relationship be-

tween these parameters, with an approximately linear increase in the half radius across

the range of injection times up to a maximum here of 19± 1 nm for a total injection of

75 s. However note that within this range the total number of injected charge carriers

varies by less than an order of magnitude; between approximately 1 × 1011 electrons

for a 15 s injection and 4× 1011 electrons for a 75 s are injected.

In this injection process the amount of time spent scanning the surface is dramatically

increased for longer duration injections, especially compared to the previous individual

location injections. As such, the time for thermal manipulation or additional surface

changes is equally increased. Attempts to correct for this as discussed in section 7.3.1

have been made, however the injection process cannot be simply considered as two ther-

mally varying populations with a step change between as in figure 7-5. Alternatively,

calculating the change in surface coverage for each injection (i.e. before and after injec-

tion images) separately and then summing the probability distributions often resulted

in extreme over correction with the probability of manipulation commonly negative.

Additionally, this process results in the surface area being scanned many times over the

course of the longer duration injections. Whilst at passive scan parameters changes in
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the surface are not expected to result from scanning, some tip-sample interactions are

likely to occur. Hence for the longer duration injections, an increased rate of observed

manipulation will be observed. Finally for the longest injection times, the observed

probability distribution commonly remains substantially above zero even at the edges

of the scan image. This results in an increased uncertainty on the resultant fitting

parameters. While this doesn’t correlate to a large uncertainty in the half radius, this

effect does limit the ability to further extract information from this experiment.

Bromobenzene

Here we consider the charge carrier dependence on the half manipulation radius for

bromobenzene dosed Si(111)-7× 7 for injections at 900 pA and two different injection

biases; -1.6 V and -2.1 V, comprising a total of greater than 34,000 manipulation events.

In this case each injection is performed separately, at a new position on the surface, such

that for each injection duration the injection process varies only by the length of the

injection itself. As such, in contrast to the prior toluene charge carrier dependence, the

surface is not re-scanned part way through. Furthermore, here injections are performed

into an arbitrary location towards the top left of the scan area in order to maximise the

possible observed radial distance from the injection site. STM images of the surface

before and after -2.1 V injection can be seen in figure 8-11, as well as the location of

the injection and resultant half manipulation radii. While the -1.6 V data was taken

over a series of several tips, the -2.1 V data was all taken with a single tip.

The resultant half manipulation radii for bromobenzene dosed Si(111)-7 × 7 at both

-1.6 V and -2.1 V for injections between 1 s and 500 s, alongside the toluene dosed

injections from figure 8-10, are shown in figure 8-12. Note that here, unlike with figure

8-10, the x-axis is on a logarithmic scale to reflect the exponentially increasing nature

of the duration of the injections used. The data for both toluene and bromobenzene

dosed surfaces show approximately the same trends, however the increased range of

injection times within the latter reveals additional information. In this case, across the

range of injections with duration below 20 s the half radius only slightly increased with

increasing number of injected carriers; r1/2 = (9 ± 2) nm for −2.1 V injections and

r1/2 = (7 ± 3) nm for -1.6 V injections within this range. While injections with fewer

injected charge carriers were attempted, on average too few molecules were manipulated

to allow for the fitting process to measure a half radius. At greater injection durations

the size of the nonlocal effect increased with a corresponding increase in the half radius,

in a manner similar to that observed within the range of the toluene data. For 500

s injections r1/2 = (33 ± 2) nm for -2.1 V and r1/2 = (18 ± 1) nm for -1.6 V, the
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5 s

50 s 

500 s

Figure 8-11: 50×50 nm STM images of Si(111)-7×7 dosed with bromobenzene at pas-
sive scanning parameters (+1 V, 100 pA) before (left) and after (right) a −2.1 V 900
pA injection of duration 5 s (top), 50 s (middle) and 500 s (bottom) located at the
white circle. The black circles indicate the radius at which the probability of manipu-
lation in the after image is half that in the annulus nearest the injection site. To allow
easy visual comparison the circle is also superimposed on the before images. Figure
and caption adapted from [10]
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Bromobenzene, -1.6 V, 900 pA

Bromobenzene, -2.1 V, 900 pA

Toluene, -1.6 V, 900 pA
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Figure 8-12: The half manipulation radius as a function of the injection duration for
injection into both a toluene (-1.6 V, filled red, from figure 8-10) or bromobenzene
(-1.6 V, unfilled black, and -2.1 V, filled black) dosed Si(111)-7 × 7 surface averaged
across a minimum of 2 individual injections. Error bars show the 95 % standard error
of the half radius fit at each injection duration, however in many cases the uncertainty
is smaller than the marker size.

longest injections and the largest half radii at each bias. Overall, unlike with the

aforementioned toluene dosed experiment, while the increase in the half radius with

injection duration is monotonic, it is not linear. Instead for both voltages, although

much clearer in the -2.1 V data, below approximately 10 s there is an initial region

with a roughly consistent minimum half radius followed by a logarithmic increase.

Discussion

During injection molecules will desorb from the surface at a rate inversely proportional

to their distance from the injection site, with the proportion of remaining molecules

given by equation (8.14). For sufficient duration injections all molecules immediately

surrounding the injection site will be manipulated, hence the probability of manip-

ulation will saturate at a maximum value and further injection is unable to induce

manipulation close to the injection site. As the length scale of the manipulation has

previous been shown to be independent of the surface coverage, the probability of

manipulation for each molecule is independent of the injection duration and so the

completely manipulated region will expand at a rate determined by the distribution of

the injected charge, C(r).
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In the following sections we link the results of these charge carrier dependent experi-

ments to the charge transport models developed in references [95] and [8].

8.3 Diffusion from an instantaneous point source

The probability of finding a charge carrier at a position on the surface ρd(r, t
′) from

equation (8.6) will depend on the transport dynamics of the injected charge. Here we

initially consider a purely diffusive model from a point source, as in reference [8], in

which the injection of charge carriers from the tip of the STM immediately results in

the charges at the bottom of the surface transport state localised entirely and directly

beneath the tip. After the injection, each hot charge is then free to randomly diffuse

across the surface within the surface state resulting in the transfer of charge from

regions of high concentration (i.e. beneath the tip) to low concentration. In this case

the motion of each charge carrier is not affected by an external force, for example

an electric field, and after the initial injection no further charges are injected on the

timescale of the lifetime of a hot charge within the diffusive state. Furthermore as in

section 8.2, we initially deconvolve the charge transport itself from the decay of the

charge carriers, instead focusing purely on the dynamics of the charge carriers within

the surface state; ρ(r, t′).

The two dimensional diffusion equation is applicable, such that

∂ρ

∂t′
= Dx

∂2ρ

∂x2
+Dy

∂2ρ

∂y2
, (8.22)

in which Dx and Dy are the coefficients of diffusion in the x and y-axes respectively

[134]. At t′ = 0, all injected charge is located beneath the tip, which is here defined as

the origin and so

ρ(x, y, t′ = 0) = δ(x)δ(y), (8.23)

with δ as the Dirac delta function. Note that here the total charge dose is normalised,

such that each charge injection results in a probability unity of finding the charge

carrier across all space. In equation (8.22) the x and y terms on the right hand side

are uncoupled, such that diffusion along the x-axis is only dependent on x (i.e. first

term on the right hand side) and diffusion along the y-axis is only dependent of y (i.e.

second term on the right hand side). As such, the solution must itself be the product

of two uncoupled solutions describing the independent distributions in x and y;

ρ(x, y, t′) = ρx(x, t′)ρy(y, t
′). (8.24)
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Using equation (8.24) as a trial solution for equation (8.22) results

∂ρ

∂t′
=
∂ (ρxρy)

∂t′
(8.25)

= ρx
∂ρy
∂t′

+ ρy
∂ρx
∂t′

, (8.26)

and hence

ρx
∂ρy
∂t′

+ ρy
∂ρx
∂t′

= Dx
∂2ρ

∂x2
+Dy

∂2ρ

∂y2
. (8.27)

This above equation can be rearranged to show that

ρy

(
∂ρx
∂t′
−Dx

∂2ρx
∂t2

)
+ ρx

(
∂ρy
∂t′
−Dy

∂2ρy
∂t2

)
= 0, (8.28)

and thereby a non-trivial solution to equation (8.22) exists in which each of the two

sets of brackets in equation (8.28) is equal to zero, such that

∂ρx
∂t′

= Dx
∂2ρx
∂t2

(8.29)

and
∂ρy
∂t′

= Dy
∂2ρy
∂t2

. (8.30)

Both equations (8.29) and (8.30) are themselves in the form of the one dimensional

diffusion equation, hence we can consider the standard form of the solution [134], in

which

ρx(x, t′) =
Ax√

4πDxt′
exp

(
−x2

4Dxt′

)
(8.31)

alongside the equivalent for ρy with constant Ax replaced with Ay, where Ax and Ay

are arbitrary normalisation constants. Thus the full solution will have the form

ρ(x, y, t′) = ρxρy =
AxAy

4πt′
√
DxDy

exp

(
− x2

4Dxt′
− y2

4Dyt′

)
. (8.32)

Across all space the probability of finding the charge carrier must be unity for all t′,

and so we apply the normalisation condition∫ ∞
x=−∞

∫ ∞
y=−∞

ρdydx = AxAy = 1. (8.33)

Previous charge injection experiments on Si(111)-7 × 7 have shown that the charge

transport process is isotropic [7], with the probability of manipulation equivalent in
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any direction from the injection site, hence Dx = Dy = D and

ρ(x, y, t′) =
1

4πDt′
exp

(
−x2 − y2

4Dt′

)
. (8.34)

This can be reframed in terms of cylindrical polar coordinates, such that

ρ(r, t′) =
1

4πDt′
exp

(
−r2

4Dt′

)
. (8.35)

To obtain the probability of finding the charge at any point in space at any time

after injection, here we reintroduce the exponential decay term describing the rate of

thermalisation of the injected charge. Applying the above solution to equations (8.6)

and (8.13) results the time integrated charge density for a single carrier across all space,

in which

C(r) =
1

4πD

∫ ∞
0

1

t′
exp

(
−t′

τs

)
exp

(
−r2

4Dt′

)
dt′, (8.36)

the solution to which has be found using Maple to be

C(r) =
1

2πD
K0

(
r√
Dτs

)
, (8.37)

in which K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. Furthermore, considering

the diffusion length λ, which is related as usual for 2D diffusion through λ =
√

4Dτs,

C(r) =
2τs
πλ2

K0

(
2r

λ

)
. (8.38)

Thus, by inserting the above form into equation (8.14), the total probability of manip-

ulation due to the injection of ne charge carriers as a function of the radial distance

from the injection site

P (r) = 1− exp

(
−sIt

e

2κeσ

πλ2
K0

(
2r

λ

))
. (8.39)

The above equation has shown excellent agreement with the distribution of manipula-

tion for the injection of both holes and electrons across a range of injection biases above

the nonlocal manipulation thresholds. To aid in simplicity for fitting to experimental
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data letting

t0 =
πeλ2

2σκeIs
, (8.40)

in which all parameters other than λ and κe are taken as known constants or controlled

experimental variables, allows the total manipulation probability P to be expressed in

terms of the characteristic time-scale of the manipulation t0;

P (r) = 1− exp

(
− t

t0
K0

(
2r

λ

))
. (8.41)

In this case, fitting can proceed with only two unknown terms; the diffusion length λ,

and the characteristic time-scale t0. In the above sections, for example sections 8.2.3 to

8.2.5, the half radii were extracted by fitting a curve with the form of equation (8.41)

and calculating the point at which the probability of manipulation is equal to half of

the maximum value; as shown in figure 8-3. In the prior fitting processes the value

of these variables was neither initially set nor constrained. Clearly however, especially

as the value of t0 is dependent on the square of λ, each of the fit-estimated variables

are strongly correlated; with slight changes in the value of one variable resulting in

a large change in the other. However when varying only the injection duration, it is

expected that time-scale and the length-scale of the manipulation should be invariant.

By considering the form of the half radius itself, we can obtain further information of

the value of these constants.

8.3.1 Derivation of the half radius

For observed values of λ, t0 and κe the proportion of manipulated molecules undergoes

a relatively sharp step at some radius from the injection site; close to the injection

site nearly all molecules have been manipulated, far from the injection site nearly all

molecules remain. Only in a relatively small band are both states observed with com-

parable probability. Furthermore, the manipulation probability described by equation

(8.41) is a single exponential function dependent on r, and so for each non-zero injec-

tion duration, t > 0, there exists a single value of r such that P (r) = 1
2 . This radius is

defined as the half radius, r1/2. Using the half radius offers two key benefits. Firstly, it

is a value combining each of the several variable terms into a single value, simplifying

analysis. And secondly, it is extremely simple to extract from data and is relatively

robust with slight changes to the fitting parameters only slightly changing its value.

In this section, an analytical expression for the half radius is derived. Furthermore, a

simplified approximation for the half desorption radius is defined. This simplified ap-
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proximation allows ease of fitting, as well the ability to simply extract approximations

of several key fitting parameters.

In an annulus at r1/2, such that half of all molecules have been manipulated,

P (r = r1/2) =
1

2
= exp

(
− t

t0
K0

(
2r1/2

λ

))
. (8.42)

Thus,

t(r = r1/2) =
ln(2)t0

K0

(
2r1/2
λ

) . (8.43)

The above equation is not analytically solvable for r1/2, hence we consider an approx-

imation for the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the second kind in which, for

sufficiently large argument A [135],

K0(A) ≈
√
π

2

e−A√
A
. (8.44)

Therefore in cases such that r1/2 � λ, equation (8.43) can be approximated

2r1/2

λ
+

1

2
log

(
2r1/2

λ

)
≈ log

(
t

t0

)
− log

(√
2

π
log(2)

)
. (8.45)

For a sufficiently large injection duration, such that

t� t0

√
2

π
log(2), (8.46)

and away from the injection site, where

2r1/2

λ
� 1

2
log

(
2r1/2

λ

)
, (8.47)

equation (8.45) can be further approximated

r1/2 ≈
λ

2
log

(
t

t0

)
. (8.48)

Thus an approximation of the effective manipulation radius of nonlocal STM is bounded

by a log(t) dependence for sufficiently long duration injections; a linear increase in the

radius requires an exponential increase in the injection time. This equation allows the
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extraction of both λ, simply the gradient, and t0 averaged across injection durations,

requiring only measurements of the half radii instead of complete fits.

8.3.2 Discussion

A comparison between the full expression given in equation (8.43), the Bessel approx-

imation from equation (8.45) and the complete logarithmic approximation in equation

(8.48) is given in figure 8-13. At short injection duration, here below approximately

t = 10 s, divergence is seen between the log approximation and the other two equations,

with the log approximation dropping non-physically to negative half radii at t = 2 s

while the other two tend to zero. At even shorter injection duration the Bessel approx-

imation and the complete equation begin to diverge, however only slightly. Extremely

short injections are not considered in detail in this section due to the extremely limited

number of manipulated molecules in such experiments. Conversely at large injection

duration the form of all three equations are similar, although the logarithmic equa-

tion results a slightly increased gradient. This will manifest as a slight increase in

the extracted value of λ in comparison to the less approximate forms of the model, or

measurement of λ from the distribution of manipulation using equation (8.41).

To determine robust values for λ and κe we perform an iterative fitting routine, using

determined values of λ from equation (8.48) to feedback into the initial curve fitting

process. We initially find these parameters, as well as the contaminant scaling factor,

by fitting the model given by equation (8.41) to the data; as shown in figure 8-14 for

-2.1 V injections into a bromobenzene-dosed surface. Each injection duration thereby

generates unique values for the three fitting parameters. From these fitted curves

we determine values of the half radius for each injection duration and hence plot the

injection duration dependence of the half radius as presented previously in figures 8-10

and 8-12. Here, however, we now then fit the logarithmic dependence given by equation

(8.48) and so extract another measure of λ, with the value here additionally fit across

the range of injection times for each voltage. This results in the dashed lines displayed

on figures 8-15 for toluene dosed surfaces and 8-16 for bromobenzene dosed surfaces,

showing the excellent fit of this logarithmic model to the experimental results. Here, we

only fit to the half radii from injection times greater than or equal to 10 s; below which

a plateau is observed in contrast to figure 8-13. For the toluene dosed surface in figure

8-15 this analysis results λ = 9 ± 7 nm, with the large uncertainty indicative of the

limited range of injection times within this data set. In the case of the bromobenzene

dosed surfaces resulting in figure 8-16, λ = 7± 2 nm for -1.6 V and λ = 11± 3 nm for

-2.1 V. Each of these values of λ is in agreement with previous measurements based on
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Figure 8-13: The radius r1/2 at which half of the molecules initially adsorped onto
a surface have not yet been manipulated during nonlocal STM as a function of the
injection time. (Solid red) the calculated value from equation (8.43). (Dashed blue)
an approximation from equation (8.45), using an approximation for the Bessel function
given in equation (8.44). (Dotted black) a further approximation given in equation
(8.48) in which only the terms dominant for large injection duration are regarded. The
parameters t0 and λ for each of the equations are set to reasonable values for a -2.1 V
injection into a bromobenzene dosed surface.
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Figure 8-14: P (r) as function of radius from tip site after an injection of −2.1 V and
900 pA. Circles mark experimental data points, see main text for fitted curve. Each set
of data-points/curve-fit has been offset vertically for ease of viewing - labels on right-
hand side indicate the monotonically increasing injection time. Vertical black markers
indicate the radius r1/2 at which the probability of desorption is half the maximum
probability.

direct fitting to equation (8.41) [8], in which λ was determined to be 9.0± 0.2 nm for

all injections with biases between -1.6 V and -2.3 V corresponding to injections into a

common surface state. Due to larger uncertainty of the measured λ from the toluene-

dosed surface data, further analysis is to focus on the bromobenzene-dosed surface data

exclusively.

After this initial fitting process, these values of λ are then used to refit the data of

figure 8-14, however now with the value of λ set and only κe and the contaminant

scaling factor as fitting parameters. Through this route we aim to minimise the effect

of the inherent statistical variation we have in our experimental results and extract the

best values for hot charge carrier dynamics. The half radii extracted from the second

fitting pass of figure 8-14 change only slightly with the variations in λ compared to the

initial results due to the inherent stability of the half radius as a measure. Hence in this
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Figure 8-15: The half desorption radius as a function of the total injection duration
for an injection of -1.6 V and 900 pA on a toluene dosed surface. Each individual
injection has a duration of 15 s, after which subsequent injections are repeated at the
same site. The dashed line is a fit from equation (8.48) to all data points. Error bars
show standard deviation of the mean for each injection time.
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Figure 8-16: Half-desorption radius as a function of the injection duration for −2.1 V
(filled) and −1.6 V (unfilled) injections at 900 pA on a bromobenzene dosed surface.
Dashed lines are logarithmic fits to r1/2 for injection duration greater than or equal
to 10 s, with all fit parameters presented in the main text. Error bars show standard
deviation of the mean for each injection time.
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Bromobenzene, -1.6 V, 900 pA (scaled up x4)

Bromobenzene, -2.1 V, 900 pA
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Figure 8-17: Nonlocal probability of manipulation per injected charge carrier κe across
a range of injection durations between 2 s and 500 s at both -1.6 V (unfilled, each data
point scaled up by a factor 4 to aid clarity) and -2.1 V (filled). Each data point has
been horizontally offset. This results in a weighted average of κe = (2± 2)× 10−7 and
(8 ± 5) × 10−7 for -1.6 V and -2.1 V respectively. At both biases a value of κe for 1
s injections has been excluded; (3 ± 2) × 10−6 for -1.6 V and (6 ± 1) × 10−6 for -2.1
V, with the low number of manipulated molecules and relatively poor fit at the lowest
injection duration leading to a large uncertainty in both cases.

case, further iterative fitting does not significantly affect the resultant values. Using

a weighted average across all injection times gives the probability of manipulation per

hot charge carrier injection κe = (2 ± 2) × 10−7 at -1.6 V and κe = (8 ± 5) × 10−7 at

-2.1 V; shown for each injection duration in figure 8-17.

In comparison, the probability of manipulation per injected charge carrier for the local

manipulation of toluene molecules with -1.3 V holes on the same surface is remarkably

similar at ke = 3 × 10−7 [12]. Due to the similarity of bromobezene and toluene, and

the near identical structures of the molecules bonded to the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface, it

is reasonable to expect similar molecular manipulation properties. We further suggest

that the final step in the charge injection mediated manipulation process is common

between these two regimes, and thereby that the probability of manipulation per charge

carrier-adsorbate molecule interaction should be identical. In the nonlocal manipula-

tion regime, each injected charge is distributed probabilistically around the injection

site, with no one adsorbate molecule experiencing the entire interaction. Hence κe is

normalised as per injected charge, with surface coverage determining the interaction

rate and overall manipulation probability. Conversely, during local manipulation ex-
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periments the charge carrier does not enter the surface transport state after injection.

Instead the charge is localised to the molecule directly beneath the tip, which expe-

riences the entirety of the interaction. Thus to relate the local ke and nonlocal κe

manipulation probabilities, we consider the geometric fraction of the surface initially

covered with molecules; which for an adsorbate occupancy of 4 molecules per unit cell

is ≈ 0.4. However additionally, in local manipulation the injected charge carrier does

not enter the surface transport state, and hence the lifetime of the process, relating to

the lifetime of a hot carrier in the transport state τs ≈ 200 fs in nonlocal manipulation,

is now considered to be the lifetime of the excited state of the molecule τm. For the

similar system of benzene on Si(100), τm ≈ 10 fs for the hole excited state [50]. We

assume a linear increase in the probability of manipulation with the increase in the

carrier lifetime. This results in an approximate relation such that

ke ≈ 0.4× τs
τm
κe (8.49)

≈ 0.9κe. (8.50)

It is therefore reasonable for the nonlocal manipulation probability per injected charge

carrier to be of the same order as its local counterpart for a common manipulation

process.

Due to the logarithmic relationship between the size of the manipulated region and the

number of injected charge carriers, attaining a spot size far greater than those observed

in this thesis would require unfeasibly long duration injections. In addition, the insta-

bility of room temperature STM leads to the maximum injection duration itself being

further limited by the mechanical stability of the microscope. At cryogenic temper-

atures STM are more stable, and thereby longer duration, position-specific injections

are possible. However, the thermally driven diffusive charge transport is slowed at

such temperatures, with the diffusion length λ and hence ultimately the size of the

manipulation region reduced [95].

While the purely logarithmic model in figure 8-16 appears to fit the experimental data

well for injection times greater than 10 s, at the lower injection times this model does

not fit. This is partially due to the approximations taken in the derivation of equation

(8.48), which suggests that the predicted half radius becomes non-physically negative

for low t, however even the full diffusive expression is not sufficient to explain the

observed plateau in the half radius. The full diffusive equation, equation (8.43) shown

in figure 8-13, instead tends to zero at low t.
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Figure 8-18: Injection bias dependence of the range of the suppression region R for the
nonlocal manipulation of toluene molecules located at UM adatom sites on the Si(111)-
7×7 surface. STM injection is performed into UM sites. The shaded (unshaded) region
relates to injection leading to manipulation due to transport primarily within the S3

(S4) surface transport state. Data from [8].

8.4 Ballistic-diffusive transport

The above approximation that an injected charge carrier diffusively decays from a

point source was the first model proposed within our group [8]. However, at short

radii from the injection site, less than between 5 and 15 nm depending on the injection

parameters, the rate of manipulation was observed to be greatly reduced compared

to the full diffusive model described by equation (8.14), even when considering the

presence of contaminants on the surface. The radius of this reduced manipulation

effect was observed to be strongly voltage dependent, see figure 8-18, with minima

associated with the onset bias of the surface transport states. The injection biases

used here correspond to the onset, -1.6 V, and far above the onset, -2.1 V, of the

S4 surface transport state, and hence relate to a minimum radius and a much larger

radius of the suppression region respectively. In reference [8] this effect was considered

to be due to an initial ballistic transport regime, in which injected charge carriers

travel without interacting with adsorbed molecules for some time before intra-band

thermalisation and subsequently undergoing the aforementioned diffusive transport.

That is, manipulation will only occur after the charge has already travelled for some

distance from the injection site.
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Consequently, the initial spatial distribution of charge density before diffusion is not,

as is assumed in the purely diffusive case, a Dirac delta function at the injection site.

Rusimova et al. model the distribution of charge carriers after the ballistic expansion

by considering the evolution of a wavepacket initially located at the injection site until

reaching the radius of the experimentally measured suppression region [8]. Using a

2D cylindrical Schrödinger model with an equivalent tight-binding model, see figure

8-19 and reference [8] for detail, a nearly constant charge carrier density was predicted

immediately after the ballistic transport regime across a cylindrical region surrounding

the injection site, as can be seen in figure 8-19e. The radius of this region is governed

by the physical properties of the surface electronic state and the ballistic transport

lifetime. Using experimentally determined values for properties of both the S3 and S4

surface states, the initial ballistic transport is propagated for 10 fs prior to alignment

with the measured radii of the suppression region and onset of diffusive transport for

injections between -1.2 and -2.3 V. The lifetime prior to relaxation into the manipula-

tive transport state is somewhat less, although comparable, to the ∼ 40 fs relaxation

time for electrons in the U1 surface state observed by time-resolved two-photon pho-

toemission spectroscopy [81, 113]. The additional pre-relaxation transport leads to an

initial distribution of the diffusive regime, and intuitively sets a lower limit on the half

manipulation radius at the radius of the suppression region. We observe this in the

plateaus of the half radii at short injection duration in figure 8-16.

To expand the one-step diffusive model to include the initial ballistic transport and the

resultant effects on the radius and distribution of nonlocal manipulation, we here con-

sider diffusive transport not from a point source, as in equation (8.37), but, to mimic

the ballistic expansion, instead from a disc of constant charge density surrounding the

injection site. The radius R of this region will be defined by the extent of the ballistic

transport, which is expected to be equivalent to previous measurements of the suppres-

sion region. As the 2D diffusion equation is linear and separable, the superposition

principle can be used such that the total charge per unit area at a distance r from the

injection site is the sum of the charge per unit area from each initial position. Thereby

the total charge density, which can be fed into equation (8.14),

C(r) = C0

∫
R

2τs
πλ2

K0

(
2r′

λ

)
dA, (8.51)

in which C0 = 1/πR2 and is a normalisation constant defining the initial charge concen-

tration within the top hat maintaining the one interaction per injected charge carrier,

and r′ is the distance between a point on the initial disc and the radial distance from

the injection site r; a diagram outlining this model is presented in figure 8-20. Thus,
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Figure 8-19: Initial coherent inflation (a-e) followed by the 2D diffusion (f -g) of a wave
packet injected at -1.6 V. (a) Energy band diagram of the S3 back-bond state of the
Si(111)-7×7 surface. The black line indicates the injection voltage. (b) Tunnelling
probability of populating k|| values. (c) Radial probability distribution of the initial
pre-inflation wave packet. (d) Time evolution of the wave packet during inflation, the
intensity colour map is on a log scale for clarity. (e) Radial probability distribution
of the inflated wave packet at t = 10 fs. (f) Time evolution of the radial probability
distribution during the diffusive post-inflation period. (g) Time evolution of the total
charge in the wave packet, demonstrating the exponential decay. Figure from [8].
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Figure 8-20: A model of diffusive charge transport after an initial, short duration
ballistic expansion of charge injected at the origin. The ballistic expansion results in
a homogeneous disc of radius R with constant charge density. Any single point within
the disc, at distance γ from the origin and angle θ from r, contributes to the total
charge per unit area experienced by a point at radius r dependent on the distance r′

between the two points. The total charge at r is determined by the sum of charge
transport from all points within the disc.

considering γ as the distance to the origin and θ the angle with respect to a vector

between the origin and r for each point within the circular region,

C(r) =
4τs

πR2λ2

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0
rK0

(
2

λ

√
r2 + γ2 − 2rγ cos(θ)

)
dγdθ. (8.52)

To fit this equation we perform a repeated fitting to the half radius data presented in

figure 8-16 using the same values of κe and λ determined in section 8.3, however varying

the value of R and calculating the goodness-of-fit parameter R2 across the entire range

of injection times as demonstrated in figure 8-21. In figure 8-22 the best-fit curves are

presented, from which we determine the radius of the suppression region. We observe

excellent fits by this ballistic-diffusive model to all of the data, resulting in R = (5± 1)

nm for -1.6 V injections and R = (8 ± 1) nm for −2.1 V injections. Uncertainty here

is estimated from the range of “acceptable” fits whilst varying R. These values are in

good agreement with those calculated from direct fits to the manipulation probability

distributions presented in figure 8-18 [8].
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Figure 8-21: Goodness-of-fit parameter R2 calculated from the ballistic-diffusive model
compared to the -2.1 V, 900 pA half radius data across the entire range of injection
times. κe and λ have been set to the values estimated in section 8.3, whilst the sup-
pression radius R is varied.

In addition to the ballistic-diffusive curves, figure 8-22 displays the fits to the purely

diffusive logarithmic model from figure 8-16. As can be expected the broadening of the

initial pre-diffusion distribution has little effect on distant adsorbate sites, such that for

the longer injection times r1/2 is similar within both models. In effect the probability

of desorption for the non-point source model can be separated into two distinct regions,

with a continuous transition between. From this, the upper and lower bounds of the

size of the nonlocal manipulation effect are set; with a maximum radius limited by the

logarithmic dependence of the diffusive transport on the number of injected carriers,

and a minimum radius determined by the radius of the initial ballistic transport regime.

8.5 Localised surface plasmon induced manipulation

Experimental work by Dr Rebecca Purkiss, within the atomic manipulation group at

the University of Bath, reveals an identical bias threshold for both light emission and

nonlocal manipulation on the Si(111)-7×7 surface due to the injection of electrons from

the tip of an STM [11]. This is discussed in more detail in section 8.6. Taking into

consideration the ballistic-diffusive model discussed above, the bias threshold suggests

that in both mechanisms the injected charge follows the same overall process; ultrafast

relaxation to the bottom of the same surface transport state, diffusive transport within
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Figure 8-22: Half-desorption radius as function of injection duration for −2.1 V (filled)
and −1.6 V (unfilled) injections at 900 pA. Dashed lines are logarithmic fits to r1/2 for
injection duration greater than 10 s. Solid lines are fits to all data points to a ballistic-
diffusive model with an initial disc of charge density. All fit parameters presented in
the main text. Error bars show standard deviation of the mean for each injection time.
Figure and caption from [10].
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this state, and, finally, an electronic transition out of the state which potentially results

in either molecular manipulation or light emission.

It is, however, possible that both light emission and nonlocal manipulation are mediated

by an alternative process. There are three main mechanisms by which light is emitted

from an STM junction; electron-hole recombination [136, 137], electronic transitions

[138, 139], or through the relaxation of a localised surface plasmon (LSP) [140–142].

In an indirect semiconductor, such as silicon, photon emission due to electron-hole

recombination is forbidden, therefore it cannot be the source of light emission in this

case. Here we consider the other option; nonlocal manipulation (and simultaneous light

emission) mediated by LSPs.

8.5.1 Localised surface plasmons

A tunnelling electron may interact with the background electron field, inelastically

exciting a quantised oscillation in the surface electron layer, known as a surface plasmon

[140]. Surface plasmons can be derived as a nontrivial solution to the electromagnetic

wave equation by considering a stable, propagating wave localised at the interface

between two materials. This requires a real wavevector parallel to the interface as

well as imaginary wavevectors perpendicular to the interface in both media in order to

obtain a bound solution, with the electric field decaying exponentially perpendicular

to the surface. It can be shown that at the boundary between a metal, especially a

noble metal such as Ag or Au, and a dielectric, a localised electromagnetic mode can

exist. Due to the coupling between the electron oscillations and electromagnetic waves,

surface plasmons are commonly known as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs).

SPPs are known to radiatively decay; they are a primary mechanism of light emission

from metal-insulator-metal junctions. However, as the phase velocity of an SPP is

always lower than that of free-space light [143], SPPs on metal or metal-like surfaces

cannot directly couple to free photons and, conversely, cannot be created by a free

photon. SPPs therefore cannot directly radiate. Several different mechanisms have

been proposed to explain the light emission, these include surface roughness [144,145]

and small metal particles on the surface [146], in which the SPP wavevector is increased

due to variation in the surface symmetry allowing it to couple to a free photon and the

system to emit light [147]. Generally, however, a very small proportion of SPPs decay

into photons. Instead, it is much more likely for an SPP to couple to a phonon mode

in the surface, thereby dissipating into surface vibrations [148,149].
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Early studies of photon emission from noble metal surfaces using the STM by Berndt et

al. [140,150] revealed strong dependence of the spectra of the emitted radiation on the

size of the STM junction itself. This suggests that rather than being entirely defined by

the surface medium, in this system, the light emitting plasmon modes were primarily

localised to the tip-sample junction. The presence of an atomically sharp metallic or

dielectric tip close to a metal-like surface leads to interaction between the SPPs of

the surface and localised electromagnetic modes of the tip. This coupling results in

localised surface plasmon (LSP) modes, which are able to couple with photon modes

and thereby able to radiatively decay without need of surface aberrations [151]. Note

that the intensity of an LSP in an STM is strongly dependent on the material of the

tip, with a silver tip resulting in an intensity several orders of magnitude greater than

for, e.g., a molybdenum or tungsten (as in this thesis) tip [138].

Here we consider that, in addition to light emission, the excitation and subsequent

decay of LSPs leads to molecular manipulation for adsorbed molecules distant to the

tip-sample junction. In this model, rather than the hot charge transport discussed

previously, the distribution of the observed manipulation could be determined by the

distribution of the LSPs. In this case, the adsorbed molecules act as scattering sites,

such that the plasmon modes decay inelastically, but not necessarily radiatively, po-

tentially exciting an electron-hole pair close to the adsorbed molecule [152]. The final

manipulation step will then be functionally identical to that for local manipulation;

with the local excitation resulting in a DIET process which may result in observable

manipulation.

Due to the metal-like surface layer, the structure and formation of an LSP on Si(111)-

7× 7 is identical to that for a metal; with an almost Gaussian distribution across the

surface, calculated by solving Laplace’s equation for a sphere above a plane [153]. From

this, the solutions are well approximated as

Ψ ∼ exp

(
− r2

2h2

)
(8.53)

laterally, in which r is the lateral distance from the plasmon centre and h =
√
Rz, with

R the mean tip radius and z the tip-surface separation. Similarly to hot charge induced

manipulation, we consider that each excited LSP has one “interaction attempt” between

excitation and decay. In analogy with ξ for charge transport mediated manipulation,

the “total interaction probability” will be determined by the normalised probability

density (i.e., the probability per unit area of “finding” the plasmon) of the wavefunction;
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thus, as

Ψ ≈ 1√
2πh

exp

(
− r2

2h2

)
, (8.54)

Ψ2 ≈ 1

2πh2
exp

(
− r

2

h2

)
. (8.55)

The lifetime of a plasmon on a perfect lossless surface, for example a noble metal-air

interface, is of the order of ps and is reduced by several orders of magnitude for a lossy

interface (e.g. Ti-air interface) [154]. At 900 pA, the maximum current used in this

report, the injection frequency is approximately one injected charge carrier per 100

ps. Therefore, even for a lossless interface, only one plasmon is likely to exist in the

surface at any time and interaction between multiple plasmons or between plasmons

and subsequent injected charge carriers can be neglected.

Assuming immediate formation and decay, we are, thereby, able to further assume that

the distribution of each LSP is static; Ψ is not a function of the time since the injection

of the charge carrier. As discussed previously for a diffusing hot charge carrier, multiple

events can result in the decay of a localised plasmon without leading to manipulation.

However, as Ψ2 is normalised across all space, the addition of a normalised decay term

will only ensure that manipulation occurs shortly after plasmon excitation with no

effect on the distribution of manipulation events. For example, consider, as in equation

(8.2), that the lifetime of the plasmon is limited by a normalised first order decay

process with time constant τp, such that

Ψ2(r, t′p) ≈
1

2πh2
exp

(
− r

2

h2

)
· 1

τP
exp

(
−
t′p
τp

)
, (8.56)

where t′p is the time since plasmon formation. The total probability density of “finding”

the plasmon at a specific position across all time after injection

Ψ2(r) ≈
∫ ∞
0

Ψ2(r, t′p)dt
′
p (8.57)

≈
∫ ∞
0

1

2πh2τp
exp

(
− r

2

h2

)
exp

(
−
t′p
τp

)
dt′p (8.58)

≈ 1

2πh2
exp

(
− r

2

h2

)
, (8.59)

which is equivalent to equation (8.55), prior to the addition of the first order decay

term.
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Considering that a tunnelling charge carrier has a probability α of exciting an LSP,

then the total number of LSPs will depend on the injection duration t and injection

current I such that

Np =
It

e
α. (8.60)

Therefore, the total number of plasmons interacting with a given molecule centred at

a radius r from the injection site

np(r) =
It

e
ασΨ2 (8.61)

=
It

e
ασ

1

2πh2
exp

(
− r

2

h2

)
. (8.62)

Further considering that the LSP will induce manipulation in a similar manner to hot

charge carrier transport; manipulation will occur with a probability κp upon interaction

between a plasmon and a surface molecule of cross-section σ. In this case the proportion

of molecules retaining their original site as a function of the radial distance from the

injection site,

P (r) = 1− exp

[
−σκp ×

αIt

e
× 1

2πh2
exp

(
− r

2

h2

)]
. (8.63)

In analogy with equation (8.14), the expression above presents the three main factors

determining the distribution of manipulation; the molecule-specific manipulation prop-

erties though σ and κp, the experimental parameters determining the total number of

excited LSPs, and the distribution of the resultant interactions that lead to nonlocal

manipulation.

8.5.2 Results and discussion

Figure 8-23 shows examples of fitting equation (8.63) to the -2.1 V time varying data

presented in section 8.2.5. In this figure both h and a prefactor term,

ap =
σαIκp

2πe
, (8.64)

as well as a contaminant scaling factor are independently fit for each injection duration

data set. It is clear that this equation fits the data well in each case, which can be

expected as K0(x) ≈ exp(−x) for sufficient argument. This is one of the reasons

why an SPP should be considered as the underlying physics mediating the nonlocal

manipulation.
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Figure 8-23: The probability of manipulation, averaged across a minimum of 5 separate
injections, as a function of the distance from the injection site after an injection of -2.1
V at 900 pA with duration (a) 5 s, (b) 50 s and (c) 500 s. Fitted curves are based on
a purely Gaussian manipulation distribution, assuming LSP mediated manipulation,
with both the prefactor term and h, alongside a contaminant scaling factor, used as
fitting parameters. Dashed red lines show 95 % confidence intervals on the fit curve.
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Only the -2.1 V data has been presented here. This was selected as it was collected with

a single STM tip, and thereby the tip radius R is expected to be constant. Furthermore,

as all injections here occurred with the same injection parameters, -2.1 V and 900

pA with only the injection time varying, the tip-surface separation z should also be

constant. As a result, the overall h parameter, which effectively determines the width

of each individual plasmon, should not vary with injection duration and should be

constant here. Figure 8-24 shows fitted values of h remain relatively consistent with a

weighted mean of 140 ± 20 nm. However, each component of ap should be consistent

with varying injection times, but values of the prefactor term vary exponentially across

the range of the injection times, inconsistent with an SPP process.

An estimate of h can be calculated from known values of the tip-sample separation

during injection and the tip radius. Using simultaneous non-contact atomic force

microscopy and STM, Majzik et al. measured the height of the tip relative to a

chemisorbed benzene molecule on Si(111)-7×7 [32], resulting in a maximum repul-

sive force at approximately 0.6 nm from the molecule. The force-maximum can then

be correlated to the onset of mechanically-induced manipulation of toluene [12]. This

provides a useful reference height for the tip. By comparing the z-piezo extension

during an injection and during tip-induced mechanical manipulation, the tip-surface

separation during the injection can be determined. In [12], the height of the tip across

local injection parameters (either -1.3 V or +1.6 V, between 2 pA and 1000 pA) was ob-

served to vary between 0.9 nm and slightly above the 0.6 nm threshold, logarithmically

decreasing for increased current as can be expected from Fermi’s golden rule. At each

current the higher magnitude bias resulted a slightly increased tip height, albeit with

less than 0.1 nm difference. It is expected that the greater magnitude bias for nonlocal

injections will result in a further increased tip height, however it is unlikely that this

increase will be orders of magnitude and hence the tip height z can be approximated

to be of the order of 1 nm. As discussed in section 5.2.1, tips used in this thesis have

an apex radius of the order of 10 nm, and hence h ≈ 3 nm. This result is nearly two

orders of magnitude lower than that suggested by figure 8-24b.

Plasmon mediated half manipulation radius

As discussed previously, the half desorption radius r1/2 is considered here an approxi-

mation of the radius of manipulation. Note, however, that the maximum probability of

manipulation is expected to be below unity for short duration injections, as the charge

distribution is continuous and finite at all radii, unlike in the diffusive hot charge model.

As such, the following should only be reasonable for long duration injections, and the
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Figure 8-24: Values of (a) ap and (b) h from the fits to varying injection duration data,
for example shown in figure 8-23. For each injection duration, both ap and h are fit to
the data using a MATLAB least squares fitting function. Note the log-log scale on the
top ap graph. Error bars show 95 % uncertainties of the fit. While data is available for
1 s duration injections, MATLAB was unable to fit equation (8.63) to this data and so
it is excluded from this figure.
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full form of equation (8.63) will be required for short durations. At the radius at which

P (r) =
1

2
= 1− exp

[
−ap
h2
t exp

(
−
r21/2

h2

)]
, (8.65)

r1/2 = h

√
ln

(
apt

h2 ln (2)

)
. (8.66)

Therefore in the long injection time regime and assuming plasmon mediated manipu-

lation, the half radius is expected to scale proportionally with the square root of the

log of the injection duration, in comparison to just the log of the injection duration

predicted for hot charge mediated manipulation.

Fits for both equation (8.63) and equation (8.66) to the half desorption radius data

from section 8.2.5 are shown in figure 8-25. These fits were produced by varying across

a wide range of both h and ap whilst aiming to maximise R2, with the initial values

determined by figure 8-24. Depending on the fitting equation, R2 is considered only

for a section of the data. The full range is used when fitting to the full equation,

equation (8.63), however only injection times greater than 10 s are used in the fit

to equation (8.66). This 10 s threshold is used as it corresponds to the end of the

plateau region and the beginning of the logarithmic fit from section 8.3. Whilst new

values of r1/2 could be measured using the plasmon-mediated fits shown in figure 8-23,

due to the robust nature of the half radius, such values vary only slightly from those

used here. Additionally, by using the same values we can more easily compare the

resultant fits with those produced by the hot charge transport models. To aid in such

comparison, both the full ballistic-diffusive model and the 2D diffusion approximation

are also presented. Both of the plasmon fits have a lower R2 value than the hot carrier

model, 0.85 and 0.90 for the > 1 s and > 10 s fits respectively, compared to 0.95 for the

ballistic-diffusive fit. It is notable that in the full plasmon fit, the half radius for short

injections times is consistently greater than the measured values; tending towards 11

nm compared to the 8 nm observed both in the data and the ballistic-diffusive fit.

Between the two plasmon fits the values of ap and h are remarkably similar, being only

slightly outside uncertainty despite the different fitting ranges. The value of ap here

coincides with those determined from fits to the data independent of the half radius in

figure 8-24 at an injection duration of approximately 10 s. Due to the monotonically

decreasing value of ap in figure 8-24, however little can be discerned about an actual

value. In contrast, the values of h are again an order of magnitude lower than those in

figure 8-24b. This is much more in-line with the calculated value of 3 nm.
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Figure 8-25: The half manipulation radius as a function of the injection duration
for -2.1 V, 900 pA injections. Blue lines show fits to the (dashed) 2D diffusive and
(solid) ballistic-diffusive hot charge mediated model described in sections 8.3 and 8.4
respectively, and presented in figure 8-16. Red lines show fits to the plasmon mediated
manipulation model, see text for more detail on the fitting process. (Dashed red) Fit
using the calculated half radius from equation (8.66) for between 10 and 500 s injections,
resulting ap = (4.0± 0.4)× 10−4 nm−2 s−1 and h = 15± 3 nm. (Solid red) Fit to full
model of equation (8.63), such that the probability of manipulation is half the maximum
probability, across the entire range of data. In this case, ap = (7.7± 2.4)× 10−4 nm−2

s−1 whilst h = 13± 2 nm.
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From the initial wavefunction of a localised surface plasmon, the expected distribution

of manipulation has been developed as a function of the duration of the injections from

which the plasmons form. This model provides a good fit to each individual injection.

Unlike the ballistic-diffusive model, however, the prefactor term varies unexpectedly

with the injection duration. Additionally, whilst fit values of the h parameter are

consistent across the data, they are much greater than the calculated value. Fits to

the half radius are reasonable, although this model overestimates the manipulation

radius for short duration injections. In this case the h parameter is more in line with

the calculated value, but differs from that calculated in the fits to each individual

injection. Conversely in the ballistic-diffusive model, fit values of λ are approximately

the same across a range of different measurements, as expected for a correct model.

8.6 Linking nonlocal manipulation and light emission

As discussed in section 8.5, in addition to nonlocal manipulation, charge injection re-

sults in the emission of photons. As we have ruled out plasmon mediated manipulation,

here we consider light emission to occur during the final inelastic decay of the injected

charge from the higher-lying transport state into a lower-lying state. The only differ-

ence between this and nonlocal manipulation is the outcome of the final step, hence

(assuming, e.g., a reasonable, dosed surface) both manipulation and light emission can

be measured with the same STM used elsewhere in this thesis. This section includes

a brief overview of the experimental methods, performed by Dr Rebecca Purkiss, and

key results, but primarily focuses on my contributions to reference [11]; namely, math-

ematically linking the expected probability per injected charge carrier of both nonlocal

manipulation and photon emission.

Experimental methods

Measurement of light emission from the STM junction during charge injection is funda-

mentally identical in form to nonlocal manipulation, albeit with the addition of a light

detection mechanism. Light detection was achieved using an Andor Luca R camera

focused on the tip-sample junction. This is an electron multiplying CCD camera with

a wavelength range of 400 nm to 900 nm (3.10 eV to 1.38 eV) and near-single photon

sensitivity. The camera was mounted outside the vacuum chamber at the same position

as the tip-approach camera discussed in section 5.3, with a direct view of the tunnel

junction through a viewport. To minimise contamination due to external light sources,

the camera and viewport were covered with blackout material and any lights (internal

or external) were switched off prior to use. In this setup the camera was approximately
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20 cm from the junction, resulting in a solid angle of ∼0.024 sr, at an angle of 80° to the

surface normal, away from the maximal emission angle of 60° [155]. The optical system

here is similar in form to early scanning tunnelling microscope light emission (STML)

experiments performed by Gimzewski et al. [156], and the solid angle achieved is orders

of magnitude lower than designs utilising optical equipment within the vacuum cham-

ber [157–159]. Despite this, the sensitivity of the camera, in conjunction with a 40 s

exposure time and up to 833 times gain, resulted in a sufficient STML signal without

saturating the camera.

During injection, a single 8×8 µm2 camera pixel is illuminated; observed as an increase

in the average photon count during the 40 s injection compared to a similar 40 s “dark”

period without injection. This can be observed in figure 8-26, in which the mean count

rate increases from 642 ± 48 with the tip retracted 5 nm away from the surface and,

thereby, no tunnelling (+3 V, 0 nA, 40s) to 1435±98 during an injection (+3 V, 1 nA,

40 s) for the junction pixel [11]. The uncertainty in the count number is given by a 1σ

standard error across 11 individual injections. A similar increase in the count rate for

background (i.e. away from the tunnel junction) pixels was not observed, remaining

within uncertainty both during and without an injection (606±46 and 660±73 counts

respectively during the same 11 injections).

Bias dependence of photon emission

Using the same injection process whilst varying the injection bias, the bias dependence

of light emission for electron injection between +1.5 V and +3.0 V was measured, this

is displayed in figure 8-27 summed across 11 injections at each injection bias. Below

approximately +2 V no clear light emission during tunnelling is visible, with the camera

counts approximately equivalent both during STML and during the dark, no tunnelling

measurements. Above the +2 V threshold, however, a near-monotonic increase in the

count number with the injection bias is observed during tunnelling. This threshold is

identical to the onset of nonlocal manipulation due to electron injection, itself at +2.0

V [8].

The identical bias thresholds for light emission and nonlocal manipulation suggest that

the two outcomes follow the same overall electron dynamics. That is, in either nonlocal

manipulation or STML, an injected charge carrier initially relaxes to the bottom of the

U3 (for injection between +2 V and +3 V) or the U4 state (for injection greater than +3

V) without emission of a photon. Instead, photon emission or molecular manipulation

is the final step of the process, and after diffusion the charge carrier inelastically decays

to a lower lying state, potentially resulting in the observed dynamics.
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Figure 8-26: (a-b) Photographs of light emission from an STM junction, both (a)
during an injection (+3 V, 1 nA, 40 s) and (b) with no tunnelling (+3 V, 0 nA, 40
s). The brightness of each pixel is proportional to the photon count. (a) and (b)
show the same region, directly surrounding the tunnel junction. During injection the
pixel associated with the tunnel junction measures far more photons than surrounding
pixels. (c) Camera counts during an injection for (left) the tunnel junction pixel and
(right) a pixel some distance from the tunnel junction. Each image pair refers to an
STML measurement during injection followed by a measurement with no tunnelling at
the same surface location. Camera gain ×333. Data from [11].
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Figure 8-27: Bias dependence of STML, measured as the total number of camera counts
for the tunnel junction pixel across 11 injections (40 s, 1 nA) at each bias. Camera
counts are also given at each bias with the tip retracted from the surface such that no
tunnel current is measured (40 s, 0 nA), again summed across 11 “injections”. Camera
gain ×833. Data from [11].

Within any specific surface transport state, the energy of a hot charge carrier will be

injection bias invariant at the bottom of the state. The energy of emitted photons

will be constrained by the energy of available transitions to lower-lying states, and

should be equivalently bias invariant. This is in agreement with measurements of the

energy of emitted photons by Imada et al. [138], in which several clear peaks were

observed. Electron injection at +2.0 V, into the U3 surface state, resulted in photon

energy peaks at 1.4 eV and 1.85 eV. Injection at a higher +3 V bias, into the U4 surface

state, resulted in a peak at 2.4 eV in addition to peaks at 1.4 eV and 1.85 eV. The

bias invariance of these latter two peaks is in agreement with the bias invariance of the

nonlocal length scale, with emitted photons at the same energy corresponding to an

identical electron transition which is only possible with a common initial energy level.

By considering the energy of lower-lying states, this allows the final state of injected

charge carriers, after the inelastic relaxation, to be determined [11].

8.6.1 Relative probability per injected electron

A comparison between the relative probabilities of nonlocal manipulation and light

emission is not immediately obvious. What we measure in each of the two processes

is different; in nonlocal manipulation the probability of manipulation κe is determined

for a single interaction between an injected electron and a molecule, whereas the light
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emission measurements are dependent on the total number of photons emitted during

an injection. To qualitatively compare the probability of each of the two outcomes, here

we recast both processes in terms of the probability of light emission or manipulation

per injected charge across the entire surface.

This analysis contributes towards the discussion of reference [11]. Whilst the notation

in [11] differs from that presented here, the only important difference is in the definition

of the variables relating to the probability of manipulation; κe and β. κe (used in

this chapter) is time independent whilst β (in reference [11]) is the probability of

manipulation per unit time [95], a change that results in a different prefactor structure.

Mathematically, there is no difference between the two analyses, and so the calculated

manipulation probabilities per injected charge are the same.

Conversion from the measured camera count to the probability of photon emission per

injected charge carrier was performed by Dr Peter Sloan, however, for completeness an

overview is provided here. Noting, as before, that the total number of charge carriers

during injection ne = It/e, the camera count can simply be converted to a count rate

per injected charge. Again we assume that all injected charge enters a manipulative

surface state, i.e. s = 1. The value of s will affect both light emission and nonlocal

manipulation equivalently and effectively not alter the relative probabilities of the two

outcomes. The measured camera count signal cannot be directly considered to be

the total number of photons emitted due to tunnelling electrons, instead we apply a

correction to account for experimental limitations; see reference [11] for more detail.

Primarily, we must consider the quantum efficiency as well as the gain and positioning

of the camera, including the angle of the camera away from the maximal emission angle

and transmission factor of the viewport. Additional factors such as the tip material

are known to affect the photon emission intensity [138], this will not alter the injection

process and must instead relate to the probability of photon emission. Finally, only

photon emission due to the injection must be counted, hence the background count

rate, measured as the count rate during the “dark” measurements, is subtracted from

the STML count rate.

The probability of nonlocal manipulation κe in both the diffusive and ballistic-diffusive

models has been determined for a single molecule-charge carrier interaction. Here,

instead, we reframe the perspective of the experiment and consider the outcome for

the injected charge carrier, such that each charge either does or does not result in

manipulation of any molecule on the surface. In this case, the target molecule is not

important, and so we consider the total probability of interaction with any molecule by

integrating the probability across each molecule. For simplicity, we consider a purely
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diffusive model, with the probability of manipulation for a single molecule at radius r

given by equation (8.39). For a single electron the exponential can be expanded about

zero, so the probability of manipulation of a specific molecule due to the injection of

one electron

Pm = κe ·
2sσ

πλ2
K0

(
2r

λ

)
. (8.67)

For more direct comparison with STML, in which the presence of a molecule is not

necessary for the measured outcome, we assume that each adatom site is occupied by

a molecule and hence interaction between any one adatom site and the one injected

charge carrier may result in manipulation. The number of sites within an annulus at

radius r of width ∆r

N0(r) = ρ · 2πr∆r, (8.68)

in which ρ = 1.92 × 1018 m−2 is the number density of adatom sites. The total

probability of manipulation across all molecules will be dependent on the probability

of interaction between the charge and each molecule at each radius, with

Pe =

∫ ∞
0

κe ·
2σ

πλ2
K0

(
2r

λ

)
ρ2πrdr. (8.69)

In the limit of r →∞ the integral
∫
rK0 (2r/λ) dr → λ2/4, and so

Pe = ρσκe. (8.70)

Thus, as ρ · σ is simply the area of the surface covered by molecules, the probability

of nonlocal manipulation per injected charge carrier is independent of the the charge

transport dynamics. Hence we can apply a simple multiplicative factor to κe to calculate

the probability of nonlocal manipulation per injected charge carrier.

In figure 8-28 the bias dependence of both the probability of nonlocal manipulation

and photon emission per injected charge carrier are presented. In either case, a clear

threshold at +2 V followed by an approximately exponential increase can be observed.

Within this bias range, the ratio of the probability of these two decay outcomes varies

only slightly, suggesting that within a transport regime the state of the charge carrier

prior to molecular manipulation or light emission is the same, independent of the

injection bias. The variation in the probabilities can be explained by the voltage

dependence of the probability of an injected charge carrier entering the transport state

(through s(V )). This proposal provides additional evidence towards the identical charge

carrier dynamics leading to the possible outcome of molecular manipulation or light

emission, as well as the hot charge transport model presented in this chapter.
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Figure 8-28: Probability per injected charge carrier of either molecular manipulation
(unfilled blue, left y-axis) or photon emission (filled red, right y-axis) as a function of
the injection bias. Data from [11].

8.7 Conclusions

Measurement of the distribution of nonlocal manipulation within this chapter supports

a two-step ballistic-diffusive charge transport model. From this, physical limits on both

the minimum and maximum radii of such manipulation can be discerned; with a lower

limit set by the initial, purely ballistic transport, and an upper limit determined by the

length scale of hot charge diffusion as well as feasible injection parameters. It is clear

that the surface itself plays a key role in the manipulation, with the upper limit on the

radius bound by a dependence on the charge diffusion length λ. By engineering the

diffusive properties of the surface, for example altering the doping level, this analysis

provides a route to control the hot charge carrier dynamics and hence enhance or

suppress the nonlocal manipulation itself.

Similarities between light emission and nonlocal manipulation suggest a common mech-

anism for both processes. While a plasmon mediated nonlocal manipulation process

provides a good fit to the manipulation distribution for an individual injection, this

model overestimates the manipulation radius for short injections and several parameters

unphysically vary across different injection durations. In addition, when considering the

diffusive charge transport model, we observe a similar relationship between the proba-

bility of manipulation and the number of emitted photons per injected charge carrier.

In either case, an approximately exponential increase can be observed with increas-

ing injection bias between +2.0 V and +2.7 V. This suggests that the initial charge
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injection step is the same, and hence provides further evidence towards a ballistic-

diffusive model mediating both processes, with the relaxation of the injected charge

after nonlocal transport resulting in (among other possible outcomes) either molecular

manipulation or light emission.
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Chapter 9

Measuring the outcome of local

and nonlocal manipulation

Through observation of the outcome of nonlocal manipulation, be it molecular desorp-

tion or diffusion, rather than simply the radial distribution of the raw manipulation as

in the previous chapter, here we aim to isolate the final manipulation step in nonlo-

cal manipulation. We aim to show that the manipulation in both local and nonlocal

manipulation occurs identically, with the injected charge relaxing into the bottom of a

common surface state prior to inducing the final manipulation step. This means that

the manipulation occurs identically for each injected charge, invariant to the energy

of the charge upon injection. Our premise is that a change in the final manipulation

process would result in different surface-molecule dynamics, leading to a change in the

overall probability of manipulation alongside some change in the relative probability of

the various outcomes as evidenced by the branching ratio.

Local charge injection can result in two observable manipulation results; desorption

or diffusion of the local molecule to a neighbouring site. Prior measurement of the

ratio of these two outcomes resulted in a value that is invariant across a range of

experimental parameters, including the injection bias, current, and tip height [9,12,160].

This suggests that the final step of the injection-manipulation process is identical,

independent of, for example, the energy of the injected charge, with the conclusion

that the charge carrier non-radiatively relaxes to the bottom of an electronic band

prior to the manipulation step.

Nonlocal and local manipulation are expected to differ by only the addition of a charge

transport step in the former process. Prior to a nonlocal manipulation event, we expect
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the charge carrier within the transport state to decay to a common manipulative energy

level at the bottom of the local manipulation state, just as in local manipulation, so

that the final step would itself be invariant across local and nonlocal injections. In that

case, the nonlocally induced branching ratio will be the same as the locally induced

branching ratio.

Previous work on the outcome of local manipulation has been performed using toluene

dosed Si(111)-7×7, and this found a strong preference for desorption over diffusion [12].

Here we use a heavier benzene derivative, bromobenzene, as the adsorbate molecule in

an attempt to reduce the desorption probability and make our system more sensitive to

changes in the ratio of the two outcomes. We also compare the branching ratio across

two molecule species; the previous results of toluene dosed local and nonlocal charge

injection, as well as bromobenzene dosed charge injection including that performed in

chapter 8.
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9.1 Local toluene branching ratio

In our system, two different manipulation outcomes can be perceived. These are defined

as desorption or diffusion based on the observed change in occupancy of the binding

sites neighbouring the injection. In all of our local and nonlocal experiments, we operate

well below the high energies required for C-Cl or C-Br bond breaking [161,162]. Here,

a desorbed molecule is defined as a molecule that breaks all bonds with the surface

and either enters the gas phase or otherwise leaves the scan area. Diffusion is usually

defined as molecules entering the physisorbed state, translating across the surface, and

then re-chemisorbing elsewhere on the surface. Here, however, we limit our definition

of a diffused molecule to those only breaking a single σ bond between the phenyl ring

and the surface adatom before re-bonding with a neighbouring adatom. This single

break results in an apparent translation of only a single adatom atomic binding site,

which means that the molecule can be tracked between images. The possible outcomes

of diffusion are displayed in figure 9-1. We are not probing the actual diffusion process,

instead, we are comparing the relative probability of this “diffused” outcome to the

total desorption probability, such that we can qualitatively evaluate the energy of the

adsorbate molecule immediately prior to manipulation.

This definition of diffusion dramatically limits the range of the effect. Wolkow and

Moffatt, for example, found thermally activated diffusion of benzene on Si(111)-7×7

to occur with a mean translation of 2.3 nm [89], far larger than the spacing between

neighbouring sites (< 1 nm). They observed only 24% of new adsorbates adjacent to

newly unoccupied sites between successive images. In contrast, our definition results

in two outcomes that are clearly distinguishable within the small scans surrounding a

local manipulation parameter injection, as shown in figure 9-2; either a new dark site

is observed neighbouring the injection site (i.e. diffusion, figure 9-2c→d), or not (i.e.

desorption, figure 9-2a→b).

By considering the ratio of the two outcomes, i.e. the ratio of the number of observed

diffusion events to desorption events, the final step in the manipulation process can

be indirectly measured. We could expect that the branching ratio could be altered by

varying the injection parameters; for example, higher energy charge carriers being more

likely to provide sufficient energy to induce desorption, or that with certain injection

parameters diffusion would become the dominant outcome [160]. Instead, in line with

the prior work and hypothesis, we find the branching ratio to be invariant across a

range of parameters, including the current [12] and bias [9] of the injection. The bias

dependence of both the branching ratio and the probability of local manipulation are
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Figure 9-1: (a-c) Schematic diagrams and (d,e) STM images of possible diffusion results
for a molecule initially bonded to a middle adatom site in (a) and (d). During diffusion
the σ bond between the molecule and the adatom breaks while maintaining a bond
with a restatom, before the molecule re-bonds to one of two neighbouring adatoms
resulting in either a bond with a corner site (b,e) or another middle site (c).
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a b
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Before desorption After desorption

Before diffusion After diffusion

Figure 9-2: 3×3 nm STM images of a BrPh dosed Si(111)-7 × 7 surface before (a,c)
and after (b,d) charge injection (750 pA, 1.6 V) into an adsorbate at the centre of the
image. The white lines in each image mark the edges of the half unit cells. (a→b) After
injection the target molecule has desorbed from the surface, such that no dark site is
observed either at the red labelled site or neighbouring sites. (c→d) The target molecule
has diffused, apparently resulting in the dark site transferring to a neighbouring site.
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Local, toluene, 750 pA, electron injection

Figure 9-3: (a) The ratio of diffusion to desorption events and (b) the probability
of local manipulation per injected electron as a function of the injection bias for 750
pA local injections into a toluene dosed Si(111)-7×7 surface. For electron injection
between +1.4 and +2.2 V the branching ratio is shown to be invariant, with a value
of 0.24 ± 0.03, while the probability of manipulation increases exponentially. Data
from [160].

shown in figure 9-3. Whereas the branching ratio remains consistent with increasing

bias, the probability increases exponentially across the same range, in agreement with

figure 8-8. The branching ratio was, however, observed to vary between injection of

either holes or electrons, with a value of 0.037±0.004 for hole injection and 0.24±0.03

for electron injection [12]; in both regimes favouring desorption.

The uniformity of the final outcome suggests that the manipulation step is itself con-

stant for each carrier type and, thereby, that the excited state of the molecule pre-

manipulation is the same. Much like the surface transport step in nonlocal manip-

ulation [8], the injected charge carriers must undergo ultrafast relaxation within an

electronic state through a non-radiative decay mechanism prior to manipulation (e.g.

via phonon emission or electron scattering [113]). This means that carriers injected

within a range of energies into a broad electronic state ultimately induce manipulation
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with the same energy. In this case, local manipulation due to electron injection is ob-

served with a minimum bias threshold of +1.4 V [9], at this bias the tunnel current is

unable to populate the broad +2 V adatom backbond state associated with nonlocal

charge transport. Very few local manipulation events were observed within an 8 s in-

jection period at +1.3 V, and even fewer at +1.2 V [160]. This threshold suggests that

each injected carrier relaxes towards +1.4 V prior to manipulation, and greater injec-

tion biases only serve to enhance the probability of an injected charge carrier entering

the relevant surface state.

9.2 New adsorbate molecule selection

Previous experiments varied the injection bias and injection current. Here we addition-

ally vary the manipulated molecule. When varying only the functional group attached

to the benzene ring, different adsorbate molecules will bind to the surface with a near-

identical structure and similar binding energy [99]. As the surface itself is unchanged,

the underlying surface states will be unaffected. This means that when varying the

adsorbate molecule, the distribution of manipulation in nonlocal charge injection ex-

periments should only be altered by the change in manipulation probability, likely

experienced as a multiplicative offset without affecting the overall distribution. To

measure the branching ratio more easily, we aim to vary the adsorbate molecule such

that the probability of the two manipulative outcomes are more even and we observe

an increase in the branching ratio.

After excitation by an injected charge carrier, a benzene-derivative adsorbate molecule

will enter an excited state with a repulsive potential with respect to the ground state

[97]; see figures 3-1a and 4-5. The optimised geometry of the excited state is similar

across a range of benzene derivatives [97], and hence we consider the potential energy

surface of the excited state to also be similar. The force F on the molecule upon

excitation will be determined entirely by the shape of the excited state potential,

F = −dE

dz
, (9.1)

with E the potential of the excited state at distance z from the surface. However,

as force is equal to mass times acceleration, the acceleration a of the molecule will

be reduced with increased mass m. Assuming an equivalent excited state lifetime τ ,

a heavier benzene derivative will be displaced less from the neutral state equilibrium
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position than a lighter benzene derivative [48]; with displacement

s =
1

2
aτ2, (9.2)

=
−τ2

2m

dE

dz
, (9.3)

∝ 1

m
. (9.4)

Whilst this will have no effect on the amount of kinetic energy gained during the

excitation-relaxation process, reducing the displacement will reduce the probability of

the molecule fully overcoming the desorption barrier. The molecule may instead diffuse

to a neighbouring site, breaking a single bond with the surface rather than desorbing

entirely. As a result, in this simple model we expect that increasing the mass of the

adsorbate molecule will increase the branching ratio.

In order to measure an increased branching ratio, the adsorbate molecule is required

to have several properties akin to previously used molecules. Namely, the molecule

must adsorb in a similar manner to the aforementioned small benzene derivatives,

with similar electronic properties and geometric structure, whilst also being heavier

than previously studied molecules. In addition, the molecule must work within the

experimental process set up in chapter 5. The STM and dosing system used within

this thesis, discussed in more detail in section 5.5, requires a gaseous adsorbate that is

able to dose the surface within a reasonable timescale. For this, we require a molecule

that is liquid at room temperature and that has sufficient vapour pressure.

Likely candidates are expected to be similar in structure to the previously used benzene

derivatives, maintaining the phenyl ring and the resultant strained ∼1 eV di-σ bonds

between opposing carbon atoms in the phenyl ring and the silicon adatom and restatom

resulting in a stable chemisorbed state [89]. As such, the initial candidate molecules

are phenyl group molecules, as with chlorobenzene and toluene, however substituting

the functional group with an equivalent but larger group, e.g. chlorine for a larger

halogen, or adding additional functional groups, e.g. chlorobenzene to dichloroben-

zene. The additional functional groups should have similar electronic effects on the

phenyl structure to maintain the strong di-σ bonding and must be bound sufficiently

to minimise dissociation during adsorption, due to injection, or due to thermal effects.

Relevant properties of candidate molecules are presented in table 9.1, and experimental

or theoretical properties of the same molecules adsorbed on a Si(111)-7× 7 surface are

presented in table 9.2.
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Table 9.1: Molecules known or expected to have similar characteristics to benzene when
adsorbed onto Si(111)-7×7 for use in IET induced nonlocal manipulation experiments.
Acceptable replacement molecules are required to be liquid at room temperature [163]
and have a reasonably high vapour pressure to allow surface dosing in vacuum [164].
The values for vapour pressure are provided at 300 K or the lowest available tempera-
ture, however no values were available for several potential adsorbates.

Molecule Mass Melting point Vapour pressure
/ Da / K [163] / mbar (at / K) [164]

Benzene 78 278 125 (300)

Toluene 92 178 41 (300)

Chlorobenzene

Cl

113 228 97 (315)

Mesitylene 120 225 64 (355)

1,2-Dichlorobenzene
Cl

Cl

147 256 2 (300)

Bromobenzene

Br

157 242 31 (330)

Hexafluorobenzene
F

F

F

F

F

F

186 278 N/A

Iodobenzene

I

204 242 N/A

1,2-Dibromobenzene
Br

Br

236 278 N/A
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Table 9.2: Properties of the molecules in table 9.1 adsorbed on a Si(111)-7 × 7 sur-
face. This includes the structure of the bonded system, whether the molecule adsorbs
molecularly (i.e., without dissociation) and whether STM induced manipulation (local
or nonlocal) has been observed. *Note that the iodobenzene data is from a density
functional theory model, rather than experimental results.

Molecule Binding Molecular STM
configuration adsorption manipulation

Benzene di-σ [165] Yes [165] Yes [95]

Toluene di-σ [100] Yes [100] Yes [9]

Chlorobenzene

Cl

di-σ [90] Yes [90] Yes [6]

Mesitylene di-σ [166] Yes [166] N/A

1,2-Dichlorobenzene
Cl

Cl

di-σ [167] Mostly [167] N/A

Bromobenzene

Br

di-σ [168] Yes [168] N/A

Hexafluorobenzene
F

F

F

F

F

F

N/A N/A N/A

Iodobenzene

I

di-σ* [99] Yes* [99] N/A

1,4-Dibromobenzene
Br

Br

di-σ [169] ∼ 45% [107] N/A
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Figure 9-4: STM images of a Si(111)-7×7 surface dosed with (a,b) dichlorobenzene
[167], (c) bromobenzene [168], (d) bromine [168], (e) dibromobenzene [107], or (f)
mesitylene [166]. Between (a) and (b) the surface is annealed to 400 K, dissociating
the BrPh into bromine ions. At low biases (a,b) halogen-Si bonds appear as “missing”
adatom sites, identical to chemisorbed benzene derivatives. However, at higher biases
(c-e) bright spots, characteristic of a halogen-Si bond, are observed.

9.2.1 Larger benzene-like adsorbates on Si(111)-7×7

Photoinduced dissociation of dichlorobenzene

An investigation by Lu et al. into photoinduced local atomic reactions of 1,2- and

1,4-dichlorobenzene adsorbed on a Si(111)-7×7 surface shows that 193 nm (6.42 eV)

photons induced dissociation of the adsorbed molecules [167]. Prior to dissociation

empty-looking dark sites are observed in STM images at +1 V (-1 V in the setup of

the reference) equivalent to other benzene derivatives, as shown in figures 9-4a and b.

However in these low bias images some of the dark sites are chemisorbed chlorine ions,

which when imaged at a bias above +2 V appear instead as bright spots due to an

available Cl-Si anti-bonding state [170].

Shortly after exposure to a dose of 0.9 L (0.5 L), the surface coverage of 1,2- (1,4-)

dichlorobenzene was observed to decrease from approximately 40% (44%) to 33% (37%)

over the course of 182 minutes (247 minutes). Over this period the site adsorption
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preference changed from slightly favouring the faulted half, 53% (51%) initially in

faulted half, to favouring the unfaulted half, 43% (42%) in faulted half.

Long range repulsion of bromine and brominated hydrocarbons

Ebrahimi et al. reported long range repulsive interactions between physisorbed bromi-

nated hydrocarbons and also between chemisorbed bromine atoms on a Si(111)-7 × 7

surface, resulting in the self-assembly of a one-per-corner-hole pattern [168]. Unlike

the other brominated hydrocarbon, for bromobenzene, neither a physisorbed state nor

the one-per-corner-hole structure were directly observed at 300 K. Instead, a random

distribution of chemisorbed molecules is seen, as in figure 9-4c. This is attributed to

the di-σ bonding of the phenyl group on Si(111) not seen in the non-aromatic bromi-

nated hydrocarbons; the high reactivity of the BrPh molecules with the surface limiting

the lifetime of the precursor physisorbed state. After annealing at 400 K, figure 9-4d,

the BrPh adsorbates are observed to have dissociated, leaving a one-per-corner-hole

brominated surface with no evidence of reattachment of the phenyl radical. Due to the

existence of an available back-bond state at about 1.5 eV above the Fermi level, the

Br-Si bond is clearly visible as a bright spot in an STM image at biases above +1.5

V [171].

Local atomic reactions of adsorbed dibromobenzene

Upon dosing a Si(111)-7× 7 surface with 1,2- or 1,4-dibromobenzene, Dobrin et al. re-

ported observing several different adsorbed products as can be seen in figure 9-4e [107].

At room temperature the chemisorption process was often sufficient to induce dissocia-

tion, which, when imaged at +1.5 V, were observed either as dark spots, characteristic

of chemisorbed benzene derivatives, or as bright features here corresponding to a Br-Si

bond.

Immediately after dosing, adsorbed products were observed in five different states;

isolated dark features (mainly undissociated dibromobenzene molecules), single bright

spots (a single Br-Si with no adjacent adsorbed bromobenzene), single bright spots with

an adjacent dark feature (singly-dissociated bromobenzene with adjacent Br-Si bond),

pairs of bright spots (two Br-Si bonds), and pairs of bright spots with an adjacent dark

site (doubly-dissociated benzene with two adjacent Br-Si bonds). By counting the

number of observations in each category, it was calculated that for 1,2- (1,4-) dibro-

mobenzene, approximately 81% (55%) of the adsorbed molecules undergo dissociation

at room temperature resulting in single or double adjacent bright features. For both
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precursor molecules, the observed number of single dissociation events outnumbered

the number of double dissociation events by 2-3 times.

Theoretical study of halogen-substituted benzene on Si(111)-7×7

In a density functional theory study on the absorption of singly halogen-substituted

benzene (fluoro-, chloro-, bromo- and iodobenzene) on Si(111)-7×7 by Petsalakis and

Theodorakopoulos [99], it was calculated that there should be minimal transfer of the

halogen atom to the surface accompanying room temperature chemisorption. For the

undissociated molecules, surface binding energy was found to increase with the size of

the halogen atom. Further stabilisation was calculated for Br or I substituted benzene,

with the increased halogen-C bond length resulting in an additional interaction between

the halogen and a surface adatom in certain orientations. As a result, the transfer of

Br or I atoms to the surface results in a higher energy structure than chemisorbed

bromo- or iodobenzene. Conversely, the barrier to the transition, primarily governed

by the halogen-carbon bond strength, decreases with increasing halogen size. Thus,

although the transition of F or Cl atoms to the surface results in an overall lower

energy structure, the initial barrier to dissociation is too large to commonly occur

thermally at room temperature.

The formation of a well ordered array on Si(111)-7×7 due to saturation

coverage mesitylene

McLean et al. used saturation-level dosing of mesitylene (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene) to

form a translationally-ordered array on Si(111)-7 × 7 [166]. At low surface coverage

the mesitylene molecules were observed to marginally favour chemisorption to middle

adatom sites, however at increased adsorbate coverage the preference switched to corner

sites. This preference is maintained up to saturation coverage, at which point the corner

sites were measured to have approximately 92% occupancy, compared to the 8% average

occupancy of middle sites. This results in a well-ordered structure, with only centre

adatom sites being unoccupied. This effect is shown in figure 9-4f.

Interaction between hydrogen atoms in the methyl groups of neighbouring toluene

molecules, for example, results in a repulsive steric interaction between the toluene

molecules themselves. Tomimoto et al. show that a half-unit cell with two toluene

molecules adsorbed to centre sites prevented the adsorption of toluene to the third cen-

tre site; a third molecule was observed to always adsorb to a corner adatom [100]. Com-

pared to toluene, mesitylene has additional methyl groups distributed evenly around

the central phenyl ring. This additional rotational symmetry limits the sites at which
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minimal intermolecular steric forces are felt between the mesitylene molecules, as all

neighbouring sites in the half unit cell will result in steric hindrance from hydrogen

atoms in close proximity. The maximum number of molecules per half unit cell, 3, has

the lowest energy configuration when no molecules are chemisorbed on neighbouring

sites, which is only possible with all 3 in the more-separated corner positions.

9.2.2 Discussion and conclusions

A key requirement for the adsorbate molecules is that they chemisorb onto the Si(111)-

7 × 7 surface without dissociating, this is displayed in table 9.2. This clearly re-

moves dibromobenzene and, although only few Cl-Si sites were observed after exposure,

dichlorobenzene, as well as likely other larger benzene derivatives (e.g. tribromo- or

trichlorobenzene). From table 9.1 it is clear that each of the listed molecules has a

sufficiently low melting point to be liquid at room temperature. However, the vapour

pressure of the listed molecules is observed to roughly decrease with increasing molecu-

lar mass. Although vapour pressures are unknown for the largest derivatives here, this

suggests that the vapour pressure of both hexafluorobenzene and iodobenzene may be

insufficient to allow for dosing, and as such should also be discounted.

This leaves two potential candidates; mesitylene and bromobenzene. Both of these

are able to be dosed at room temperature, and have been experimentally observed to

chemisorb without dissociation. Whilst there is no available information about the

desorption characteristics of either molecule, both molecules are likely to undergo a

DIET process upon IET above a threshold bias similar to the smaller benzene-like

molecules. At higher surface coverage, the increased steric hindrance of mesitylene

compared with other benzene derivatives may affect the adsorption characteristics as

well as hinder diffusion across the surface. In addition, bromobenzene has the higher

mass of the remaining potential molecules, and, due to it having a similar structure to

the halogen-substituted benzene molecules, is more likely to interact in a manner that is

equivalent to the other singly halogen-substituted benzene derivatives than mesitylene.

As a result, bromobenzene is selected as the adsorbate molecule.

9.3 Local manipulation of bromobenzene

During local injection experiments, with the bias set below the nonlocal threshold,

the injected charge carriers are unable to enter a surface transport state with energy

sufficient to induce manipulation. This means no nonlocal manipulation will occur.

Instead, any manipulation is limited to charge carriers exciting the local molecule. As
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with the prior nonlocal analysis in chapter 8, we can reflect this localisation by altering

the probability distribution ρd of finding an injected charge carrier (which is able to

induce manipulation) at a given radius r. In this case, ρd will only be non-zero at the

origin,

σρd(r, t
′) =

1, for r = 0

0, otherwise,
(9.5)

and so a molecule at the origin (i.e. the injection site) will experience the entire charge

“interaction”. This allows us to simplify 8.6 and remove the radial dependence of the

manipulation probability as, here,

ξm =
1

τm

∫ ∞
0

exp

(
−t′

τm

)
dt′ = 1. (9.6)

Note that for local injections we consider the lifetime of the manipulation not to be

dependent on the lifetime of the hot carrier within the surface transport state, τs ≈ 200

fs, but instead, the lifetime of the excited state of the molecule, τm ≈ 10 fs [50].

The probability of the local molecule not undergoing manipulation can therefore be

described by a first order rate equation,

dPnm
dne

= −kePnm, (9.7)

in which ke is the probability of local manipulation per injected charge carrier. With

no injected charge carriers Pnm = 1 and so

Pnm = exp (−kene) . (9.8)

Thus the probability of manipulation,

P = 1− exp (−kene) , (9.9)

is dependent only on the total number of injected charge carriers and the probability

of manipulation per injected charge carrier. This relation is shown in figure 9-5.

9.3.1 Binding site dependence: middle versus corner

The above analysis considers a uniform manipulation probability, however, the prob-

ability of manipulation per injected charge carrier varies depending on the injection

position compared to the local molecule binding site [9]. Due to the di-σ bonding
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Figure 9-5: Schematic sketch of equation (9.9). When 1/ke charge carriers have been
injected, the probability of the local molecule being manipulated is 1− 1/e.

structure, there are two crystallographically equivalent binding orientations available

for benzene-derivative molecules chemisorbed to middle adatom sites, these are shown

in figure 9-6(a,b). In passive STM images these orientations appear to be identical, but

each local manipulation injection experiment is performed into a near-identical posi-

tion above the adatom which may either correspond to injection into the chemisorbed

molecule or to the exposed adatom to which the molecule is bonded. This results in

two apparent populations with differing manipulation characteristics and, as a result,

decay constants. For local injections involving exclusively middle adatom sites, instead

of a single exponential decay, the dual populations result in a double exponential decay

with the overall rate equation equivalent to the sum of the individual manipulation

rate for each of the two populations,

Pnm =
NA

0

N0
exp

(
−kAe ne

)
+
NB

0

N0
exp

(
−kBe ne

)
, (9.10)

where NA
0 and NB

0 are the initial number of molecules in each of the two populations,

compared to the total number of molecules N0 = NA
0 +NB

0 , with manipulation prob-

ability per injected charge carrier kAe and kBe respectively [9]. Here, we instead inject

exclusively into corner sites. In this case there is only one possible binding orientation,

shown in figure 9-6(c), and hence single exponential behaviour is predicted and found.

9.3.2 Results

The injection procedure from chapter 6.5 was repeated for a number of different injec-

tion biases. For each individual injection, the before and after injection images of the

area around the injection site as well as the tip height trace during injection, an example
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ba

Restatom

Unsaturated middle adatom

Unsaturated corner adatom

Saturated middle adatom

Saturated corner adatom

Figure 9-6: (a,b) A molecule bonded to a middle site has two possible orientations that
appear identical in an STM image. For injection into a consistent surface position, this
results in two distinct populations with slightly different manipulation probabilities [9].
(c) A molecule bonded to a corner adatom site in the only available orientation.

of which are shown in figure 7-1, were then used to identify; whether the local molecule

was successfully manipulated, how many charge carriers had been injected when this

occurred, and whether the manipulation resulted in diffusion to a neighbouring site

or desorption (both of which result in the molecule leaving the tunnel junction). To

minimise the effects of contaminants or multiple manipulations, the injection process

was limited to a maximum duration of 8 s. If no manipulation occurs prior to the end

of the 8 s injection or multiple potential manipulation steps can be identified on the

tip height trace, the injection is discounted whether or nor a manipulation event is

observed across the surrounding STM images.

Local manipulation below the nonlocal threshold

In figure 9-7 time-to-manipulation curves are shown for both -1.3 V hole injection

and +1.8 V electron injection; both biases are above the local manipulation threshold

but below the nonlocal threshold. In either case a single exponential fit shows good

agreement with the data. From the single exponential fit and equation (9.8) the prob-

ability of manipulation per injected charge carrier has been determined. For injection

into FC sites we observe ke = (2.1 ± 0.1) × 10−8 for 5 pA -1.3 V hole injections and

(6.7± 0.2)× 10−11 for 750 pA +1.8 V electron injections.
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Figure 9-7: The probability of a molecule not being manipulated as a function of the
total number of injected charge carriers for both hole (a) and electron (b) injection
at local manipulation parameters. Each local manipulation event is coloured based on
whether it resulted in desorption (black) or diffusion to a neighbouring site (green).
The red lines show fits to a first order exponential decay from equation (9.8).
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In addition, figure 9-7 displays whether each observed manipulation event resulted

in diffusion or desorption of the local molecule. These two outcomes appear to be

approximately evenly distributed along the injection process, with neither a quick nor

slow manipulation more likely to result in (e.g.) desorption. The branching ratio (the

number of diffusion events divided by the number of desorption events) was measured

to be 0.11±0.06 (11 diff / 97 des) for -1.3 V hole injection and 0.27±0.09 (26 diff / 98

des) for +1.8 V electron injection, with uncertainty determined from the 2σ standard

error of a binomial distribution.

Local manipulation above the nonlocal threshold

To aid in comparison with the nonlocal injection data in section 8, “local” injections

were also attempted at injection biases above the nonlocal threshold. In this case, we

expect to induce both local and nonlocal manipulation, although here, only the result

of the local molecule is measured. Due to the short-range ballistic transport regime,

the probability of “nonlocal” manipulation of molecules immediately surrounding the

tip site does not approach unity. Local manipulation should, therefore, remain the

dominant mechanism, with few nearby manipulations observed in the timescale of the

single local manipulation event. Therefore, we should be able to determine the final

outcome of local manipulation.

Time-to-manipulation curves for the high bias local manipulation injections are shown

in figure 9-8 for -1.6 V and -2.1 V injections. At these higher biases and, correspond-

ingly, higher manipulation probabilities, the probability of a manipulation occurring

during the tip approach is extremely high and so a large proportion of the total ma-

nipulation experiments were removed prior to this analysis. As discussed in section

7.1, starting the exponential fit after the tip approach and including only molecules

that have not yet been manipulated does not affect the exponential decay constant.

This does, however, limit the observed number of manipulations at the set injection

parameters.

For both voltages, manipulations were observed and every successful manipulation

resulted in desorption of the local molecule; no molecules were observed to diffuse over

130 individual manipulations (0 diff / 71 des for -1.6 V, 0 diff / 59 des for -2.1 V). From

the single exponential fits the probability of manipulation per injected charge carrier

has again been determined, with ke = (2.8± 0.2)× 10−6 for 5 pA -1.6 V injections and

(5.7± 0.7)× 10−6 for 5 pA -2.1 V injections. Note that the limited time-resolution of

the analysis used results in discrete time steps at which manipulation was determined
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Table 9.3: Local manipulation probability and local branching ratio for injection at
different biases into either an adsorbed toluene or bromobenzene molecule. While
the toluene-dosed data consists of injections entirely below the nonlocal manipulation
thresholds, for bromobenzene the data has been separated into biases below the non-
local threshold (+1.8 V, -1.3 V) and above the -1.6 V threshold (-1.6 V, -2.1 V).

Adsorbate Injection Manipulation probability Branching ratio
molecule bias / V per charge, ke (diff/des)

Toluene +1.8 1× 10−10 [9] 0.24± 0.03 [12]
-1.3 3× 10−7 [12] 0.037± 0.004 [12]

Bromobenzene +1.8 (6.7± 0.2)× 10−11 0.27± 0.09
-1.3 (2.1± 0.1)× 10−8 0.11± 0.06

-1.6 (2.8± 0.2)× 10−6 0
-2.1 (5.7± 0.7)× 10−6 0

to occur. While this affects the quality of the fit, it should have little effect on the

overall distribution or magnitude of the resulting manipulation probability.

9.3.3 Discussion and conclusions

Altering the adsorbate molecule

Comparing the values of the local branching ratio for BrPh at local injection parameters

with those for toluene (0.037 ± 0.004 for hole injection and 0.24 ± 0.03 for electron

injection [12], see table 9.3) suggests that while the final manipulation step due to

electron injection is relatively molecule-independent, manipulation due to hole injection

is strongly dependent on the adsorbate molecule; with the branching ratio increased

significantly for BrPh compared to the smaller toluene. We can additionally compare

the probability of manipulation per injected charge carrier with prior measurements

of toluene dosed surfaces (ke = 3 × 10−7 for -1.3 V injections [12] and ke = 1 × 10−10

for +1.8 V injections [9], see table 9.3). Again, we observe that the manipulation due

to electron injection is relatively independent of the adsorbate species, whilst changing

the adsorbate molecule changes the manipulation probability due to hole injection by

an order of magnitude between these two molecules.

The manipulation process differs between electron and hole injection. After electron

injection the negative charge is primarily localised in the surface, not on the molecule,

and manipulation is mediated via the adatom hopping process, which pushes part

of the adsorbate away from the surface [9, 94]. Alternatively, after hole injection the
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Figure 9-8: The probability of the local molecule not being manipulated as a function
of the total number of injected charge carriers injections at biases above the nonlocal
manipulation threshold; at -1.6 V in (a) and -2.1 V in (b). The red lines show fits to
a first order exponential decay from equation (9.8).
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positive charge is additionally located on the molecule and manipulation occurs through

molecular excitation and vibrational adatom-molecule bond breaking [12,94].

The differing benzene derivatives have little affect on the local structure of the sur-

face, with near-identical adsorped structures [99], and so the adatom hopping process

is likely to be identical for both a toluene or bromobenzene adsorbate. It is reason-

able to assume, therefore, that the surface-mediated desorption process is minimally

affected by changing the adsorbate molecule; with both the manipulation probability

and branching ratio relatively invariant across these two species for the positive bias

electron injection. Conversely, altering the mass of the adsorbate molecule will alter the

desorption (or diffusion) probability after entering the excited state, which is observed

as both a change in the manipulation probability and the branching ratio between the

two molecules for hole injection.

Comparing local and nonlocal manipulation

As in figure 9-3, between the onset of local manipulation and the nonlocal threshold

the manipulation probability increases dramatically [160], but the branching ratio is

relatively invariant [160]. At the nonlocal biases here, it is likely that rather than the

increased bias altering the branching ratio, the greater manipulation probability leads

to multiple manipulation events occurring within the timescale of the manipulation.

That is, after an initial manipulation resulting in diffusion of the local molecule and

corresponding increase in the tunnel current, subsequent nonlocal manipulation with

the molecule now at the neighbouring site leads to a dramatic overestimation in the

proportion of desorbed molecules. This suggests that the local manipulation probability

at the nonlocal biases determined from figure 9-8 (i.e. calculated from measuring the

number of charge carriers injected prior to the first manipulation event) are reasonable,

however the branching ratio is unable to be determined from this data. Instead, a

measurement of the branching ratio at increased bias would require a more controlled

and quicker method of preventing further manipulation, limiting the magnitude of the

current pulse after the local manipulation.

In section 8.3 the probability of nonlocal and local manipulation is determined to be of

the same order of magnitude due to the relative effects of the differing lifetimes of the

excited states and probability of interaction with a molecule. However, that analysis

is comparing local manipulation of toluene at a local bias with nonlocal manipulation

of BrPh at nonlocal biases. Here, however, we are able to more directly compare

the manipulation probabilities to determine whether there is a fundamental difference

between the manipulation step itself for local and nonlocal manipulation at the same
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bias. Comparing the purely local manipulation probabilities of BrPh in table 9.3 with

the nonlocal manipulation probabilities at the same biases in chapter 8 (κe = (2± 2)×
10−7 at -1.6 V and κe = (8± 5)× 10−7 at -2.1 V) suggests that the probability of any

one injected charge carrier resulting in local manipulation is approximately an order of

magnitude greater than that charge carrier manipulating any one nonlocal molecule.

However, as discussed in section 8.6.1, κe and ke are, effectively, not measuring the same

thing; with the nonlocal probability κe a measure of the manipulation probability per

injected charge carrier for a single molecule, rather than per charge carrier-molecule

interaction. To more reasonably compare the probability of manipulation between

local and nonlocal manipulation, we reframe the nonlocal manipulation probability for

a single molecule per injected charge κe in terms of the total nonlocal manipulation

probability for all molecules across the surface per injected charge, following the analysis

of section 8.6.1. The probability of an injected charge interacting with a molecule at

radius r, Pm(r), depends on both the distribution of the injected charge at r, ξm(r),

as well as the area covered with molecules at r,

Pm(r) = ξm(r) · ρ · 2πr∆r · σ, (9.11)

where ρ(r) is the number density of molecules on the surface, each of which cover an

area σ. Thus, noting the result of equation (8.38), the total probability of an injected

charge carrier interacting with a molecule across the surface

Pmi =
4ρ

λ2

∫ ∞
0

rK0

(
2r

λ

)
dr. (9.12)

In the limit of r →∞ the integral
∫
rK0 (2r/λ) dr → λ2/4, hence

Pmi = ρσ, (9.13)

which is simply the area of the surface covered by molecules, entirely independent

of the charge transport process. Assuming that, prior to injection, each adatom has a

probability 0.4 of being occupied by an adsorbate molecule and noting that the number

of adatoms per m2 on the Si(111)-7×7 surface is equal to 1.92×1018 [11], Pmi = 0.017.

The lifetime of the charge carrier excited state in nonlocal manipulation is far longer

than for local manipulation, τs ≈ 200 fs compared to τm ≈ 10 fs. Assuming (as in

chapter 8) that an increase in the carrier lifetime results in a linear increase in the

probability of manipulation, we expect the nonlocal probability of manipulation, κe, to
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relate to the local probability of manipulation, ke, through

κe ≈ ρσ
τs
τm
ke (9.14)

≈ 0.34ke; (9.15)

far lower than that determined in equation (8.50).

We thereby expect, for identical dynamics in the final manipulation step, the proba-

bility of nonlocal manipulation per injected charge carrier to be of a similar order of

magnitude, perhaps slightly smaller, than for local manipulation at the same bias. From

the results of figure 9-8 and the data from chapter 8, we observe κe = (0.11± 0.07)ke

(with the constant equal to 0.07 ± 0.10 at -1.6 V and 0.14 ± 0.09 at -2.1 V). This is

in good agreement given the assumptions made. The evidence thus points to common

final manipulation dynamics for both local and nonlocal manipulation. This suggest

that, for example, a -1.7 eV electron, after nonlocal transport and upon localisation

at a molecule, must undergo a rapid energy loss to attain the energy found for local

manipulation.

9.4 Further linking local and nonlocal manipulation

The only fundamental difference between the two injection regimes is the addition of

the transport step in nonlocal manipulation, and the additional threshold bias this

introduces. In this section, further published experimental results linking the final

manipulation steps of local and nonlocal manipulation to a common mechanism are

given.

The excitation and subsequent emission of surface adatoms from the Si(111)-7× 7 sur-

face due to laser fluence shows key similarities with both local and nonlocal STM charge

injection manipulation of adsorbate molecules. Laser-induced excitation of Si(111)-7×7

adatoms has been observed to be a two photon process with a minimum photon energy

of ∼2 eV required to induce manipulation [172], see figure 9-9(left), this is in line with

the +2 V threshold for nonlocal STM manipulation. Additionally, the kinetic energy

of adatoms emitted by this process shows a consistent distribution independent of the

energy of the incident photons [173], shown in figure 9-9(right), much like the voltage

invariance of the final manipulation step of local STM manipulation.

Kanasaki et al. suggest that the adatom emission is mediated by two-hole localisa-

tion on the adatom site followed by a phonon-kick mechanism across the range of

probed energies [173, 174]. Comparison of the desorption yield for both nanosecond
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Figure 9-9: Laser-induced desorption of Si adatoms from the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface.
(Left) Photon-energy dependence of the desorption efficiency for a fluence of 150
mJ/cm2. From [172]. (Right) Translational energy distribution of Si atoms desorbed.
Surface excitation was made at 300 K with laser pulses of different characteristics in
wavelengths, fluences, and temporal widths. Data for different types of laser light are
normalized to the same peak height. From [173].

and femtosecond-duration laser pulses in this model, such that the duration of each

laser pulse is far longer or far shorter than the expected effective lifetime of a charge

carrier in the excited surface state respectively, results in an estimate of the charge

lifetime of the order of 100 ps [175]. However, time resolved 2-photon photoemission

spectroscopy shows ultrafast decay of hot charge carriers in Si(111)-7×7 surface bands

within several 100 fs of excitation [81, 113]. This mismatched timescale means that

it is unlikely for the excited adatom state to remain for the 100 ps calculated for the

phonon-kick, and thereby the mechanism is unfavourable.

Rusimova and Sloan proposed an alternate intermediary step, in which the adatom ma-

nipulation is not mediated by two-hole localisation, but instead by a two-step process,

similar in form to the nonlocal manipulation of adsorbate molecules [9]. In this model,

the first photon excites an electron-hole pair, which is able to explore the surrounding

surface (as we observe in the nonlocal transport step of STM induced manipulation)

prior to inducing an adatom into a metastable “hopped” state atop a neighbouring

adatom site via excitation of the Si backbond. The hopped state can be observed in

low temperature STM images as an adatom vacancy with a neighbouring bright protru-

sion, as seen in figure 9-10. At room temperature the hopped state has been observed

to relax, with the adatom returning to the original site, within ∼ 600 ps [54] (far faster

than an STM can resolve); comparable to the estimated two-hole localisation lifetime of

∼ 100 ps. Whilst this adatom hopping step may be sufficient to break a covalant bond

between an adsorbate molecule and the surface, potentially resulting in the observed
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Figure 9-10: (a) Low temperature (77 K) STM images (+1 V, 100 pA) of an Si(111)-
7×7 surface. (b) Tip height for each image in (a), with the profile for each image taken
along the white line in B. Between each image the tip is positioned at the cross in (a)
and the bias is increased to +1.8 V until a discrete change in the tip height is observed.
These tip height changes are due to displacement of a middle adatom (“hopping”); the
injected charge inducing movement of an adatom on top of a neighbouring site. An
adatom has moved away from the injection site in B, whereas a neighbouring adatom
has moved towards it in C. From [176].

manipulation of our STM experiments [9], a second photoelectron is required to des-

orb the hopped adatom; hence we recover the superlinear quadratic relation between

desorption yield and laser fluence.

The key difference between the laser-induced desorption and local STM manipulation

experiments is the localised nature of the latter, in which many charge carriers are able

to be controllably injected into the same surface site. While the adatom hopping mo-

tion itself precludes two-electron desorption of the hopped adatom in local manipulation

(i.e. the adatom leaves the tip-sample junction after manipulation, which prevents fur-

ther local injection into the molecule), both models demonstrate charge relaxation to a

common energy state prior to manipulation as elucidated by a consistent branching ra-

tio (STM manipulation) or kinetic energy distribution (laser manipulation). Although

we expect the hopped adatom mediated manipulation step to have a common mini-

mum energy threshold, the threshold can be directly measured in local manipulation

experiments but not in nonlocal or laser-induced manipulation. Instead, prior to this

hopping step, the injected charges relax to the bottom of the +2 V surface state, within
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which they are able to explore the surrounding surface prior to eventual thermalisation

or manipulation local to the position of the charge relaxation. Overall, it is therefore

likely that while the nonlocal and local manipulation processes are superficially differ-

ent, the nonlocal process only adds one additional step and is otherwise identical to

local manipulation. The higher barrier to nonlocal manipulation corresponds to injec-

tion of the charge into a surface transport state and, prior to manipulation, the charge

carrier relaxes into the bottom of the same surface state as local manipulation.

9.5 Measuring the branching ratio in nonlocal manipula-

tion

If the final manipulation step is consistent in local and nonlocal manipulation, then the

branching ratio should be the same for both. In this section we expand the previously

measured ratio of diffusion to desorption events during STM induced IET manipulation

from purely local manipulation to nonlocal manipulation, and thereby more directly

probe the final step for nonlocal manipulation. In nonlocal manipulation experiments

far more molecules than just the one directly within the tip-sample junction are manip-

ulated, and the movement of each individual molecule cannot be tracked. As a result,

the identification of manipulated molecules can only be inferred by the change in the

distribution of molecules before and after an injection. Note that here, for simplicity,

we consider one-step diffusion from a point source described in section 8.3 as a reason-

able model for the nonlocal charge transport, and so expect the results of this section

only to be accurate for injection parameters at which this model is reasonable.

Here we define three outcomes of hot charge-molecule interaction; no-manipulation,

such that the molecule retains its initial position; desorption, such that the molecule

enters the gas-phase and can no longer be observed; and diffusion, such that a molecule

moves to a neighbouring site on the surface. It is assumed that once a molecule has

desorbed it will not be re-adsorped elsewhere on the surface. Similarly, it is assumed

that a diffused molecule will not diffuse back to its initial site in subsequent charge

carrier interaction, and so the number of molecules in each of the three possible states
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can be described as a series of differential equations

dNg(r, t)

dNe(r, t)
= κgN0(r, t) + κgNd(r, t) (9.16)

dNd(r, t)

dNe(r, t)
= κdN0(r, t)− κgNd(r, t) (9.17)

dN0(r, t)

dNe(r, t)
= −κdN0(r, t)− κgN0(r, t), (9.18)

in which Ne is the number of electrons interacting with a molecule at distance r from

the injection site for an injection of duration t, Ng, Nd and N0 refer to the number of

molecules desorbed, diffused or maintaining their original position respectively and κg

and κd are the probabilities of a molecule desorbing or diffusing upon interaction with

a charge carrier. Here Ng, Nd and N0 are normalised such that Ng +Nd +N0 = 1; the

total number of molecules does not change during injection. Noting that Ne is equal to

the total number of injected charge carriers ne times the probability of a charge carrier

at a given position r, Ne = ne · ξm(r), and using equation (8.6), the solutions to these

differential equations are

Ng = 1− exp

(
−κg

t

tκ
K0

(
2r

λ

))
, (9.19)

Nd = exp

(
−κg

t

tκ
K0

(
2r

λ

))
− exp

(
− (κg + κd)

t

tκ
K0

(
2r

λ

))
, (9.20)

and

N0 = exp

(
− (κg + κd)

t

tκ
K0

(
2r

λ

))
, (9.21)

in which tκ is the characteristic time-scale of manipulation attempts, in analogy with

t0 the characteristic time-scale of the manipulation used in chapter 8,

tκ =
πeλ2

2σIs
. (9.22)

An example of the resultant proportion of molecules within each of the three states

as a function of both injection duration and distance from the injection site for a -

2.1 V, 900 pA injection using equations (9.19-9.21) can be seen in figures 9-11 and

9-12. Initially at t = 0, such that no charge carriers have been injected, all molecules

retain their original site. As t increases, the radius at which an appreciable number of
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Figure 9-11: The proportion of molecules not manipulated N0 (dashed blue), desorbed
Ng (solid black) and diffused Nd (dotted red) in an annulus at radius r after a hot charge
carrier injection at r = 0 as a function of the injection duration, t, between 0 and 10
ks. At t = 0, no electrons have been injected into the surface, and so no manipulation
has occurred. The branching ratio ε has been set as 0.2. Other parameters have been
set to reasonable values for a -2.1 V, 900 pA injection (κg = 8× 10−7, λ = 11 nm).
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Figure 9-12: The proportion of molecules in each of the three possible states, (a) not
manipulated, (b) desorbed or (c) diffused, in an annulus at radius r after a charge
carrier injection as a function of both r and the injection duration t. The black lines
in (a) and (b) show the half radii derived in sections 9.5.1 and 9.5.1 respectively, while
the line in (c) shows the Nd peak with Nd = 0.067 here, derived in section 9.5.2.
The branching ratio ε has been set as 0.2, while other parameters have been set to
reasonable values for a -2.1 V injection (κg = 8× 10−7, λ = 11 nm).
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manipulated molecules increases, with the maximum proportion of diffused molecules

remaining slightly greater. The maximum proportion of diffused molecules remains

constant for all t > 0; with a value of 0.067 for the parameters defined in figure 9-12.

As in chapter 8, a portion of dark sites in STM images are not chemisorbed molecules

able to be desorbed by charge injection, but instead, immovable contaminants. As such,

the maximum probability of manipulation is limited by the probability of a site being

an adsorbate. To correct for these effects, an additional multiplicative term C is used

within the fitting process, such that the corrected probability of desorption P gc (r) =

C ·P g(r). This effect conversely sets a lower limit on the proportion of not manipulated

molecules at 1−C. Hence a similar correction is used, applying a multiplicative factor

as with the corrected probability of manipulation, but also an offset; such that the

probability of a molecule not being manipulated Pnmc (r) = C + (1− C) · Pnm(r).

9.5.1 Diffusion and no-manipulation half radii

Here again we use the half radius as a measure of the extent of manipulation, from

which the branching ratio can be determined. While equations (9.19) and (9.21) for

Ng and N0 respectively are monotonic function and for all t > 0 have a single solution

equal to 0.5, equation (9.20) for Nd is not and must be considered separately.

No-manipulation; N0 = 1
2

In an annulus at r01/2, such that half of all molecules have not been manipulated,

N0(r = r01/2) =
1

2
= exp

(
− (κg + κd)

t

tκ
K0

(
2r01/2

λ

))
. (9.23)

Thus,

t(r = r01/2) =
ln(2)tκ

(κg + κd) K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

) (9.24)

and

κd =
ln(2)

t
tκ

K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

) − kg. (9.25)
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Desorption; Ng = 1
2

Equivalently, in an annulus at rg1/2, such that half of all molecules have desorbed,

Ng(r = rg1/2) =
1

2
= 1− exp

(
−κg

t

tκ
K0

(
2rg1/2

λ

))
(9.26)

t(r = rg1/2) =
ln(2)tκ

kgK0

(
2rg

1/2

λ

) (9.27)

κg =
ln(2)

t
tκ

K0

(
2rg

1/2

λ

) . (9.28)

The probability of a molecule being desorbed or being diffused follows the same form

in both equation (9.25) and (9.28), with, effectively, only an additional constant (and

differing half radii) between the two equations. However, note that whilst κg can be

determined from measurement of only the desorption half radius, κd requires measure-

ment of both rg1/2 and r01/2.

Branching ratio

The branching ratio ε is the ratio between the probability that a molecule is desorbed

and the probability that it diffuses when interacted with by an injected electron,

ε =
κd
κg
. (9.29)

By measuring both rg1/2 and r01/2, the branching ratio can be calculated from equations

(9.25) and (9.28) with

ε =

K0

(
2rg

1/2

λ

)
K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

) − 1. (9.30)
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For a non-linear function, an approximation of the uncertainty can be estimated using

a first order Taylor expansion. Thus an estimate of the standard deviation in ε, σε,

σ2ε ≈

(
∂ε

∂r01/2

)2

σ2r0
1/2

+

(
∂ε

∂rg1/2

)2

σ2rg
1/2

(9.31)

σ2ε ≈

 2

λ

K0

(
2rg

1/2

λ

)
K1

(
2r0

1/2

λ

)
K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

)2


2

σ2r0
1/2

+

− 2

λ

K1

(
2rg

1/2

λ

)
K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

)


2

σ2rg
1/2

(9.32)

in which σr0
1/2

and σrg
1/2

are the standard deviations of r01/2 and rg1/2 respectively, and

K1 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 1. Assuming that σr0
1/2

=

σrg
1/2

= σr, then

σε ≈
2

λ


K0

(
2rg

1/2

λ

)
K1

(
2r0

1/2

λ

)
+K1

(
2rg

1/2

λ

)
K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

)
K0

(
2r0

1/2

λ

)2

σr. (9.33)

9.5.2 Maximum diffusion probability

While the proportion of desorbed molecules in figure 9-11 tends towards unity at small

radii, the proportion of diffused molecules has a constant peak at Nd = 0.067 for all

t > 0 with ε = 0.2. By measuring the maximum proportion of molecules that have

diffused at a given injection duration t, ε can be calculated. At the radius with the

maximum proportion of diffused molecules, rd,

∂Nd

∂r
= 0. (9.34)

As

∂K0(x)

∂x
= −K1(x), (9.35)

∂Nd(r, t)

∂r
= − 2

λ

t

tκ
K1

(
2r

λ

)
exp

[
−κg

t

tκ
K0

(
2r

λ

)]
·
(
κg − (κg + κd) exp

[
−κd

t

tκ
K0

(
2r

λ

)])
. (9.36)
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Figure 9-13: The maximum proportion of diffused molecules as a function of the branch-
ing ratio ε during nonlocal STM with a pulse duration t > 0 from equation 9.40.

For values of r such that 0 < r <∞, both 0 < K0(2r/λ) <∞ and 0 < K1(2r/λ) <∞.

Therefore, for non-zero t the above equation will only equal zero when

0 = κg − (κg + κd) exp

(
−κd

t

tκ
K0

(
2rd

λ

))
, (9.37)

and hence

t =
ln(κg + κd)− ln(κg)

κd
tκ

K0

(
2rd

λ

) . (9.38)

Substituting equation (9.38) into equation (9.20),

Nd =

(
κg

κg + κd

)κg
κd −

(
κg

κg + κd

)κg
κd

+1

, (9.39)

and thus from equation (9.29),

Nd = (1 + ε)−
1
ε − (1 + ε)−

(1+ε)
ε . (9.40)

Both the dependence of Nd on r and t have been eliminated, and so this predicts that

the maximum proportion of the number of diffused molecules is radially and temporally

invariant for t > 0; only dependent on ε. A plot of equation (9.40) can be observed in

figure 9-13.

The uncertainty in ε, ∆ε, as a function of Nd can be estimated by differentiating

equation (9.40) with respect to the branching ratio,

dNd

dε
=

ln(1 + ε)

ε(1 + ε)−
(1+ε)
ε

. (9.41)
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Figure 9-14: The differential of the branching ratio ε as a function of the maximum
proportion of diffused molecules Nd against the branching ratio ε as an estimate of the
uncertainty in the calculated value of the branching ratio.

and thus

∆ε ≈ ε(1 + ε)
1+ε
ε

ln(1 + ε)
∆Nd, (9.42)

in which ∆Nd is the uncertainty in the proportion of molecules that have diffused.

Figure 9-14 shows a graph of equation (9.41). In this figure it is clear that for reasonably

physical errors (∆Nd of order 0.1) ∆ε will be small only for large ε.

9.5.3 Conclusions

Here we observe two different routes to extract the branching ratio from the probabil-

ity of desorption, desorption and no-manipulation distributions; either measurement of

both the half desorption and half no-manipulation radii, or measurement of the maxi-

mum probability of desorption. Through either method, an estimate of the uncertainty

on the branching ratio can be determined. However, the uncertainty is determined to

be strongly dependent on the size of the branching ratio itself, with smaller branching

ratios corresponding to a larger uncertainty.

9.5.4 Results

Here we reanalyse the nonlocal charge injection data presented in chapter 8 in order

to determine the nonlocal branching ratio. The output of the data analysis software

described in chapter 7 includes the number of molecules in each annuli at increasing

radius centred on the injection site, and whether they diffused, desorbed or were not

manipulated by the injection. In the previous chapter all manipulated molecules were

considered as one overall population, however, here we separately consider diffused and

desorbed molecules and additionally fit curves to the radial probability distribution
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Figure 9-15: The radial distribution of the probability of a BrPh molecule chemisorbed
on a Si(111)-7 × 7 surface being desorbed (red), diffused (black) or not manipulated
(blue) after a -1.6 V, 900 pA injection for 100 s at the origin, averaged across 10
injections. The red and blue curves are fits to the data based on a 2D ballistic transport
model, described by equations (9.19) and (9.21) respectively. The black crosses indicate
the radii at which the probability of a molecule being desorbed or not manipulated is
one half.

of non-manipulated molecules; for example shown in figure 9-15 for a -1.6 V, 900 pA

injection for 100 s into a BrPh dosed surface.

It is clear from figure 9-15 that the probability distribution of diffused molecules does

not follow a distribution as expected from equation (9.20) or displayed in figure 9-

11. Instead, across both BrPh and toluene dosed surfaces, the probability of diffusion

is approximately consistent, generally increasing at the largest radii but otherwise not

showing a clear peak. This is most likely due to slightly incorrect systematic corrections

to thermal manipulation and the uncertainty inherent in low number statistics. In this

section, we therefore focus on determination of the branching ratio from measurement

of rg1/2 and r01/2 using equation (9.30). As Ng +N0 +Nd = 1, any irregularities in the

proportion of diffused molecules will affect the distribution of the other possible states,

however here we assume that this effect will be minimal.

The analysis process used here closely follows that described in section 8.2, albeit with

an additional fit to the distribution of non-manipulated molecules. For each injection we

independently fit for λ, a prefactor term defined by the manipulation probability (κg/tκ

for desorption and (κg + κd) /tκ for non-manipulation), as well as the contaminant

scaling factor C for both the desorption and non-manipulation curves. Data points

with probability of desorption less than 0.05 or probability of non-manipulated greater
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Figure 9-16: Calculation of the nonlocal branching ratio ε for toluene as a function
of the injection current for holes at both -1.6 V (filled blue) and -2.0 V (unfilled red).
The total number of injected charge carriers is held constant by varying the injection
duration such that ne = It/e = 3.12× 1010. The average value of ε across the range of
injection currents is 0.42± 0.09 for -1.6 V and 0.33± 0.08 for -2.0 V.

than 0.95 are excluded from the fitting process to minimise the impact of unphysical

results, for example due to thermal manipulation, far from the injection site. The half

radii are extracted, with uncertainty determined by the 95 % confidence intervals of the

desorption and non-manipulation radial probability distribution curves. Hence, using

equation (9.30) the branching ratio is determined with uncertainty given by equation

(9.33).

9.5.5 Nonlocal toluene branching ratio

Current dependence

Figure 9-16 displays the calculated branching ratios for -1.6 V and -2.0 V injections into

a toluene dosed Si(111)-7×7 surface across a range of injection currents between 100 pA

and 700 pA, from reanalysis of data previously presented in section 8.2.3. The duration

of each injection has been varied to maintain a constant total number of injected charge

carriers, with ne = 3.12×1010. Each data point consists of an average over a minimum

of five individual injections into UM sites. Across the range of injection currents the

branching ratio does not show a clear trend, neither increasing nor decreasing within

the, albeit large, uncertainty. The average branching ratio ε = 0.42 ± 0.09 for -1.6 V

and 0.33± 0.08 for -2.0 V injections; approximately the same at both injection biases.

This current independence is entirely consistent with a one hole manipulation process.
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Figure 9-17: Calculation of the nonlocal branching ratio ε for toluene as a function
of the injection bias for both injected holes (left, negative bias) and injected electrons
(right, positive bias). For hole injection into the S4 surface state with injection bias
more negative than -1.55 V, ε = 0.35 ± 0.07. For electron injection between +2.4 V
and +3.6 V, at which ε is not unphysically negative, ε = 0.55± 0.13. At both positive
and negative biases, injections were performed into clean, unfaulted, middle adatom
sites at 250 pA for hole injections and 750 pA for electron injection. The bias regimes
for the transport surface states are indicated.

Bias dependence

Figure 9-17 shows a similar reanalysis of data from the nonlocal manipulation of a

toluene dosed Si(111)-7×7 surface, here displaying the relationship between the branch-

ing ratio and the bias of the injected charge using the data from section 8.2.4. For holes,

experimental data included injections at biases between -0.7 V and -2.2 V. Below the

nonlocal manipulation threshold at -1.2 V very few molecules were manipulated, and so

the half radii could not be reasonably fit and the branching ratio could not be defined.

Furthermore, at the highest (i.e. most negative) hole injection biases, the scan-centred

injections resulted in poor fits; with a large number of manipulated molecules occurring

outside of the 50 nm image, leading to the branching ratio either being undefined or

having large uncertainty.

The branching ratio determined during hole injection appears to increase with in-

creasing (negative) bias; with the lowest biases resulting in an unphysically negative

branching ratio. However, when considering only injection into the S4 surface state

with injection bias between -1.55 and -2.2 V [8], the branching ratio can be considered

to be relatively consistent. The branching ratio averaged for injections between the

lower limit for this state and the highest bias at which a reasonable fit was achieved

at -2.0 V results ε = 0.35 ± 0.07. The branching ratio for electron injection between
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Figure 9-18: The nonlocal branching ratio ε for bromobenzene as a function of the
duration of a 900 pA injection at both -1.6 V (unfilled black) and -2.1 V (filled red).
At short injection duration, issues in fitting to the non-manipulated molecules resulted
an undefined branching ratio for -1.6 V injections below 50 s. For the highest duration
injections, between 50 and 500 s, ε is calculated to be 0.10 ± 0.09 for -1.6 V and
0.62± 0.15 for -2.1 V.

+2.4 V and +3.6 V, removing the unphysically negative branching ratio for +2.2 V

injection, ε = 0.55± 0.13,

9.5.6 Nonlocal BrPh branching ratio

In a similar manner to the reanalysis of the toluene-dosed nonlocal manipulation data,

the BrPh-dosed injection duration dependent data collected in section 8.2.5 has been

reanalysed to determine the nonlocal branching ratio. The results of this are displayed

in figure 9-18 for both hole injection at -1.6 V and -2.1 V with injections between 1 s and

500 s. For each -1.6 V injection with duration shorter than 50 s, the non-manipulation

curve could not be correctly fit and so the branching ratio is undefined. Additionally,

several low duration -2.1 V injections result in unphysically negative values for the

branching ratio. However, here we fit the manipulation probability distribution to a

purely diffusive model, and so expect the results to diverge where this model diverges

from the data (i.e., where the ballistic-diffusive transport model is required to accurately

fit the half radius in figure 8-22). Considering only the longest duration injections,

between 50 s and 500 s, the branching ratio is measured to be 0.10 ± 0.09 for -1.6 V

injections and 0.62± 0.15 for -2.1 V injections.
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Table 9.4: The toluene branching ratio for local and nonlocal bias injections of either
holes or electrons. The nonlocal hole injection branching ratio has been determined
from the mean value of both the current varying (from figure 9-16) and bias varying
(from figure 9-17) data, while the nonlocal electron injection branching ratio is averaged
across the bias varying data above +2.4 V (from figure 9-17).

Manipulation type Branching ratio, ε
e− h+

Local [12] 0.24± 0.03 0.037± 0.004
Nonlocal 0.55± 0.13 0.37± 0.14

9.5.7 Discussion

Initially considering the toluene dosed data, displayed in table 9.4, the nonlocal branch-

ing ratio is observed to be voltage and current invariant for hole injection into the S4

surface state or electron injection above +2.4 V. This is in agreement with the invari-

ance of the local branching ratio, as discussed in section 9.1. For electron injection,

the branching ratio is observed to be a similar order of magnitude for both local and

nonlocal injections, albeit with the nonlocal branching ratio two times higher than

the local branching ratio. For hole injections, the local branching ratio was instead

observed to be an order of magnitude lower than the nonlocal branching ratio; with

the nonlocal branching ratio comparable to the (local or nonlocal) branching ratio for

electron injection.

In local injections the tip is positioned directly above the manipulated molecule and

will exert some unknown force (e.g. mechanical or electrical) on the molecule. While

no current (and, thereby, tip-height) dependence on the local branching ratio has been

observed for either hole or electron injection [12], it is likely that the presence of the tip

has some effect on the manipulation and will skew the post-manipulation outcome. In

local injections the presence of the tip is known to strongly influence the manipulation

process for hole injection, which is molecule-mediated [94], while having less effect on

electron injection, which is surface-mediated [12, 94]. During a nonlocal injection, the

tip is (relatively) far from the majority of manipulated molecules, therefore any tip

interaction effects will be minimal for either hole or electron injection. This will result

in a larger change on hole injection induced manipulation, while the surface-mediated

electron injection induced manipulation will remain largely unchanged; as we see in the

data of table 9.4.

The nonlocal branching ratios for a bromobenzene dosed surface, displayed in figure

9-18, instead show a bias dependence for the longer duration injections; with -2.1 V
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injections resulting in a branching ratio approximately six times greater than for a -1.6

V injection (0.62± 0.15 compared to 0.10± 0.09). The nonlocal -2.1 V branching ratio

is higher than the local -1.3 V branching ratio (0.11 ± 0.06), in agreement with the

toluene data and reduced tip-influence for nonlocal injections. However, the nonlocal

-1.6 V branching ratio is remarkably similar to the local value, albeit with a large

uncertainty. In each case, the nonlocal branching ratio is similar, with changes to the

bias or adsorbate molecule only altering it by less than an order of magnitude. Hence,

it is likely that the underlying manipulation process does not dramatically vary with

the changing experimental parameters.

It is likely that the difficulty in determining the nonlocal branching ratio originates

from the difficulty in determining whether a molecule has diffused or desorbed. This

is characterised by the difference between the expected distribution of diffusion events

in figure 9-11 and the measured distribution, for example that displayed in figure 9-15.

Here, we naively treat the system as though molecules are only able to diffuse once, and

that any new molecules observed on the surface after an injection are due to diffusion

from a neighbouring site.

As shown in section 7.3.2, without injection the surface-molecule system is very stable,

so it is unlikely that the molecular distribution is being affected by spontaneous manip-

ulation or new adsorbates. Instead, it is possible that a large proportion of molecules

determined to have “diffused” in the above analysis are actually molecules that have

undergone a more traditional diffusion process; breaking both bonds with the surface

and entering the physisorbed state. In this case, the diffusing molecules are able to

translate larger distances across the surface and will likely diffuse to a position outside

of the annulus within which they were initially positioned. In the above analysis, this

would result in an underestimate in the number of diffused molecules within regions

where most diffusion is expected to occur, and an overestimate elsewhere; essentially

spreading out the radii at which diffusion is observed, which is observed in figure 9-15.

9.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, the final step of the manipulation process has been studied for both

local and nonlocal manipulation. Two factors have been considered; the manipulation

probability per charge-adsorbate interaction, and the outcome of a successful manipu-

lation as characterised by the branching ratio.

For both local and nonlocal manipulation, the manipulation probability is observed to

increase exponentially with increasing injection bias whilst the branching ratio is some-
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what bias invariant. However, at a set bias above the nonlocal manipulation threshold,

the probability of manipulation upon charge-adsorbate interaction is of a similar order

of magnitude across these two regimes. Similarly, when considering electron injection,

the branching ratio is observed to be comparable for both local and nonlocal manip-

ulation. This suggests identical final manipulation dynamics across both local and

nonlocal manipulation, independent of the injection bias. In this case, nonlocal ma-

nipulation cannot occur during the decay from the transport state, but instead from

the same energy level as local manipulation. Hence, the nonlocal manipulation itself

is a two-step process, with an ultrafast relaxation from the transport state to the local

manipulation state preceding dynamics identical to local manipulation. The observed

bias dependence must occur prior to the manipulation step, and is likely governed by

the probability of an injected charge to be captured by a manipulative surface state

(i.e., through s(V )) for both a local or nonlocal injection.

The dynamics of the manipulation process itself are observed to have a strong effect

on the branching ratio. Due to the surface-mediated manipulation following electron

injection, the adsorbate molecule is observed to have little affect on the local branching

ratio during electron injection. Conversely for hole injection, (molecule-mediated) ma-

nipulation of a bromobenzene molecule results in a higher probability of diffusion events

per desorption, and thereby a larger branching ratio, than a lighter toluene molecule.

For a similar reason, the nonlocal branching ratio during hole injection is observed to

be greater than the local branching ratio; with the tip likely influencing the outcome of

local manipulation, but exerting a weaker force on distant molecules and thereby not

affecting nonlocal manipulation.
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Chapter 10

Summary and conclusions

The nonlocal manipulation of benzene derivatives on Si(111)-7× 7 due to charge injec-

tion from the tip of an STM can be separated into three distinct steps, which are shown

in figure 10-1 for a positive sample bias injection, however occur identically (with only

the threshold biases and outcome probabilities varying) for a negative bias injection;

� charge injection from the STM tip,

� nonlocal charge transport,

� and manipulation of the local molecule.

Each of the steps in this process occurs independently for each individual charge carrier

and is characterised by relaxation of the charge into a lower lying state, with associated

energy thresholds. Within this thesis we have primarily focused on the latter two steps,

after the initial charge injection but prior to capture within the nonlocal transport state.

Here we provide an overview of the nonlocal manipulation process, with a focus on the

work presented within this thesis.

Through measurement of the radial extent of nonlocal manipulation across a range

of injection times, we have aimed to isolate the charge transport step. The results

agree with a two-step charge transport process; an initial ∼ 10 fs ballistic transport

followed by a longer range ∼ 200 fs diffusive process. The ballistic transport is non-

manipulative, and hence we observe a physical limit on the minimum radius of nonlocal

manipulation at the radius of the ballistic process; with only the probability of manip-

ulation decreasing for the shortest duration injections. The minimum radius is itself

determined by the surface as well as the injection parameters; for a -1.6 V injection a
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Figure 10-1: The energy of an injected charge carrier prior to a local or nonlocal
manipulation event as a function of the time since injection. The threshold energies
here (2.0 eV for nonlocal manipulation and 1.4 eV for local manipulation) are those for
an injected electron, corresponding with the positions of unsaturated surface states.

minimum radius of (5± 1) nm is observed, while at -2.1 V a larger minimum of (8± 1)

nm is observed instead.

After the ballistic transport, the injected charge is captured in a common transport

state, which sets a minimum bias threshold for nonlocal manipulation. Charge carriers

with energy below this threshold are unable to enter a transport state with energy

sufficient to induce manipulation. Within this state the charge will undergo longer

range diffusive transport, the duration of which is determined by the lifetime of the

hot charge within the state. As the transport state is invariant for a range of injection

biases, each injected charge will undergo an identical diffusion process with an invari-

ant length scale. As such, the range of nonlocal manipulation for injection within a

single transport state is bound by a logarithmic dependence on the number of injected

charge carriers. By altering the surface properties, for example by changing the doping

level, the length scale of the diffusive transport, and thereby the range of the nonlocal

manipulation itself, could be enhanced or suppressed.

Identical bias thresholds are observed for both nonlocal manipulation and light emis-

sion from the Si(111)-7×7 surface during STM charge injection, which suggest common

dynamics between the two processes. Photon emission from an indirect semiconductor

is possible through either electronic transitions or through the relaxation of a localised
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surface plasmon. Although the latter mechanism provides a good fit to the manipula-

tion distribution for an individual injection, it is inconsistent across a range of injection

durations and is unable to predict the experimentally-observed minimum radius of ma-

nipulation for short injections. Instead, the light emission occurs during the relaxation

of the charge from the diffusive transport state to a lower lying state, with the common

bias threshold set by the energy level of the transport state. A similar exponential

increase in both the probability of photon emission and nonlocal manipulation is ob-

served with increasing injection bias between +2.0 V and +2.7 V. Hence, noting the

common energy of the transport state, the probability of an injected charge carrier

entering the transport state shows the same bias dependence for both outcomes, and

thereby the outcome is undetermined prior to the relaxation step.

By comparing the result of local and nonlocal manipulation, after the charge transport

step, the final manipulation step has been studied. The similar order of magnitude

between both the probability of manipulation per hot charge-molecule interaction (ap-

proximately three times larger for local injections than nonlocal injections at the same

nonlocal biases) and the ratio between different outcomes of the manipulation itself

(with a branching ratio for electron induced manipulation of toluene of 0.24± 0.03 for

local and 0.55 ± 0.13 for nonlocal) suggest that the final manipulation process occurs

identically for both local and nonlocal manipulation. In nonlocal manipulation the

charge carrier is not inducing manipulation directly from the transport state, instead,

prior to manipulation the charge carrier must be in an identical state between the two

regimes. Thus nonlocal manipulation, after the transport step, must itself be a two-

step process; non-manipulative ultrafast relaxation from the transport state to the local

manipulation state, followed by manipulation dynamics identical to local manipulation.

By varying the adsorbate molecule between lighter toluene and heavier bromobenzene

we observed the difference in the final manipulation step between electron and hole

injection. Hole injection leads to excitation of the adsorbate molecule preceding ma-

nipulation. In this case, a heavier adsorbate molecule results in a higher probability of

diffusion events per desorption event (with a branching ratio of 0.037±0.004 for toluene

compare to 0.11 ± 0.06 from bromobenzene) due to a reduction in the displacement

of the molecule from the neutral equilibrium position during excitation. Conversely,

manipulation due to electron injection is a surface-mediated process, with excitation of

the underlying adatom, to which the molecule is attached, leading to the manipulation.

The surface structure is unaffected by the adsorbate, which we observe as an invariance

in the branching ratio between these two species (0.24± 0.03 for toluene compared to

0.27± 0.09 for bromobenzene).
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The key impact of this work is likely to be the measurement of these ultrafast processes

in real space. If we can understand and control the fate of the hot-charge carriers in

these experiments, there could be an impact on solar-cell technology, albeit it in the

far future. We observe two key limitation on using nonlocal manipulation in nanoscale

manufacturing. Firstly, the initial ballistic transport sets a lower limit on the size of

features able to be produced at the minimum radius of manipulation. While, secondly,

the logarithmic dependence on the injection duration constrains the maximum size of

features, limited by practical injection durations. By altering surface properties, for

example by changing the doping level, the length scale of the diffusive transport, and

thereby the range of the nonlocal manipulation itself, could be enhanced or suppressed,

allowing for larger or smaller manipulation radii at reasonable injection parameters.

This work provides further confirmation of the hot charge transport mediated nonlocal

molecular manipulation process, showing that the two-step ballistic-diffusive transport

model can be used to predict the results of nonlocal charge injection experiments. We

additionally demonstrate a method to deconvolve the transport step from the over-

all injection process, noting that the final manipulation process is identical with or

without the nonlocal dynamics. In this case, by comparing the results of local and

nonlocal manipulation experiments, effects of the nonlocal transport can be indirectly

extracted. Furthermore, this work suggests that by varying the properties of the sur-

face or surface-molecule system, through either engineering the diffusive length scale of

a charge carrier within the surface states or altering the adsorbate molecule, both the

result and distribution of nonlocal manipulation can be controlled.
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Abstract
We report an experimental investigation into the surface-specific and experimental limits of the
range of STM induced nonlocal molecular manipulation. We measure the spot-size of the
nonlocal manipulation of bromobenzene molecules on the Si(111)-7×7 surface at room
temperature at two voltages and for a wide range of charge-injection times (number of hot
charge-carriers) from 1 s up to 500 s. The results conform to an initially ballistic, 6–10 nm, and
then hot-hole diffusive, 10–30 nm, transport away from the localised injection site. This work
gives further confirmation that nonlocal molecular manipulation by STM directly reveals the
ultrafast transport properties of hot-charge carriers at surfaces.

Keywords: hot electron, ballistic transport, diffusive transport, STM, molecular manipulation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

Introduction

An understanding of ultra-fast hot-electron dynamics is key
to, for example, controlling matter at the atomic scale by
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) molecular manipula-
tion, and to breaking the Shockley–Queisser efficiency limit
in solar cells [1–4]. In the latter the rapid time-scale of
thermalization (loss of energy) of light generated hot-carriers
sets the length-scale over which hot-carriers would have to be
captured before they have lost most of their energy. However,
direct measurement of hot-carrier dynamics, to underpin
and develop hot-charge carrier theory, is difficult owing
to their short lifetimes (femtoseconds) and length-scales
(nanometres).

The tip of an STM is a local source of tunable hot-charge
carriers. These hot-charges can lead to manipulation of

individual atoms and molecules on a surface with atomic
precision. Such molecular level control is the cutting edge of
bottom-up nanoscience and in conventional STM manipula-
tion is restricted to the tunnel junction [5–12]. Although these
manipulations are driven by the hot-charges, since the only
measurable outcome is whether the manipulation was suc-
cessful or not, they give little information as to the underlying
hot-charge carrier dynamics.

In nonlocal manipulation, however, charge injected from
the tip of an STM results in the manipulation of many
molecules within a distance, typically a few nm, of the tip
injection site. Critically the distant molecules only react to the
charge if it still has energy above a certain threshold, that is,
they only react to charge carriers while they remain hot.
Nonlocal molecular manipulation, therefore, has the signature
of hot-charge dynamics directly imprinted in real-space on the
pattern of the manipulation. Such nonlocal manipulation by
STM has been reported in noble metals [13–18] and on the
Si(111)-7×7 surface [19–21], the surface of primary interest
for this research.
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The surface and molecule were chosen as they exhibit a
large and easily measured nonlocal manipulation signal. This
system is well characterised and has been extensively studied
by us and others and is therefore the ideal testbed for devel-
oping a surface-specific theory of hot-charge carrier dynamics
that underlies the nonlocal manipulation.

Combining automated experimental and analysis techni-
ques has allowed us to explore the parameter space of both
local [22, 23] and nonlocal [24–28] manipulation with
unprecedented range and resolution revealing the hot-electron
dynamics that govern both modes of manipulation on the
Si(111)-7×7 surface.

Here we show that the hot-charge carrier transport model
developed in [27, 28] is more general than those reports. We
explicitly deconvolve the measured raw signal (image) of
nonlocal manipulation into its three constituent parts: mole-
cular properties, experimentally set properties and, crucially,
the hot-charge carrier dynamics. This work is therefore an
important step towards robustly linking STM mediated
molecular manipulation to hot-charge carrier dynamics. It
should now be possible to engineer the properties of this
model system to directly measure the effect on the hot-charge
dynamics so that nonlocal manipulation can act as a test-bed
for controlling, measuring, and understanding hot-charge
dynamics.

Experimental

Experiments were performed with a room temperature Omi-
cron STM1 at a base pressure of ∼1×10−10 mbar. Si(111)-
7×7 samples (n-type, phosphorous doped, 0.001–0.002Ωcm)
were prepared upon entering the vacuum chamber by an initial
degassing at ∼660 °C for several hours, as well as daily
automatic heating to ∼1250 °C 10 times followed by a slower
reconstructive cooling from 960 °C prior to scanning. Tungsten
tips were electrochemically etched using a 2 M NaOH solution
and degassed via resistive heating. Sample dosing of bromo-
benzene gas was controlled by an automated leak valve, pro-
viding an accurate and reproducible dose of 2 Langmuirs.
Bromobenzene was purified by a freeze-pump-thaw routine
and verified by mass spectrometry.

Results

Figure 1 shows a set of STM images taken before (left hand
side) and after (right hand side) hole injection (−2.1 V,
900 pA) at the location indicated and at increasing injection
times from 5 to 500 s corresponding to 1010 to 1012 injected
holes. In these relatively large-scale images, the speckled
dark-spots are in fact individual bromobenzene molecules
chemisorbed to neighbouring adatom-restatom pairs with a
binding energy of 1.4 eV [29, 30]. They are stable at room
temperature and unreactive to the imaging parameters used to
capture these large scale and high resolution STM images, yet
are highly reactive to hot-charge carriers.

Injections occur at a position towards the top left corner
of the scanned area in order to maximise the possible
observed radial distance from the injection site. A thermal
drift-correction program minimised the drift to <1 nm
during the longest 500 s injections—much less than the
resulting nonlocal area of manipulation. For a 5 s injection of
hot-holes the immediate area surrounding the injection site is
cleaned of molecules. Some manipulated molecules appear as
new adsorbates further away, but the majority desorb from the
surface completely. In our site-by-site analysis we can filter
out such re-adsorption to focus purely on the number of
molecules that were manipulated. At 50 s injection time the
radius of this nonlocal manipulation is evidently increased,
and at our longest injection times of 500 s we find a large
radius of ∼30 nm has been cleared of its original molecular
coverage.

The ‘spot-size’ of the clean area has been shown to be
invariant to the presence of multiple steps within the region
[31]. Assuming a tunnel gap of ∼10Å, and with a step height
of 3.14Åthere would be significant variation in the strength
of the tip-surface E-field at the top of a step or the bottom of
multiple steps. Yet no change in the nonlocal manipulation

Figure 1. 50×50 nm STM images of Si(111)-7×7 dosed with
bromobenzene at passive scanning parameters (+1 V, 100 pA)
before (left) and after (right) a −2.1 V 900 pA injection of duration
5 s (top), 50 s (middle) and 500 s (bottom) located at the white circle.
The black circles indicate the radius at which the probability of
desorption is 0.5 in the after image. To allow easy visual comparison
the circle is also superimposed on the before images.
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spot-size was observed. Therefore we ruled out any active
role for the tip-sample E-field in the manipulation process.

To quantify the nonlocal manipulation the precise
crystallographic locations of all the molecules and the injec-
tion sites are found using a suite of in-house written computer
programs to analyse pairs of ‘before’ and ‘after’ STM
images. Further analysis compares the occupation of
the same individual adsorption sites before and after qinjec-
tion to determine the probability of manipulation =P r( )
N r N r0( ) ( ): the ratio of the number of molecules manipu-
lated N(r) to the number of original molecules N0(r) within an
annulus at radius r.

Figure 2 shows a series of measured P(r) data-sets as a
function of the injection time. Each data-set at a particular
injection-time is the average from at least two ‘before’ and
‘after’ experiments (∼34 000 manipulation events were
recorded in total during this work). To quantify the size of the
nonlocal manipulation we define the half-radius, r1/2, as the
radius at which the probability of manipulation is half that of
the maximum measured manipulation probability. For each
data-set r1/2 is indicated by the short vertical black line. For
long enough injections, the maximum probability reaches a
consistent maximum at ∼0.8. This upper threshold is due to

the presence of immovable contaminants on the surface which
are included in the P(r) analysis. At short duration injections
the maximum probability may be less—not all molecules in
an annulus, even near the injection site, are driven to desorb.
For short injection-times at −2.1 V, the nonlocal manipula-
tion occurred near the injection site with r1/2=(9±2) nm.
At longer injection-times the size of the nonlocal effect
increased with a corresponding increase in the half-radius. For
500 s injections r1/2=(34±2) nm, the longest injection and
largest half-radius of our −2.1 V experiments. Although the
increase in half-radius with injection duration is monotonic, it
is not linear.

Figure 3 shows the main result of this work, the injec-
tion-time dependence of r1/2 for two injection voltages, −1.6
and −2.1 V. These voltages were chosen to be near threshold
(−1.6 V) of a surface-state (labelled s4 in [28]) in order to
minimise any possible ballistic transport, and well beyond the
threshold (−2.1 V) to maximise any ballistic transport. Using
site-specific STS we previously showed that each manipula-
tion voltage threshold corresponds to the onset of a site-
specific surface state. With each state having slightly different
diffusive and ballistic transport ranges [28, 32]. Here, for both
voltages, below ∼10 s there is an initial constant minimum
region in r1/2, (4±2) nm and (9±2) nm respectively, fol-
lowed by a logarithmic increase. Does our model, developed
from the voltage and temperature dependence of nonlocal
manipulation, extend to explain this injection-duration r1/2
dependence?

Figure 2. P(r) as function of radius from tip site after an injection of
−2.1 V and 900 pA. Circles mark experimental data-points, see main
text for fitted curve. Each set of data-points/curve-fit has been offset
vertically for ease of viewing—labels on right-hand side indicate the
monotonically increasing injection time. Vertical black markers
indicate the radius r1/2 at which the probability of desorption is half
the maximum probability.

Figure 3. Half-desorption radius as function of injection duration for
−2.1 V (filled) and −1.6 V (unfilled) injections at 900 pA. Dashed
lines are logarithmic fits to r1/2 for injection duration greater than
10 s. Solid lines are fits to all data-points to a ballistic-diffusive
model with an initial disc of charge density. All fit parameters
presented in the main text. Error bars show standard deviation of the
mean for each injection time.
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Discussion

The model for nonlocal manipulation has the stepwise form:
(i) an electron (or hole) is injected from the STM tip into a
specific surface electronic state at a specific atomic site of the
surface; (ii) it evolves for a few fs in that state from its initial
conditions that are set by the properties of the band (disper-
sion etc.) and the quantum tunnelling process. This is simply
ballistic transport; (iii) the electron (or hole) undergoes mul-
tiple scattering events to become quasi-thermally equilibrated
at the bottom (or top) of the band and from there undergoes
isotropic 2D diffusive transport with a lifetime of, here,
200 fs; (iv) during this diffusive phase the charge has a chance
to localise on a molecule and, by a desorption induced by an
electronic transition process, induce the molecule to detach
from the surface and desorb. Given the mismatch of the time
between tunnelling charges, ∼100 ps, and the life-time of the
hot-charge of ∼100 fs, we can assume that this process
repeats identically and independently for each charge carrier
injected into the surface during the current-pulse. This
results in the probability of manipulation per charge carrier
being independent of the tunnelling current, as previously
observed [28, 33].

The probability of manipulation P(r)=N(r)/N0(r)
derived for this model is
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This expression highlights the three factors that control the
shape of the nonlocal manipulation: (i) molecular manipula-
tion properties through ke the probability per injected charge
carrier of inducing molecular desorption, σ the molecular
cross-section (taken as 1.5 2( Å) [34]) and τs the lifetime of an
electron in the surface-state here taken as 200 fs [35] (Note, in
comparison with our earlier work, here we have introduced
this additional τs term for the lifetime of the charge in the
surface-state. This allows us to express κe as a probability of
manipulation per injected electron. This minor (book keeping)
correction does not change the form of the results here or
earlier, but is a more correct form for the expression);
(ii) experimental conditions that determine the number of
injected electrons =n sIt ee where t is the injection duration,
I the injection (tunnelling) current and s the fraction of the
current injected into the surface state (taken as unity); and (iii)
the hot-charge carrier dynamics themselves through C(r), the
time-integrated charge density of a single carrier. It is this last
term that describes the underlying hot-electron dynamics that
drives the nonlocal manipulation.

Diffusive model

A single-electron 2D diffusive model with a single unreactive
decay channel gives
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see [27] for derivation. The 2D charge diffusion is described
by the diffusion length λ and the diffusion time τs. These are

related as usual for 2D diffusion through l t= D4 s with
D the diffusion coefficient. Furthermore, combining
equations (1) and (2), for r>λ the half-desorption radius as a
function of injection duration can be approximated as
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With the characteristic time-scale given by p l sk=t e Is2 e0
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We perform an iterative fitting routine to determine
robust values for λ and κe. We initially find these parameters
(and a contamination scaling factor) by fitting the model
given by equations (1) and (2) to the data as shown in
figure 2. Each injection time generates unique fitting para-
meters λ, κe and a contamination scaling factor.

From these values we determine the half-radius for each
injection time, shown in figure 3. We then fit the logarithmic
dependence given by equation (3) and so extract another
measure of λ but here this value is fitted across all the data
(injection times) for a particular voltage. The dashed lines of
figure 3 show the excellent fit of this logarithmic model to the
experimental results, resulting in λ=7±2 nm for −1.6 V
and λ=11±3 nm for −2.1 V in agreement with [28].

We use this value of λ to refit the data of figure 2 but now
with just κe and the contamination scaling factor as fitting
parameters. By this route we minimise the effect of the
inherent statistical variation we have in our experimental
results and extract the best values for hot-charge carrier
dynamics. We find that the half-radii extracted from figure 2
are relatively insensitive to variations in λ, and so further
iterative fitting does not significantly affect our final values. A
weighted average over all injection times gives the probability
per electron of manipulation κe=(2±2)×10−7 at −1.6 V
and κe=(8±5)×10−7 at −2.1 V.

The local manipulation probability of toluene molecules
on the same surface with −1.3 V holes is remarkably similar
at = ´ -k 3 10e

7 [23]. Both bromobenzene and toluene are
simple derivatives of benzene and bond in near identical
fashion onto the Si(111)-7×7 surface and exhibit near
identical molecular manipulation properties. For local injec-
tions the molecule ‘experiences’ the whole injected charge
interaction, whereas for nonlocal manipulation the charge is
spread out and so only a fraction of any one charge interacts
with any one adsorbate. To relate the local manipulation
probability ke to the nonlocal probability κe we note that κe is
the probability of inducing any desorption and that the frac-
tion of the spread-out charge that interacts with the molecule
will simply be the geometric fraction of the spot-size that was
covered by molecules, here ∼0.4. Additionally, nonlocal
manipulation has a longer interaction lifetime than local
manipulation, ∼200 fs to ∼10 fs respectively, and so we
assume a linear increase [23] in probability of about an
order of magnitude giving the approximate relationship

k´ ´ ~k 0.4 200 10e e. It is therefore reasonable, in our
case, for the nonlocal probability per injected charge carrier to
be of the same order as its local counterpart, just as we find.

At room temperature, thermal drift plays more of a role
and the maximum time of a single-position experiment is set
by the mechanical stability of the microscope. We go to great
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experimental lengths to perform stable injections up to 500 s
at room temperature. Due to the logarithmic nature of the
manipulation spot-size, attaining a spot-size larger than 35 nm
would require unfeasibly long injections. At cryogenic tem-
peratures STMs are more stable, but the thermally driven
(though still hot) diffusive charge transport is slowed redu-
cing λ and hence ultimately the spot-size [27].

At injection times lower than 10 s this purely diffusive
model does not fit the experimental data. This is partly due to
approximations taken in the derivation of equation (3), but
even the full diffusive expression does not generate the
observed plateau region at small injection duration.

Ballistic model

In [28] we developed the diffusive transport model further,
whereby injected charge carriers were modelled to undergo an
initial ballistic (unperturbed) transport away from the injec-
tion site before intra-band thermalization and diffusion (as
above). In this ballistic region the charge carriers are not
observed to interact with adsorbed molecules and so, for
certain injection voltages, can result in a reduction in the
measured probability P(r) of manipulated molecules close to
the injection site. In essence, the charge only becomes ‘active’
some short distance from the injection site.

Consequently, the initial spatial distribution of charge
density before diffusion is not a Dirac delta function at the
injection site, as is assumed in the purely diffusive case
described by equation (2). Instead, for the initial ballistic
transport a simple 2D cylindrical Schrödinger model (and an
equivalent 2D tight-binding model) predicted nearly a con-
stant charge carrier density out to a distance R set by the
properties of the surface-state and the ballistic lifetime.
Values for R typically ranged from 5 to 15 nm [28]. For the
half-radius desorption measurement in figure 3 this implies a
lower limit, just as we observe, set by the physical properties
of the surface electronic state as the electrons undergo this
ultrafast ballistic transport.

To model this initial ballistic phase and its effect on the
nonlocal spot-size r1/2 we calculate the diffusion, again with a
single decay channel, from an initial constant charge density
across a disc of radius R centred on the injection site. Due to
its linear and separable properties we use the superposition
principle to calculate the total charge density C(r) that feeds
into equation (1)
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where ¢r is the distance between a point on the initial disc
and the radial distance from the injection site r. The solid
lines in figure 3 show the excellent fit to this ballistic-diffu-
sive model for all of the data, giving for −1.6 V injections
R=(5±1) nm, and for −2.1 V injections R=(8±1 ) nm.
These are in good agreement with our earlier work [28].

Conclusions

This work supports the ballistic-diffusive model for hot-
charge carrier transport developed to model nonlocal STM
manipulation. It sets physical limits on the maximum and
minimum size of the nonlocal manipulation effect and
demonstrates that molecular, experimental and surface factors
can be distinguished and measured. It opens the way to
engineering and altering surface properties, for example
doping level, to enhance (or suppress) the ultra-fast hot-
charge carrier dynamics and hence the nonlocal manipulation
itself.
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Abstract
The tip of a scanning tunnellingmicroscope can inject hot electrons into a surface with atomic
precision. Their subsequent dynamics and eventual decay can result in atomicmanipulation of an
adsorbedmolecule, or in light emission from the surface. Here, we combine the results of these two
near identical experimental techniques for the systemof toluenemolecules chemisorbed on the
Si(111)−7×7 surface at room temperature. The radial dependence ofmolecular desorption away
from the tip injection site conforms to a two-step ballistic-diffusive transport of the injected hot
electrons across the surface, with a threshold bias voltage of+2.0 V.Wefind the same threshold
voltage of+2.0 V for light emission from the bare Si(111)−7×7 surface. Comparing these results
with previous published spectrawe propose that both themanipulation (here, desorption or diffusion)
and the light emission follow the same hot electron dynamics, only differing in the outcome of the
final relaxation stepwhichmay result in eithermolecular displacement, or photon emission.

Introduction

The scanning tunnellingmicroscope (STM) in combinationwith an optical detection system canmeasure the
light emission induced by charge tunnelling from the STM tip—an experiment called scanning tunnelling
luminescence (STL) [1–3]. In recent years, STL has been used to detect the light emission from singlemolecules
[4–10], the radiative decay of nano-cavity generated surface plasmons [1, 11, 12], and even the production of
pure single photons frommolecularmonolayers [13]. By employing the key capabilities of the STM for imaging
with submolecular resolution and selectively exciting surface electronic states, STL has rendered itself the only
far-field optical technique capable of circumventing the diffraction limit. By studying the interaction of light
with individualmolecules it has uncovered properties fundamentally different to those ofmolecular ensembles
[5, 8–10, 13]. The threemainmechanisms via which light is generated in the STL tunnel junction are (i) through
the relaxation of a localised surface plasmon (LSP) in the region underneath the tip, (ii) by recombination of an
electron-hole exciton [14, 15], or (iii) by electronic transitions [6, 7, 16–19]. The LSPmodel applies tometal
surfaces, typically excitedwith a plasmonic (e.g. silver) STM tip, where the plasmon decays radiatively
[1, 4, 11, 12]. On the other hand, the excitonmodel commonly applies to decoupled single-molecule systems,
where amolecular exciton can be excited either indirectly by the coherent coupling of a nanocavity plasmon
[5, 8, 9], or directly by the tunnelling electrons from the STM tip [10, 13]. However, there are conflicting reports
over the STL emissionmechanism for semiconductor surfaces. In direct bandgap semiconductors,
luminescence is caused by the recombination of tunnelling electronswith holes in the conduction band of the
material [18, 19]. In indirect bandgap semiconductors, where such recombination is forbidden, light emission is
discussed in the context of a direct dipole transition of an electron from a tip state into a surface state [16, 17], or
a radiative relaxation of a surface plasmon [12, 20], but the experimental evidence is contradictory.
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Herewe report both STLmeasurements and nonlocalmolecularmanipulation (desorption or diffusion)
measurements on the Si(111)−7×7 semiconducting surface. Both experiments follow exactly the same
experimental procedure, except that for STLwemeasure the light output of the hot-electron injection into the
bare silicon surface, and for the atomic-manipulationwemeasure the reaction of adsorbedmolecules on the
surface. In the latter case, toluenemolecules adsorbed on the surface up to 20 nmdistant from the STM tip are
induced to leave the surface by an injection of electrons from the tip into the surface.We show that the voltage
threshold of+2.0 V for such STMelectron induced nonlocalmolecularmanipulationmatches the voltage
threshold for STL electron induced light emission. Building on our prior nonlocalmanipulationwork [21–23]
and other group’s STLwork [20, 24], we suggest a commonmechanism for these electron induced events.
Namely, a fast inelastic relaxation of the injected charge to the bottomof a high-lying electronic surface-
resonance, followed by elastic diffusive transport away from the injection site and eventual inelastic decay to a
lower lying surface state with possible outcomes ofmolecule displacement, or of light emission.

Experimental details

UHVSTMSystem
Experiments were carried out on anOmicron STM1under ultra-high vacuumwith a base pressure less than
10−10mbar and operated at room temperature. Si(111)wafers (n-type, phosphorus doped, 0.001 to 0.002Ω.cm)
were prepared by repeated resistively heating to 1200 °C followed by a slow cooling from960 °C to allow the
surface to form 7×7 reconstruction [25]. Tungsten STM tips were produced by electrochemical etching of
W-wire in 2MNaOH solution followed by heat treatment in vacuum to remove any tungsten oxide . The STM
was controlled byNanonis digital control electronics [26]. Liquid toluenewas purified by the freeze-pump-thaw
techniquewith liquid nitrogen and checked for purity with a quadrupolemass spectrometer. To prepare a
partially toluene covered surface (∼3molecules per unit cell) the Si(111)−7×7 surface was dosed through a
computer-controlled leak valve. Automated drift tracking combinedwith a feature locking techniquewas used
to ensure stability during charge carrier injection [22, 23, 27, 28]. Typical values of the drift compensation
ranged from100 fm s−1 up to 2 pm s−1 in all three directions.

Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
Scanning tunnelling spectra were obtained bymodulating the tunnelling voltage and recording dI/dV directly
with a lockin amplifier from0 V to 3.5 V. The tunnel gapwas varied linearly with voltage at a rate of 150 pm V−1.
Each spectrum contains 200 data points, collected at an integration time of 150 ms and lock-onmodulation of
20 mV at 521 Hz.

Luminescencemeasurement
TheAndor Luca R camera had 1004 (H)×1002 (V) pixels with a pixel size 8×8μm.Tomaximise the signal,
but prevent pixel saturation, we used an exposure time t of 40 s and a gainG of 833. The camerawasmounted at
80° to the surface normal and at a distance of∼20 cm, giving a solid angle of∼0.024 Sr This solid angle ismuch
lower, by at least an order ofmagnitude, than that typically used for STL experiments [29], but given the single-
photon sensitivity of the camera the solid angle was adequate. The angle is also appreciably away from the ideal
60° emission angle [30].

Results

STM Induced Light Emission
Figure 1(a) shows a typical STM image of the Si(111)−7×7 surface (+1 V, 100 pA, 25×25 nm). The repeating
crystal structure is evident, as are several surface defects. The unit cell, outlined infigure 1(a), contains six silicon
adatom sites that correspond to the bright spots in the STM images. Due to a stacking fault of the surface, the
unit cell has two sides: the faulted (F) and the unfaulted (U), eachwith two distinct adatom sites, the corner (C)
and themiddle (M). Hencewe address, for example, the faulted corner silicon adatom site as FC. Tomeasure the
light emissionwe photographed the STMand sample systemwhile the STMwas in tunnelling position.
Photographs of the tunnel junctionwere taken using anAndor Luca R camera, an electronmultiplying CCD
camerawith near single photon sensitivity and awavelength range of 400 nm to 900 nm (3.10 eV to 1.38 eV).
Figure 1(b) shows a photograph of the STM tip and sample with background illumination. This
photograph allows us to identify a small region of the camera image that contains the tunnel junction between
tip and sample.With the background illumination switched off and light-tight covering applied to theUHV
systemwewere able to record the light emission from the tunnel junction. Figure 1(c) shows the same camera
region as themarked square offigure 1(b), but with active STM tunnelling parameters of+3 V, 1 nA and no
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background illumination. A single pixel at the location associatedwith the tunnel junction has amuch elevated
photon count.We label this pixel as the ‘tunnel junction pixel’ and describe thesemeasurements as STL-
photographs.We repeat themeasurement directly after, butwith the STM tipwithdrawn by 10 nmaway from
the surface, thus ensuring no tunnelling current. These imageswe label as dark-photographs and they give a
combined camera-bias and dark-countmeasurement. Here we present the raw camera counts, and in the final
discussionwe convert these counts to photons per injected electron.

For each set of tunnelling parameters we typically record 11 pairs of STL and dark photographs. Figure 2(a)
shows the number of camera-counts of the tunnel junction pixel over the course of 11 pairs of STL/dark
photographs. There is an obvious elevation of the number of camera-counts when the tip is in tunnelling
contact, but also a reasonable spread of camera-counts for both photographs: STL 1435±98 and dark
642±48 (error is one standard deviation of themean,N=11). The camera-counts of a pixel some distance
remote from the emission-pixel, figure 2(b), shows little difference between STL (606±46,N=11) and dark
(660±73,N=11) camera-counts. Thefluctuation in the tunnel junction STL signalmay be due to the high
tunnelling current used in this experiment of 1 nA. At this relatively high tunnelling current the tip-apex can
become unstable and change state during the tunnelling experiment leading to the degree of variationmeasured
in the camera signal. Itmay also reflect the typically Poisson noise for our low photon count rate (seefinal
discussion section).

Figure 2(c) presents themain STL result of this work, the voltage dependence of the light emission for
electron injections from+1.5 V to+3 V. Each data point represents the average taken over typically 11 sets of
STL/dark photographs.What is striking is the sharp voltage threshold at+2 V STMbias voltage. Below+2 Vwe
find no light emission; above this thresholdwe find a nearmonotonically increasing light emission signal.

Previous STL reports on the Si(111)−7×7 surface have invoked both LSP and direct dipole transition
mechanisms. In thework ofDownes andWelland they reported a STL signal that lacked atomic-resolution and
instead indicated a light emission region of∼2 nm surrounding their STM tip [20]. The light emissionwas
modelledwith a LSP in the tip/surface junction. Such amodel would imply a photon-emission spectrum that
was dependent on the geometric shape of the tunnel junction and its elemental identity [29]. On the other hand,
the STL-spectroscopywork of Imada and co-workers [24], showed atomic spacial resolution in the STL signal
and no energy shift of the detected photon emission peaks with increasing tip-sample bias voltage. This lack of
energy shift also rules out the previously proposedmechanismof a direct dipole transition between a tip state
and a sample state [17], whichwould produce a voltage dependence of the emission peak.

STM induced nonlocal atomicmanipulation
There is no fundamental difference between an STL experiment and an atomic-manipulation experiment,
except themeasured outcome. In STLwemeasure the light emission generated by the hot-electrons injected
from the tip of the STM. In atomic-manipulationwemeasure the response ofmolecules on the surface to the
hot-electrons injected from the tip of the STM.

For each nonlocal atomic-manipulation experiment a large STM imagewas recordedwith passive
parameters (nomolecular displacement) [31] of a surface partly coveredwith chemisorbed toluenemolecules
which appear as dark-spots, see figure 3(a). The tipwas positioned at the centre of the image and a current
injection performedwith set voltage, current and time (here+2.8 V, 750 pA and 10 s). A second large STM

Figure 1.Detection of scanning tunnelling luminescence from the Si(111)-7×7 surface. (a) STM image of the Si(111)-7×7 surface
(+1 V, 100 pA, 25×25 nm)with a unit cell outlined inwhite. Inset: Schematic of the outlined unit cell, showing all adatom and
restatom sites as follows: unfaulted corner (UC); unfaultedmiddle (UM); faulted corner (FC); faultedmiddle (FM); unfaulted
restatom (UR); faulted restatom (FR). A negative bias image (−1V, 100 pA) of Si(111)−7×7 is used to determine the faulted half of
the unit cell, which appears brighter than the unfaulted half. (b)Camera image, with background lighting on, of the tunnel junction
with silicon sample shaded orange, and the tip purple. The reflection of the tip can just be seen in the sample (best viewed online). The
boxed region of interest contains the tip-apex/sample tunnel junction. (c)An STL-photograph (injection at+3 V, 1 nA, 40 s) of the
boxed region of (b)with background light off, clearly indicating the enhanced light signal associatedwith the tunnel junction. (d)A
dark-photograph (injection at+3 V, 0 nA, 40 s) of the boxed region of (b) alsowith background light off.
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image is then recorded, figure 3(b), revealing a central region that has fewermolecular adsorbates (dark-spots)
indicating a region of the surface that has undergone nonlocalmolecularmanipulation. That is,molecules some
distance from the tunnel junction, i.e. injection site, have been induced to desorb from the surface.

We have previously reported on nonlocalmanipulation of chlorobenzene and toluene from the Si(111)
−7×7 surface [21–23, 32]. See [33] for a general review of nonlocalmanipulation. Herewe use our ballistic-
diffusivemodel, developed in [22, 23] tomodel hole-induced (negative bias voltage)nonlocal desorption, and
apply it to electron-induced (positive bias voltage)nonlocal desorption.Our simple step-wisemodel proceeds as
follows: (i)An electron tunnels from tip to surface and populates a 2D surface resonance; (ii)Thewavefunction
of this state evolves ballistically unperturbed for a certain time it (of order 10 fs); (iii)The electron thermalises
and relaxes to the bottomof the surface resonance band; (iv) it then undergoes a 2D randomwalk, i.e. 2D
isotropic diffusion for∼200 fs; (v) the charge inelastically relaxes towards the Fermi level leading to the possible
desorption of amolecule.

Figure 3(c) presents a series of curves showing the probability of displacement as a function of distance from
the injection site. From each curvewe extract three key parameters:β the probability per injected electron of
inducing desorption;λ the diffusive length-scale; andR the region close to the tipwhere there appears to be a
suppression of desorption.Here, in the ‘suppression’ region, a purely diffusivemodel fails and the full ballistic-

Figure 2. Light emission from the tunnelling junction pixel. (a)Camera-counts for the tunnel junction pixel over 11 pairs of STL
photographs (Injection:+3 V, 1 nA, 40 s. Camera gain×333) and dark photographs (Injection:+3 V, 0 nA, 40 s. Camera gain
×333). (b)Camera-counts taken from the same photographs as (a), but from a pixel some distance away from the tunnel junction
pixel. (c)Voltage dependence of the STL and dark camera-counts (summed over 11 photographs) from the tunnel junction
(Injections: 40 s. Camera gain×833).
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diffusivemodel is required. Figure 4 presents, in identical fashion to [23], these parameters as a function of the
injection voltage as extracted from the experimental data curves of figure 3(c).

Below+2.0 Vwe found no evidence of nonlocalmanipulation. The same thresholdwe found for light
emission. Between (+2.0±0.1)V and (+2.9±0.1)Vwehave amanipulation region of near constant
diffusion lengthλ=(14±2)nm.Above this we enter into a secondmanipulation regionwith a diffusive
length ofλ=(34±4)nm.As in [23]we find a sharp reduction in the suppression regionRupon a change from
one nonlocal regime to another. This is rationalised as the nonlocal transport changing fromone surface
electronic state to another. Hence, at the threshold voltage of+2.0 V, the electronwavepacket is generated at the
bottomof a band and so has little or no group velocity and does not undergo any significant ballistic transport
from the injection site before undergoing diffusive transport.

Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS)measurements of a clean FMadatom,figure 4(d), reveal the usual
U3 state at (+2.3±0.5) eVwith its onset responsible for the+2 V threshold for nonlocalmanipulation. It also
shows a higher-lying state at (+3.4±0.3) eV, that we simply label for consistency asU4.Hence, we label thefirst
region as transport though theU3 state asT ,U3

and the higher-lying region asT .U4

Figure 3.Nonlocal atomicmanipulationwith the STM. (a)Passive STM image (+1 V, 100 pA, 50 nm×50 nm) taken before current
injection. (b) STM image, with same parameters as (a), but taken after a current injection of+2.8 V, 750 pA and duration of 10 s
located at thewhite×. The shaded region indicates themeasured hot electron diffusion length-scale of 10 nm formanipulation
experiments at+2.8 V. (c) Injection voltage dependence of nonlocalmanipulation of FM toluenemolecules with a corner-hole
injection site. Radial distribution curves have been vertically offset to aid clarity andmatch STS energy axis. Solid red lines show the
inflation-diffusionmodel fitted to each dataset (light grey data points were omitted from thefits). Blackmarkers indicate the range of
the inflation region determined from the experimental data. Details of thefittingmodel are given in themain text andmethods
section. Data in blue/purple corresponds to electron transport by stateU3/U4, respectively.
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Using these STS parameters for the two regimeswe can test whether our ballistic-diffusivemodel developed
tomodel hole-injection, also describes electron-injection (seemethods and [23] for detailed discussion and
further justification). Thefitted curves offigure 3(c) show a good fit for radial distances greater than 10 nmaway
from the injection site, the length-scale dominated by diffusive transport. Below 10 nmwe alsofind a good fit
that describes the suppression ofmanipulation at these short ranges governed by the ballistic process. From a
globalfit to all the radial desorption curves within a regionwe extract an initial ballistic time forTU3

of 5it = fs
and the same forTU4

with 5it = fs.We estimate afitting error on the ballistic time of∼2 fs.

Discussion

The invariance of the nonlocal diffusive length-scale, figure 4(b), to the injection voltage shows that once above a
voltage threshold, all injected electrons are transported in the same fashion. That is, nomatter their injection
energy (voltage), the injected electrons are identical upon initiating the diffusive transport step of the nonlocal
manipulation.Hence, after the initial ballistic step and before the diffusion, theremust be an ultrafast relaxation
of the charge to the bottomof its surface band [34, 35]. As the STS offigure 4(d) shows, for injections between
+2 V and+3 V this surface band is theU3 state, and above+3 V it is theU4 state. The STL threshold found here
of+2 V therefore suggests that if the same electron dynamics occur, then the light emission for injections above
+2 Vwould be from the bottomof theU3 state.We therefore propose that after the injected electron has
undergone diffusion for 200 fs [36], it decays out of the state andmay emit a photon, ormanipulate amolecule.

Therefore there are at least 3 decay channels: one leading tomanipulation, one leading to light emission, and
one that is inactive. Hence, within a transport regime,TU3

orT ,U4
the energy of the emitted photon should be

voltage independent. Imada et al [24]. report just such a spectral invariance to the STL injection voltage. For
electron injection at+2 V Imada et almeasure photon energy peaks at 1.4 eV and at 1.85 eV, and for electron
injection at+3 V theymeasure photon energy peaks at 1.4 eV, 1.85 eV, and 2.4 eV, respectively. The invariance
of the STL peaks to injection energy is analogous to our invariant nonlocal length scaleλ and agrees with having
a commonunderlying physical process.

Figure 4. Injection bias dependence for electron injections intoCH sites. Nonlocalmanipulation of FM toluenemolecules. (a)The
probabilityβ ofmanipulation per injected hole. (b)Diffusion length-scaleλwith the average length-scale for each transport region
indicatedwith green barwith uncertainty given by thewidth of the bar. (c)The range of the suppression regionR. (d)Red curve,
normalized STS spectrum taken on a clean FM site. Shaded areas showGaussianfits to the two peakswith peak position and FWHM
of (2.3±0.5) eV and (3.4±0.3) eV.
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These results suggest that STL on the Si(111)−7×7 has the same initial ballistic-diffusive electron
dynamics and that the electron has relaxed to the bottomof the high lying electronic band before decayingwith
the emission of a photon.

Taking the pre-photon emission energy as the energy threshold of our nonlocalmanipulationwe use the
discrete energy losses observed in the spectra of Imada et al to determine the final state of the injected electron
upon its relaxation step. Figure 5 shows scanning tunnelling spectra, from0 V to+3.5 V, of all four silicon
adatom species of the surface. TheU3 state centred at (+2.3±0.5) eV has a clear amplitude at each adatom site.
Theminimumenergy required tomanipulate a toluenemolecule is+1.4 eV [22, 27], and the energy range of
photons detectable by our camera is≈1.4 to 3.1 eV. Thus, wewould be insensitive to any transition between the
bottomof theU3 state and next state, U2, observed at+1.3 V in the STS (ΔE=0.7 eV). The next and lowest
energy state is the dangling bond stateU1which has slightly different values depending on the adatom species
[37]. Formiddle adatoms theU1 state lies at+0.3 eV.Hence a transition from the bottomof theU3 band to the
peak of theU1 state gives an energy difference ofΔE=1.7 eV. For corner adatoms, theU1 state lies slightly
higher at+0.5 eV giving an energy difference ofΔE=1.5 eV.

Above+3 V injection bias we enter a new electron transport stateTU4
which is predominantly located on the

corner adatom sites, as STS shows infigure 5. A transition to theU1 state givesΔE=2.5 eV. For STLwith+3 V
injection Imada et al find a spectral peak at 2.4 eV photon energy.We can therefore interpret the STL spectra of
Imada et al in terms of electron relaxation at particular adatom sites with initial energy at the bottomof theU3

band, or as a cascade of relaxation steps from theU4 band for electron injections above+3 V.
To quantitatively compare the two outcomes we recast both themanipulation and the light emission results

into the probability of displacement or photon emission per electron. The conversion from camera counts
follows standard practice (seemethods section). However, since themodels used to describe the nonlocal
manipulation [21–23] are based on individual electron-molecule interactions, we develop the following

Figure 5.Proposedmodel for the energy relaxation of an electron injected from the STM tip into the sample. (a)Normalised density of
states of the empty states. Each spectrum is the average of: 10, UM; 14, FM; 21, UC; 25, FC individual spectra, respectively. Spectra are
offset vertically for clarity. Shaded area (barely visible) represents the standard error on each spectrum. Black arrows show the possible
energy transitions for electrons on each site of the silicon surface. (b) Schematic showing the proposed energy relaxationmechanism
for electrons tunnelling from the STM tip into the sample. An electron of energy higher than the nonlocalmanipulation threshold first
relaxes to the bottomof theU3 state [23]. There it lives for∼200 fs, duringwhich time it diffuses across the sample surface to a distance
λ [22]. Next, the electron drops in energy into theU1 state. During this final transition the electronmaymanipulate amolecule, or
emit a photon. (c)Probability per electron ofmolecularmanipulation (red circles) and probability per electron of photon emission
(blue triangles) as a function of sample bias voltage.
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procedure to convert to the totalmanipulation probability. For simplicity we consider a purely diffusivemodel
[22] and so the probability Pm ofmanipulating a singlemolecule at radius r is

P r
n

K
r

1 exp
2 2

, 1m
i D

2 0
bt

pl l
= - - ⎜ ⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )

where ni is the number of injected electrons,β is related to the probability of a single electronmanipulating a
singlemolecule,λ the diffusive length-scale, τD the lifetime of the diffusive state, andK0 amodified Bessel
function of the second kindwith argument 2r/λ. Note in references [22, 38]weused D ,Dl t= herewe use the
correct form relating to 2D isotropic diffusion of D4 .Dl t= Hence, equation (1) is slightlymodified from the
version presented in [22, 38]. For a single electronwe can simply expand the exponential about zero to give

P r K .m
n r2

0
2i D

2= bt
pl l( )( ) Experimentally Pm(r) is simply the ratio of themeasured number ofmolecules in an

annulus of radius r beforeN0(r) and afterN(r) the electron injection, Pm(r)=N(r)/N0(r). Here, to compute the
total number ofmanipulations that could happen in a single electron event we assume that each adatom site is
manipulation ‘active’ and hence N r r r20 r p= D( ) for an annulusΔr, andwith 1.92 1018r = ´ the number of
adatoms perm2. Therefore the total number of possiblemanipulation eventsN for a single electron injection (ni
=1) is N K rdr2 .r

0

2
0

2D
2ò r p= bt

pl l

¥ ( ) In the limit of r  ¥ the integral rK r dr2 4,0
2ò l l( )/ / hence

N .Drbt= We take τD=200 fs [36] and so convert theβ values offigure 4 to the total probability of
manipulation per injected electronN as displayed infigure 5(c). This formof analysis should be identical to the
original ‘scanning’manipulationwork and indeedwefind our results herematch qualitatively and quantitatively
with that earlier work [32, 39].

Figure 5(c) shows the voltage dependence of both the probability per electron ofmolecular displacement and
the probability per electron of photon emission. Both have a common+2 V threshold and then near
exponential increase demonstrating near constant branching ratio between these two decay channels over the
range from the threshold+2 Vup to∼+2.8 V. This similarity again suggests that, within a transport region, the
state beforemolecularmanipulation or light emission is the same common state nomatter the injection voltage.
This common state thus conforms to the proposal of a rapid relaxation of the injected charge to the bottomof a
high lying state, before diffusive transport across the surface, and eventual decay out of that state with the
possible outcomes ofmolecularmanipulation or light emission.

Aswe demonstrated in an earlier work the actualmolecular displacement is in fact driven by excitation of the
underlying silicon surface [27]. It is possible tomanipulate the silicon adatoms of the surface in exactly the same
fashion as reported here for the toluene adsorbates [40, 41]. Themain difference is whereas desorption of
toluene is an irreversible process, themanipulated silicon adatoms aremeta-stable at room temperature and
drop back to their original sites before they can be imaged by an STM.Wehave also reported that the low lying
state at∼+0.5 V is reduced in intensity but still present at the location of the bonding adatom to a chlorobenzene
adsorbate [32]. Toluene and chlorobenzene both bond and aremanipulated in near identical fashion on the
Si(111)-7×7 surface. Therefore, it is plausible that an inelastic transition from the surface state at+2 V to the
dangling bond state at+0.5 V is responsible for both the light emission and themolecular displacement.
Figure 5(b) shows schematically our proposed relaxation process for electrons tunnelling from the STM tip into
the sample. If the injected electrons have energy above the threshold for nonlocalmanipulation, theyfirst
undergo ultrafast relaxation to the bottomof theU3 state [21, 23]. There they live for∼200 fs, duringwhich they
spread diffusively away from the STM injection site on the Si(111)−7×7 surface [22]. Finally, the electrons
undergo relaxation to the dangling bond state (U1). It is during this transition that photon emission, or
molecular displacement,may take place.

Conclusion

The agreement between our luminescence threshold, our nonlocalmanipulation thresholds, our STS and Imada
et al ‘s [24] spectroscopy suggest a commonorigin for STL and nonlocalmanipulation on the Si(111)−7×7
surface, namely the decay of an electron from the bottomof a high-lying band.

The combination of nonlocalmanipulationwith STL is a powerful experimental technique, which can be
used to provide a deeper andmore accurate understanding of the relaxation dynamics of hot electrons on a
semiconducting surface. For the first time, we can access information about the final state of the relaxation
dynamics of electrons injected from the tip of an STM.As a result, this technique opens up the possibility for
tuning the density of surface states/resonances of a given semiconducting surface, which could lead to control
over the lifetime of the excited state, and as a result over the size of the nonlocal effect. Thereby, wemay be able to
extend the lifetime (hence, the range) of hot electron transport, crucial to optimising both light harvesting
devices and surface photochemical processes.
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Methods

Experimental stability
Stability during injectionwas ensured by an in-house drift tracking programme, combinedwith a feature
locking technique. Figure S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/JPCO/3/095010/mmedia) demonstrates the
stability in all 3 directions during the charge injection experiment from figures 3(a) and (b). As seen infigure
S1(a), the shift in the tip position after the 10 s injection is smallermuch smaller than an adatom in the x and y
directions. Figure S1(b) further demonstrates that STM tip height (z direction)fluctuates by less than 10 pm
during the 10 s injection.

Scanning tunnelling luminescence
To convert frommeasured signal to emission probability per electrons Ppweuse the following conversion

P
STL Dark W

G t Q T S A n11
, 2p

e

=
- ´

´ ´ ´ ´ ´ ´ ´
( ) ( )

where: STL is the raw camera counts summed over 11 single photographs;Dark is the raw camera counts over 11
dark-photographs;W=50 is a tip-material factor to account for the low yield associatedwith tungsten;G is the
camera gain;Q=0.5 is themean quantum efficiency of the camera;T=0.9 is the typical transmission of a glass
UHVview port; S is the ratio of camera solid angle to 4π;A=0.3 is a correction for the angle of the camera away
from themaximum light emission angle; ne=I/e is the number of electrons per second, which is simply related
to the tunnelling current I and the charge on an electron e. Although approximate this conversion should be
within an order ofmagnitude or so of the true value. The critical conversion factor to allow quantitative
comparisonwith other STLmeasurements isW. Herewe take a conservative value.

The camera had ameasured bias of 490±30 counts and a dark count of 0.009±0.001 per second per unit
gain, giving a raw single dark-photograph camera-count of 490+0.009×t×G.

Ballistic-diffusivemodel
Weemploy themodel from [23], which relates themagnitude of the suppression regionR to the surface band-
structure. This allows us to extract the characteristic ballistic lifetime for each transport state. For each site, we
have site-specific transport properties (λ,β,R) and spectroscopymeasurements. This allows us to determine the
site-specific transport region energy thresholds and band-widths. Using the s-band tight-bindingmodel, the
energy dispersion of the transport state is described by

E E
E

ka
2

cos 1 , 30= +
D

-( ( ) ) ( )

where E0 is the energy threshold,ΔE is the state band-width and a is the 7×7 unit cell size a=2.69 nm. From
the site-specific plateau regions inλ, we determine energy onsets of the 2 transport statesmeasured on FM’s at
(+2.0±0.1) eV for theU3 state and (+2.85±0.1) eV for theU4 state. Thefirst thresholdmatches well with the
position of theU3 reported previously in [21, 22, 36]. TheU3 state has upwards dispersion [42–44].

Previously, it has beenmeasured that the S3 state has awidth of∼0.35 eVbetween the M point and half-way
to the G point [42, 44], giving a full dispersionwidth of∼0.7 eV. The average FWHMof the S3 state fromour STS
measurements [23] is 0.49 eV (0.54 eV forU3; 1.08 eV forU4). Based on the angle-resolved ultraviolet
photoemission spectroscopy results, we calculate a conversion factor for the FWHMof the S3 state [42], giving a
band-width of 0.7 eV for S3 (and 0.8 eV forU3; 1.5 eV forU4). The state occupancy is then describedwith the
standard equation for the tunnelling probability [23, 45].
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